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ABSTRACT 

The Southern Amargosa Desert is the sink of three 
ground-water flow systems which discharge approximately 

23,500 acre-ft./year within the basin and another 5,500 
acre-ft./year as underflow from the desert. Areal dis
tribution of hydrostratigraphy, hydrochemistry, ground
water potentials, and sources and sinks are used to delin
eate flow syst'ems within the desert.  

Paleozoic carbonate rocks are known tb be aquifers 
where sufficiently fractured. Intense fracturing of Paleo
zoic carbonate rocks east of Ash Meadows is related to 
gravity sliding along incompetent shale units of the Car
rara Formation. High secondary permeability in carbonate 

rocks east of Ash Meadows are believed to be the result 

of gravity sliding.  

Tertiary sediments within the Amargosa Desert are 
commonly aquitards. Structural deformation and subsequent 
burial of Tertiary sediments by Pleistocene sedimentation 

has resulted in a ground-water barrier, to flow in the 
alluvial aquifer of the Southern -Amargosa Desert.  

Surficial exposures of late Pleistocene sediments 
indicate a complex depositional history of clays and marls

- --.- ,-- -----
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relatedz to ground-water discharge. Normal faulting along 

the east side of Ash Meadows has resulted in the juxta

position of the carbonate aquifer with Tertiary and Pleisto

cene sediments. Ground-water discharge at Ash °Meadows is 

the result of this permeability contrast.  

Potentiometric, hydrochemical, and hydrostratigraphic 

data indicate that large springs at Ash Meadows are re

charged from the higher carbonate ranges to the northeast.  

A body of ground water containing ,low dissolved solids and 

possessing a sodium. bicarbonate character occupies the 

Central Pxargo~a Desert. •This water is related to a 'low 

system which is recharged in the Fortymile'Canyon drainage 

area and which discharges on the west'side of Carson Slough 

) north of the state line. Ground waters in the East Cen

tral and West Central Amargosa Desert are chemically dis

tinct from either the discharge at Ash Meadows or the 

.Central Amargosa Desert. Ground water in the West Central 

Aniargosa Desert is believed to originate in'. the Pahute" 

Mesa flow system and discharge in Death Valley and in the 

Southern :-AmargosaDesert. Minor flow systems exist (1) 

in the Northeast'Cdrntral 4 margosa Desert, (2) asýunderflow 

through the 'alluvial aquifeif rom Steward Valley, and (3) 

as perched'svstems. The final evapotranspirazion'sink of 

all f1ow systems" within' the ?Anargosa Desert' is• found in the 

arca as,- of Death Valley Juncticn and north of Eagle 

:.ountain.
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INTRODUCTION 

The Southern Amargosa Desert is in Nye County, Nevada, 
and Inyo County, California, between 1160 15' and 1160 45' 
west longitude. The area is bounded by the Funeral 
Mountains to the west, the Resting Springs Range to the 
south, the unnamed range between Ash Meadows and Pahrumo 
Valley to the east, and Jackass Flats to the north (Figure 
1). The Amnargosa River transects the desert from northwest 
to southeast and is the major surface water drainage within 
the region. Major tributaries to the Amargosa Ri.ver are 
Fortymile Wash, Rock Valley Wash, and Carson Slough. All 
drainages are ephemeral except where ground-water barriers 
cause perennial surface flow to occur.  

Numerous discharging springs and a flora assemblage 
related to ground-water discharge are found within the 
Southern Amargosa Desert. The largest springs are located 
at Ash Meadows, a small subbasin within the Amargosa Desert 
(Figure 1). Ash Meadows is named for and is the type local
ity of a species of ash tree which grows in abundance around 
springs and seeps (Merrian, 1893). These large springs 
sustain an unusually large flora population which otherwise 
could not exist in the arid Southwest.
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Within the -- argosa Desert topographic basin, precip
itation is scarce and varies with season. At Lathrop Wells, 
in North Central Amargosa Desert, summer and winter norr-
precipitation are 0.68 and 2.46 inches, respectively. in
vestigations by Quiring (1965) indicate that significantly 

less winter precipitation occurs in the Amargosa Desert than 
points eastward. Quiring (1915) con...es that this dis
parity is the result of a rain sha-. zaated by westward 
movement of winter storms over the Sierra Nevada Mountains.  
Summer precipitation, in the form of thunderstorms, enters 
the desert from th. south and southeast and leaves in an 
easterly .direction. As a result of this arcuate path, 
eastern areas of Nevada receive more sumnmer precipitation 

) than western areas. Thus, storm patterns represent a pri
mary limiting factor on the quantity of precipitation which 

the area receives.  

Loeltz (1960), noting the extreme aridity of the 
Amnargosa Desert, proposed that recharge for the large spring 
discharge at Ash Meadows originates outside of the topo
graphic basin. Winograd (1971) not only substantiates this 
postulate, but also tentatively defines the recharge area 
(also Winograd et al., 1971). Thus, the essential compon
cnts of the flow system maintaining the large springs a= 
Ash Meadows have been identified. This report represents"an 
attempt to investigate in a comprehensive manner the hydro
goology oE the discharge zone of this flow system, and to a
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lesser extent, the hydrogeology of smaller flow systems 

within the Amargosa Desert.  

Within, the stateCd Object~ives, three areas of investi

gation are emphasized. An attempt is made to'place in 

perspective the relationship between the Ash Meadows: flow 

system and-genesis of Pleistocenie sediments at-Ash Meadows.  

The-hydrostraitigraphic significance of geol6gic rock units 

is, a-second point stress-e'd in this report. 'A- third area 

of concern is the delineation of flow systems wIthin the 

SAmargosa Desert. 'Del'ineation-of flow systein.s is based upon 

hydrostratigrdphic, hydrochemical-,I ground-water' poten'tial, 

and source-sink~evidehne cited inrprevious reports and from 

intensive field investigaticn' by the'author. The discussion 

Sof flow• system delineation is covered in the HydrogeoJ.o y 

.Section of this-report, which is a summary of preceding 

discussions on hydrostratigraphy rand hydrochlemistry.  

A total -of six months' was 'spent on data collection in 

the field during the summers of 1971 ahd 1972. Laboratory 

analyses of rock and water samples wbre performed by per

sonnel of the Desert Research-Institute, Nlevada Bureau of 

Alines and-Geology, and by- the author.
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GEOLOGY AND HYDROSTPRTIGRAPHY 

Precambrian and Paleozoic Geoloav 

The late Precambrian and Paleozoic sediments in the 
Southern riaargosa Desert are genetically related to forma
tion of the Cordilleran Miogeosyncline in Eastern Nevada.  
In late Precambrian time, as the geosyncline began to form, 
clastic sediments derived from flanking metamorphic terrains 
to the east began to fill the basin. Argillites, arenites, 
subgraywackes and occasional dolomites were deposited over 
older metamorphic rocks. Dominantly clastic sedimentation ) continued until Early Cambrian time, when a transition, re
presented by the Carrara Formation, to carbonate sedimenta
tion occurred. Carbonate sedimentation, with two notable 
exceptions, was the major depositional mode in the mio
geosyncline throughout the remainder of the Paleozoic 

(Steward, 1964; Roberts, 1964).  

Major deposition of post-Cambrian clastics occurred 
in the Ordovician and Mississi:pian Periods. The Ordovician 
Eureka Quartzite has a ma.'imum thickness of 485 feet in the 
Northeastern Amargosa Desert and thins eastward (Burchfiel, 
1964). Regional clastic sedimentation also occurred 
following the Late Devonian Auntler Orogeny. This sedimen
tation, resulting in a section 7,700 feet thick at the



Nevada Test Site, was derived from a highland to the west 

and thins eastward. At the Nevada Test-Site, where the 

section is dominantly clasticlthese sediments are referred 

to as the Eleana Formation of Late Devonian and ILississip

pian age (Roberts, 1964; Cornwall, 1972). Contemporaneous 

deposition of limestones cast of .the Nevada Test Site, in 
the Northern Spring Mountains, and east of Ash. Meado%:s 

(Johnson and Hibbard, 1956) indicate that the~micgeosyncline 

was active in other parts of Eastern Nevada.  

In summary, Late Precambrian and Paleozoic stratigra-hv 

in the Southern Amargosa Desert-represents deposition by 
transgressing seas in'an-ancient miogeosvncline. This trend 

has supcrimpcsed cn it- various fluctuaetins associatcd -:ith 
) tectonism and epeirogeny. which have caused minor deviations 

frrmn carbonate sedi: .entation.: The trehd was terminated 

abruptly by the Sonoma Orogeny of Late-Permian age (Roberts, 

1964)., 

A. detailed description of the Precambrian and Pale'ozoic 
.Stratigraphy immiediately east of Ash'M/adows is to be found 

in .the Appendices of this-report. 

Precambrian and Paleooic "vdrostra-icra-Dh

Winograd et al. (1971) have analyzed the large bulk of 

data gathered by the United 'States' .Geo1ogical Survey since 

1957 in order to evaluhate grou t -ater. contamination by 

underground nuclear tes'ting at tthe Ne%,a'da Test Site; In the

- -. 
-. -- ��0 � * -. - - - - - - -- -
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process, they have obtained a thorough understanding of the 

aquifer characteristics of Precambrian and Paleozoic geo

cynclinal sediments throughout the region. This knowledge 

was obtained from intensive inspection and evaluation of 

outcrops, cores, drilling records, geophysical logs, drill 

stem test, and pump tests.  

Significant among the results was the conclusion that 

permeability and porosity are largely controlled by the 

character of secondary fractures in different lithologies.  

In particular, Winograd et al. (1971. p. 118) note: 

tht mode of deformation of some of the clastic rocks differs significantly from that othe carbonate strata. Siltstone, shale, and sand
stone commonly ex:hibit tight folding, slaty (sic) 
cleavage, and shearing in outcrep, whereas car
bonate rocks and quartzite3, though ntighlv 
fractured, tend to form relatively broad folds.  
The difference in mode of deformazion is Drobablv due to diflerences in the strength of the rocks.  
The dense carbonate and cuartzitic rocks- respond 
to stress as a brittle solid, at least under 
relatively shallow overburden; on the other hand, 
the more porous finer-grained rocks tend to deform 
plastically.  

Thus, for quartzitic and carbonate rocks, there exists the 
potential to form clean, open fractures. Argillaceous 

sediments, due to their mode of failure, are unlikely to 

do so, as pointed out by-Winograd et al. (1971, p. 120): 

The potential hydrologic significance of plastic 
deformation of siltstone and shale is twofold.  
First, innthese rocks the fractures formed during folding or faultin.g tend to be sealed by the same 
process that fo-rm.ed them. Second, w.henever quart
zites are interbcdded .ith argillaceous strata, as 
is conunon in parts of the Stirling Quartzite and
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the Wood Canyon Formation,- open fractures tend to be isolated or even sealed by the plastic deforma
tion of the weaker strata.  

In addition to the above, Winograd et al.7: (1971) also 

note a distinction between carbonate and quartziti'c rocks 
in that carbonate rocks exhibit some interc6hnected solution 
porosity which is not present in quartzitic rocks.' This 
secondary porosity is in the form of partially filled 
fractures which contain thin coatings of calcite or dol6mite 
on open fracture planes, or as fractures filled with vuggy 
calcite and dolomite veinlets. From examination of nu:. erous 
cores, it was considered that this porosity'-was the result 
of solution of carbonate filled veinlets, or solution-along 
fractures with subseauent minor precipitation'of' carbonate 
coatings. Solution was found to be better devel6•e d in 
limerstone than dolomite, while stress fractures- were best 
developed in finer-grained limestones. The more difficult 
solution of siliceous rocks is the apparent'reason=for' the 
lack of development of solution porosity in-quartzitic

rocks. -

Five wells at two -different locations one in' Sýouthiern 
Yucca Flat and the other in Eastern Amargosa Desert, pene
trate the upper plate -of low. angle thrust'fadults. The 

transmissivity of carbonate rocks -com5osihgthuiipber plate 
is, as a median value,- greater than those e"in red under 
other circumstances, and is on the order:of i105 gpd/ft 

(Winograd et al., 1971, Table 3; Johnston, 1968).
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The significance of these wells is twofold: First, .) 

as suggested by Winograd et al. (1971) klippens throughout 
the region are highly fractured; the high transmissivity of 
klippens consisting of carbonate rocks is indicativ¶e of 
secondary fracture permeability. Johnson (1968) substan
tiates this deduction in his report of the tracer wells 
(16/51 27ab) in. the Eastern Amargosa Desert. The thrust 
plane encountered by these wells is a low angle fault be
tween the Bonanza King Formation and the limestone of the 
Carrara Formation. In the highly fractured dolomite of the 
upper plate and along the fault plane itself, high yield 
aquifers were encountered. Below the fault no water would 
enter the limestone during constant rate injection tests.  

) Because the above aqtuif'ers are the result of a specific 
kind of tectonic stress, the second appraisement of these 
wells is that high secondary permeability may be the result 
of specific types of tectonic stress. In addition to 
klippens, I5inograd et al. (1971) also demonstrated that 
other high yield wells in carbonate terrain have been 
drilled in highly fractured rocks of fault zones.  

In summary, the Winograd group found that porosity and 
permeability in pre-Cenozoic rocks are probably related to 
the formation of open stress fractures, with some secondary 
solution in carbonate rocks. These fractures are open to 
depths of 4,200 feet below land surfacer indicating that

J
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static loading does not appreciably affect permeability 

(Winograd et al., 1971). No evidence was found for large 

interconnected solution cavities or extensive interstitial 

porosity and permeability. Argillaceous sediments, or 

brittle units interbed-ded with argillaceous sediments, 

were found to be relatively impermeable.  

Although essentially no investigations of the older 

Precambrian metamorphic complexes have been initiated within 

the region, for the purposes of this report their aquifer 

characteristics will be considered essentially the same as 

the argillaceous sediments because of their schistose nature.  

This assumption is not completely without'justification, as 

evidenced by small springs in the metamorphic complex of the 

Northern Funeral Mountains. These springs plausibly owe 

their existence to small, saturated zones which are perched 

in or above the Precambrian metaquartzites. The meta

quartzites, commonly possessing a micaceous schistosity, 

probably resi-st downward passage of scanty precipitation 

and accommodate accumulation of recharge in near surface 

fracture', 'weather, and rubble zones. In any case, outcrops 

of these rocks are of minor areal extent when compared to 

previously ra~tibned late Precambrian and Paleozoic sedi

Winbgrad et al. (1971) arbitrarily chose a specific 

capacity of 0.01 gpm per foot of drawdown for 1,000 feet

1)
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S :...urated rock as a means of dividing aquifers from 

.,-tards" Although this is an effective device, the 

.. r prefers another definition of hydrostratigraphic 

.. ,.:. G. B. Maxey (1964) has outlined a comparative me-hod 

f defining aquatards and aquifers which allows for a value 

S.:cnt to be made whenever different lithologic units are 

v,:. taposition. Thus, whenever Precambrian and Early 

'... L ian argillaceous units are in horizontal or vertical 

* • -,oosition with Paleozoic carbonates, the latter, which 

.. l the better transmitters of ground water, are to be 

:...,dccred aquifers and the argillites would be aquitards.  

- this report, all carbonate rocks younger than the Early 

C.'£-*,:ian clastic sediments of the Carrara Formation will be 

-. :v-red to as the'":carbonate aquifer" and, as essentially 

.t:l the formations older than Early Cambrian are argilla

cc.our, they will be called the "clastic aquitard." Region

.,iiy, this comparative relationship of carbonate aquifer 

L). ciastic aquitard has been demonstrated (Winograd and 

-:,crdarson, 1968), and these hydrostratigraphic units are 

• '"ceved to be the major regional aquifer and aquitard.  

At the Nevada Test Site, Winograd et al. (1971) have 

d!"ided the above hydrostratigraphy into upper and lower 

Ci.1';tic aquitards and upper and lower carbonate aquifers.  

-'.....division is due to the presence of the Eleana Formation, 

"-h/h iz.aPproximately 8,000 feet thick in the western

)
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Nevada Test Site and separates 4,000 feet of late Paleo

zoic limestone from-approximately 15,;000 feet of early 

Paleozoic limestone ind dolomite. The entire complex 

is underlain by 10,000 feet of Precambrian and Early Cam

-brian argillacous sediments; which form the low'er clastic 

aquitard., Although technically correct at that location, 

this hydrostratigraphy'is not °abplifcabl~e to' the Amargosa 

Desert for two reasons: First-, except for" a few scattered 

outcrops at Bare Mountain, the E!6an'a Formation does not 

crop cut in the Axnargosa'Desert. This is due-to a natural 

southerly and 'easterly thinning of the formation. SeCond, 

Paleozoic rocks youinger than-Devonian are uncommon in the 

.margosa Desert. 

Other minor Paleozoic clastic units which occur within 

the region are not seDarated into hydrostratigraphic units, 

even though they'are of considerable areal'extent. These 

units are generally thin;- averaging 100 or '200 feet thick, 

and as displacement on ve"rtical faults- witkiin" the region 

3 often greater_ than their thicfzniess, -their 'efectiveness 

"as aquitards ilof a very iodai nature (Wihograd et al., 

1971). -Also',' such units as~the°:Eureka Quartzite are re

1Iftively'pure arenites,and -after bdin4 subjected to the 

e tectonic ,stress as the carbonate-rocks, may have as 

-."Y open fractures.
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JXj-VTertiary Valley Fill 

A complex group of post-Paleozoic, indurated clastic 
and carbonate sediments occur on the southeast flank of the 
Funeral Mountains. Denny and Drewes. (1965) have mapped 4n 
ddtail these outcrops and have divided the stratigraphy i
to informal lithologic units. These units often demonstrate 
cxtre...e lateral variation in thickness, and tend to trun
cate each other higher in the section. When zaken as a 
grc'uD, the lithologic units of Denny and Drewes (1965) are 
rcmarkably similar to the Titus Canyon Formaation of Stock 
and Bode (1935'). The informal units are, as rapped by 
Dcnny and Drewes, from the base upward: lower fanglomerate, 
lower conglomerate, upper limestone and shale, upper fan
•glZnerate and upper conglomerate. The upper limestone and 
shale unit is very similar to the description of an algal 
limestone correlation horizon described by Stock and Bode 
(1935), and the entire sequence is similar to a section of 
thc Titus Canyon Formation described by Cornwall and 
Flcinhampf (1964, Plate 3) in the Bullfrog Hills. These 

similarities plus the occurrence of cutcrops of similar 
rocks extendi-n northward along the western edge of the 
";J.argosa Desert to within ten miles of the most southerly 
outcrop mapped by Stock and Bode (1935, Plate 4) in the 
"•or-hern Funeral Mountains convince t: 2 author that the 
correlcation of Denny and Drewes (1965) is correct; that
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their informal units belong to Ehe Titus Canyon, Formation.  

T The section measured by Cornwall and jKleinhamPl (1964) 

is 2,700 feet thick, while the aggregate.thicknesses of 

Denny and.Drewes' informal units are at least that-thick.  

Denny and Drewes (1965) note the occurrence of an 

indurat'd fanglomerate south of the Old Traction Road (19/51 

7a) in the Resting Springs Range. This fanglomerate is 

similar to those fanglomerates composing the basal!units of 

the Titus Canyon Formation in the Funeral Mountains to the 

Xlest, which is Denny and Drewes' (1965) suggested correla

tion. As extreme lateral thinning of the Titus Canyon .  

Formation was noted by Cornwall and Kleinhampl in the Bull

frog Hills, a similar phenomena here may explain the absence 

of the remainder of the formation in the Resting Spring 

Range.  

The upper contact of the Titus Canyon Formation can he 

conformable, as it is in the Bullfrog Hills (Cornwall and 

Eleinhaminl, 1964), or unconformable as it is north and south 

of the Bullfrog Hills (Stock and Bode, 1935).. The formation 

itself-has been identified as early Oligocene from the oc

_currence of Mesohi-ous and titanothere fossils (Stock and 

Bode, '1935). In addition, Cornw:all and Kleinhampl (1964) 

havc- f6und freshwater snails and a fossil tree trunk within 

-the formation. Thus, fluvial and lacustrine environments 

--are represented by the fossil and rock record. .

-- 4 - . - - .-.-- - -- . - ----- .- . 4- - -- - .4 -* - - -.4 - 4 -- - - ---. 4....-.4. -



Late Tertiary Valley Fill 
The Tertiary Valley fill mapped on Plate 4 represents 

a thick sequence of playa lake sediments not unlike those 
of the Furnace Creek Formation. The basal contact of this 
sequence is not exposed in the area mapped, although what 
may be the contact with the Titus Canyon Formation was 
described by Denny and Drewes (1965) in the area where the 
Old Traction Road crosses the Von Schmidt line, south of 
Ash Meadows. They indicate the claystone and sandstone of 
the Tertiary playa lake sediments lie conformably on and 
are interbedded with the uppermost pebble beds of the
fanglomerate previously described as possible Oligocene 
Titus Canyon Formation. Although the contact does appear 
conformable, this author could find little evidence for the 
indicated gradation. The basis of this observation is that 
the underlying fanglomerate is significantly more indurate 
than the playa lake sediments, and a lithologic change 
from deeply weathered, dark fanglomerate gravels to light 
greenish yellow tuffaceous siltstone and sandstone, in which 
is intercalated medium-bedded, very pale orange, fine-grained 
limestone, appears abrupt. A few lenses of poorly sorted, 
pebbly gravels do occur near the base, but are distinct in 
appearance and induration from the underlying fanglomerate..  

Practically all of the finer-grained clastic playa lake 
sediments are tuffaceous to some degree. Thin bedding and

15
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variable light coloration combined with a high clay content 

are distinctive characteristics of these sediments. How

ever, extreme lateral and vertical variation is found through

OtU the area mapped. As good exposures of these sediments 

are rare and as the base is not exposed at Ash MIeadows, an 

area by area description of outcrops was found to be more 

useful than a standard stratigraphic section.  

At the south end of the airstrip (18/50 25ca) at Ash 

:'aidows Lodge, symmetric ripple marks occur in thin to 

rnccdium-bedded grayish yellow green siltstone and sandstones.  

ThC sediments .are crudely thinbedded and exhibit a few 

channel cut and fill structures. Lenses of coarser clasts 

(granules) consist of Paleozoic limestone, dark chert, and 

quartz. This probable fluuvial deposit is underlain by 340 

uc,'to- of pale greenish yellow friable shale and siltstone, 

which weathers to a distinctive pale yellowish orange clay 

"bIoom. The beds become increasingly sandy and thicker

bedded near the top of the unit where silty sandstones 

- generally have a dark reddish cast and are saliferous with 

l&'-:inations of halite. The next underlying unit-is the 

di:;tinctive pale yellowish green outcrop of zeolitized *tuff 

W'sthw'st of Ash Meadows Lodge in sections 25 and 26. Rem

:Iant pumiceous structures which give the outcrop a vuggy 

''Pcarance can be seen in hand specimens. The. top of the' 

"--:!tsi'e-ýbedded outcrop is marked by a yellowish gray shale
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intcrbe.dded with thick-bedded greenish and grayish tuff

accous siltstone.  

The next exposed outcrop lower in the section in this 

arca is a very pale orange algal limestone in the south ban:

of a stream course in the NW1/4 NEI/4 sec. 26T.lSs., R.050E.  

Thin-to-thick-bedded limestone is interbedded with light 

ormnge sandstone and shale, forming a unit six feet tic"

Stratigraphically, this unit is several hundred feet below 

the zeolitized tuff. Underlying (and probably overlying) 

the limestone unit are thick sections of poorly exposed 

pale greenish yellow friable siltstones and shales, i ndis
tinguishable from those overlying the zeolitized tuff. The 

underlying sediments are usually thin-bedded to laminated, 
* ) occasionally ripple marked, and probably several hundred 

fcct thick. Their outcrop area is marked by ubiquitous clay 
blooms and gypsum fragments weathered from the underlying 

strata.  

As strata-in this area dip generally southward, more 
units deeper in the section are theoretically exposed north
ward. Exposures, however, are generally poor, being covered 

hl' clay blooms and'thin alluvial and eolian veneers deposited 

Ovur topography with slight relief. Also, to the north, the 

playa lake sediments become progressively more disturbed 
tectonically, increasing the possibilities of repetition of 

Iection. Observations from scattered outcrops to the north

)
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jidicateo that beds yet'lower in the sectio &are probably 

sinilar to those pireviously described, with a few ex
"Celktions. No recurrence of massive zeolitized tuffs "were 

:)oted northward, and outcrops of indurated-, medium-bedded, 

light gray tuffaceois' siltstone and sandst6oi became in

creasinrgly frequent. This trend continues to about the mid
die of sec. 16, T.18S., R. 50E., where a tongue of fan

glomerate (Tgm bn Plate 4)' occurs in steeply °dipping beds.  
'The coarser clasts of this fanglomerate c'nsi-st of arDrox

iriatel; 95% rounded quartzite' pebbles and 5% *Paleozoic lime

stone. The shape of the outcro- is suggestive of a Channel 
deposit, but this is probably deceptive. "Nobedding was 

iisc'ernable, 'but small clay blooms on the slopes of the out

9crops2 indicate a poor sorting.' 

North of the above fanglomeeate,'indurated tuffaceous 
a:ndstones and siltstones become very common, possibly form

i:ng 25% of-the section. A grayish ye!].owb~iotiLe ash fall 

Luff is exposed just northea~sz of thie fangrlom.Jerate outcrop 
(18/50 16bc). Thee t-uff is indurate-d, about a hailf foot 
",.Lick, and appe'ars not to .hvae 'been rewor;&ed. Finer clastics 
SOetween "the fanglomerate -and the second anticline to the north 

consist of grayish-elidw cloa-s one an6 fiable, Pale ye!

ora.ce shales. The surficial otitcr6p"in the second 
In Licline consists of'medi~m'bedded silicified limestone.  
;ilicification is nearly-,co ete at tis site; giving the 

C!"OtCrop the appearance of bedded chalcedony."-; Between the
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two anticlines in section 16, clay prospects have brought 

to the surface fragments of interformational conglomerate 

heavily cemented with brown chalcedony (sard?). At the 

same prospect pit, deeply weathered fragments of dusky 

green basalt were found among debris in spoil piles.  

Tertiary fanglomerate units are indicated on Plate 1 

in order to delineate structural trends and do not have 

time-stratigraphic significance. In general, their out

crops were found to be positive linear features on terrain 

of slight relief. The fanglomerates are lithologically 

distinct from each other; hence the reason for designating 

them differently.  

The fanglomarate unit designated Tgl was found to con

tain 30% quartzite, 67% Paleozoic limestone, and 3% dark 

chert. The unit attenuates northward, and appears to trun

cate at a slight angle the underlying finer sediments. The 

structural setting of this unit indicates that it is probably 

higher in the section than other Tertiary fanglomerates.  

The fanglomerate unit designated Tgn is not the strong 

positive feature as are other fanglomerates, probably as a 

result of its higher clay content. It is also notable in 

that felsite gravels were the dominant coarse clastic, while 

the only pre-Tertiary clasts were quartzites. A similar 

fanglomterate was found along the axis of an anticline in 

sec. 1, T.18S., R.49E., but poor exposure precluded mapping 

of the outcrop.
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At the present site of the Tenneco processing plant 

"(17/49 36c), northwest of the old Clay Camp, another fan
glomerate tongue (Tgp) forms the north flank of an eastF west plunging'anticline. The lithologies represented by 

S pebble-sized or greater clastic material were more variable 
than at other sites, as the following percentages reveal: 

felsite, 40%; quartzite, 42%; dark chert, 9%; sandstone, 

4%; Paleozoic limestone, 4%. In a road cut at the east end 
of the tongue-shaped outcrop, crudely bedded, poorly sorted 
mudstones and gravels are sufficiently indurated to form 
vertical walls. No current-bedding is exhibited at this 

excellent exposure. Thus, although the shape of the out
crop is suggestive of a large channel, bedding features are 
definitely those of a fanglomerate. The tongue shape is 
probably due to lateral attenuation of-the gravels, and not 
related to confinement by an elongate channel. This fan

glomerate represents the uppermost exposed unit in the 

section.  

In 'an abandoned drainage ditch which dissects the 

southeast corner of the anticline in section 1, near the 

old Clay Camp, an extensive section of fluvial beds were 
exposed. From the axis of the anticline outward, the suc

cession of beds are: grayish orangish pink claystone; thin 

eZ CC3= -e=C- =a -acerae=-- 4.  
i 
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Figure 2. Tertiary limestone and conglomerate located in 

SEl/4 sec. 16, T.18S., R.51E.
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Furnace Creek Formation given by Drewes (1964) for the silt

stonc-shale and siltstonc-limestone beds at the northern end 

of the Greenwater Range, a large degree of similarity is 

observed. Although lower shale-borate beds are not known 

to occur in the playa lake sediments at Ash Meadows, they 

are to be found in Tertiary sediments of the Resting Springs 

near Shoshone, California (Noble and Wright, 1954). The 

age of the Furnace Creek Formation, based upon diatom fos

sils, is early and middle Pliocene (McAllister, 1970).  

The above discussion indicates that if a stratigraphic 

correlation to! the north is correct, the Tertiary sediments 

at Ash M:eadows can possibly be either late"Miocene or eariv 

Pliocene. Further, the Ash Meadows sediments are very 

zSimilar to early and middle Pliocene beds occurring in the 

"-'urnace Creek area of Death Valley. As no diagnostic fos

..ils are available at Ash Meadows, the author can only state 

an opinion with regard to the age of the playa lake sedi

.-,nLs. That opinion is that late Tertiary sediments at 

",., •eadows are Furance Creek Formation equivalents, and ma 

i1So "c equivalent to Tertiary sediments interbedded with 

"ti Paintbrush Tuff.  

".:,t,~X.' -v Iydrs-tratigraPhy 

!:,-zozOic hydrostratigraphy within the region is limited 

"oa fL' isolated intrusive bodies which, for all practical 

, are aquitards (t.1inograd at al., 1970). No attempt '9 /

° . . i I i



is made to distinguish them from Tertiary aquitards.  
Certain late Tertiary welded tuffs.which occur at 

thc Nevada Test Site are known aquifers -(Winograd et al., 
1971; Winograd, 1971a). -The welded-tuffs, part of the 
paintbrush Tuff and TimberMountain Tuff Formations, are 
qcncrally centered around the Timber Mountain Caldera. not, 
plastic shards of glass associated with nuee ardentes were 
ejccted from various vents around the caldera from late 
mioccne through early Pliocene. These -ejected shards formed 
the ash-flow tuffs which, upon-deposition,-were welded into 
vitrophyres that compose the bulk"-of the above formations.  
As might be expected, the .beds of vitrophyie, commonly 
referred to as cooling units, thin irregularly away from the caldera (Linman and Christiansen, 1964)ý, and cover 

e:Xtensive areas around Timber Mountain.  

Upon cooling, Polygonal fractures formed-in-the more 
densely welded portions of each cooling unit.-: ,These primary 
fractures are the chief source of permeability and porosity 
of the welded tuffs (Winograd et al. -1971-; Winograd, >1971a) 
IýUlls in one member of the Paintbrush-Tuff -below 'Western 
Jackass Flats indicate that these welded-tuffs 'can -h'ave 
trans issivities on the order-of, 10 4'mgd/ft'br greater. it 
rhould be noted, however, thatrsignificantly lower trans

4iSsiv~ities were obtained from-the same formations in other 
Creas (Winograd, 1971a). ,Further, -Winograd. (1971a) notes

25
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that older ash-flow tuffs below Pahute Mesa are considered 

aquitards. Thus, it is not sufficient to designate a forma

tion as an aquifer because it is an ash-flow tuff.  

At the Nevada Test Site, a series of early Tertiary 

.:-colitized tuffs and tuffaceous sediments occur between the 

wclded tuff aquifer (Paintbrush Tuff and Timber Ieountain 

Tuff Formations) and the carbonate aquifer. From tunnels, 

bore holes, electric logs, and well tests Winograd et al.  

(1971) determined that these formations were aquitards.  

In contrast to either the underlying carbonate aquifer and 

overlying welded tuff aquifer, they are significantly-less 

pcrmeable, although their porosity may be several orders of 

:::agnitude greater than either of the aforementioned aquifer-s.  

) • Winograd et al. (1971) attribute these aquifer character

-Aics to high clay and zeolite content of these beds, noting 

thzat slight interstitial permeability is their chief 

=chanism for transmission of ground water.  

Within the Amargosa Desert, the previously described 

Tertiary sediments probably form a similar aquitard beneath 

'-X. Quaternary valley fill. That these sediments are also 

nquitards is indicated by their dominant litholog, (clay) 

and the effect they have upon ground-water flow. Two ex

:.~':es of the latterý influence on flow can be examined in 

"' Southern Amargosa Desert. Grapevine Springs (19/50 4ba) 

"an elongate seep ar•ca at the erosional contact of early
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pleistocene(?) gravels and Tertiary playa lake sediments, 

S which occurs at an elevation considerably above the general; 

water table in the area. As it is unlikely2 that the spring 

could be receiving its recharge from any possible under

lying carbonates, the only probably alternative is local 

recharge. The geological setting suggests that a local 

perched flow system exists in the early Pleistocene(?) 

gravels. Such a system would necessitate an aquitard be

neath the gravels'. A similar system can 'be seen at Navel 

Spring, in Furance Creek -Ca'nyon, at the contact of the 

Funeral Fanglomer'ate and the Furnace Creek Formation.

The .second notable example of the influence of Ter

tiary playa lake sediments on ground-water flow can be seen 

in the area of the old Clay Camp. By referring to Plates -1 

and 4, it is observed that a slight horizontal gradient is 

indicated by the water table contours to the northw•est_ of 

Clay Camp. South and southeast of Clay Camp the water table 

steepens abruptly, as if flow hasrintersected a barrier, 

By comparing the location of the abrupt change, in slope with 

the geologic plate, it is obvious that the occurrence of 

Tertiary outcrops almost alwiays coincides with this 'water 

table phenomenon. This relationship suggests that the 

Tertiary sediments are less permeable than the overlapping 

Younger sediments, and in terms of hydrostratigraphic-unit's, 

the Tertiary and Quaternary valley fills are aquitard' and
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stratigraphically above late Tertiary sediments, the late 
Pliocene or early*'Pleistocene age of Denney, and Drewes 

(1965) appears reasonable.  

This fanglomerate has only local hydrologic significance, 

as it generally occurs above the zone of saturation, pro
bably from local precipitation, and forms the aquifer of a 

small perched ground-water system.  

Early Pleistocene Valley Fill 

In clay pits around the old Clay camp (18/49 la), a 
series of siltstones and claystones crop out which im
mediate~ly overlie Tertiary playa lake sediments and probably 
represent the oldest Pleistocene iialey fill in surficial 
exoosure. The medium- to thick-bedded siltstcnes and clay

stones are generally a pinkish gray color and are inter
calated with lenses of light gray fine-grained limestone.  
The limestone lenses are not extensive, and have irregular 
lower surfaces which conform to small topographic depres
sions. :Upper surfaces of these limestones are generally 
flat. These bedding features are well illustrated in the 
clay pit north of the Tenneco-plant- (18/49 36c), where the 
beds strike and dip conformably with the underlyingTer

tiary sediments (Figure 3a). Bedding features are indica
tive of a low energy fluvial environment (the present 

orientation of the beds is probably not related to their
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angle of repose). Tertiary playa lake sediments were~probab

) ly the chief source of fine-grained clastic material for these 

Pleistocene beds. Fuller's Earth mined from the clay pits 

in previous years (Papke, 19,70), was probably the result of 

erosion, mechanical cleaning, and redeposition of finer

grained Tertiary playa lake deposits. In clay pits to the 

southeast (18/50 7ab), it is apparent that these sediments 

also truncate the Tertiary valley fill.  

This older Pleistocene valley fill has been disturbed, 

as is illustrated at the clay pit north of the.Tenneco 

plant. A small reverse fault with two feet of vertical 

throw can be seen in the entrance to the pit (Figure 2-b 

and within the pit numerous "box-work" structures are be

lieved to be the result of fracturing and secondary de

position of calcite and aragonite along the oints, with 

subsequent removal of the clay by differential weathering.  

The stresses which caused this deformation may have been, 

related to those which formed the anticline in the Tertiary 

sediments south of the Tenneco-plant, as both the reverse 

fault and the anticline could be the result of the same 

compressional stress system.  

Other surficial outcrops in the Ash Meadows area are 

probably younger than the Clay camp outcrops. Sample logs 

of wells to the east enable one to determine lithologies, 

at considerable depth and to obtain an idea of stratigraphic 

Succession. Sample logs and driller's logs found useful 
) by the author are listed in the appendices of this report.
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From the sample logs, three trends in the Pleistocene 

valley fill can be observed. In general, at depths greater 

than 500 feet, clays or argillaceous sands are commonly the 

prcdominant lithologies. At depths less than 300 feet, 

rarls and fresh-water limestones with subordinate clays pre

dominate. Intermediate between these depths, poorly sorted 

i.ands and gravels are common. These trends also vary lat

erally, generally with distance from the Paleozoic carbonate 

cutcrops at Ash Meadows. Near the Paleozoic outcrops, sam

ple logs generally indicate that poorly sorted fan materials 

.... c more extensively represented in the section while-at 

distance from these outcrops, occurrences of sands and gra

vels become minimal. Surficial exposures indicate that 

S -n.•rls and limestones are also best developed near the Paleo

,:-ic outcrops while clay becomes more prevelant away from 

teCse outcrops. To the east of Ash Meadows, the Amargosa 

Slat is an area of extensive clay and marl exposures. Wal

'#er and Eakin (1963) indicate that this marl zone extends 

41:10st uniformly around the flat up to the elevation of 2400 

!(et.  

In addition to marl, sample logs 18/50 lldd and 18/51 

"- ,i indicate that gypsum is also .present within the upper 

r. feet of the surface. Gypsum, commonly in the form of 

"-'-':it, is found weathering from the marls at Ash Meadows 

* ::ticarly in the area of the Paleozoic outcrops and from 

"~ ." around the flat northeast of Ash Meadows.
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-Surficialoutcrops of the upper marl zone of the early 

"Pleistocene valley fill are highly variable. The best ex

.- posures of marls at Ash Meadows crop out in Nhl/2 sec. 26 

an-din the Sl1/4 sec. 23, T.17S., R.50E.,, where poorly 

indurated, light gray to white nodular beds of marl are 

crudely interbedded with grayish yellow greencalcareous 

clays. This light colored marl -is often relatively free 

of clastic material, containing-as little as 10% silt-and 

finer7sized particles. In other areas, clay beds of many 

pastel shades contain crude angular calcareous nodules which 

make penetration with a shovel difficult. At the southeast 

end of Fairbanks Butte (17/50 3c) these marls and calcareous 

clays are interbedded with argillaceous limestones. Figure 

4 is illustrative of these interbedded units. In the lower 

left-hand corner of the figure, nodular marl and pinkish 

gray clay grade upward into argillaceous limestone. The 

limestone apparently was partially removed by erosion, sub

sequent :to which another calcareous pinkish gray clay over

lapped the renmant at the approximate position of the ham

nmer. The environment of deposition of the pinkish gray 

clays was probably subaerial, low energy fluvial. Over

lapping the above is a yellowish gray calcareous clay with 

fewer marl nodules than that in underlying beds. The 

environment of deposition here was probably subacueous and' 

Possibly paludal. This last, unit completely overlaps the
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limestone ?remnant and is overlain by a massive argillaceous 

limestone. Immediately below the outcrop shown in Figure 4, 

an irregularly shaped calcareous nodule was .found weathering 

from the marls (Figure 5a). This nodule contains casts of 

numerous rootlets of aquatic(?) plants on its surface.  

These are probably the results of calcium carbonate depos

ition from ground water in clay mold left by decay of the 

rootlets. Denney and Drewes (1965) also make note of nu.

erous casts and molds of rootlets weathering from these 

beds. In other localities, nodular casts have the appearance 

of coprolites of burrowing invertebrates (Figure 5b).

In an endeavor to understand the origin of the clastic 

fraction of the early Pleistocene valley fill at Ash Meadows, 

)~ samnples from various localities, generally in the northern 

half of Plate 4, were collected and cleaned of all calcareous 

tnd clay-sized particles. The resulting residues, generally 

of a silt or fine sand size, were identified under a petro

graphic microscope with the aid of oils. A summary of the 

results of this examination is given in Table 1. All of 

Lhe samples except two came from the marl zone in the Ash 

::cadows area. Sample A-5 is from an old eolian deposit 

l:hich consisted of horizontally stratified, coarse sand- to 

., ilt-sized grains of subangular to subrounded clasts.  

This eolian deposit is probably located at the same 

::s:'atigrngphic horizon as the alluvial units which truncates
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Sample * 2 Sanidine Plagtelase 

A-2 - 17/SO l9adc P P.Oligo.  

A-4 1li50 17ecba P-Olig-O.  

A-5 17/S0 addd P P-0118o.  
Albite 

A-6 17/SO 3ccd (Southwest and 

A-6-ak (94' feet) P -Olico.  

A-6-b (87 feet) P P-Oligo.  

A-6-c (59 feet) P %P-0ligli.  

A-6-e (36,feet) P rP-Oligo.  
Andes.  

A-7 17/SO 27bbc S P-Oligo.  

A-8 17/SO l5ddd P P.Ol'g'o.  
'Andes.  

.4-9-a 17/SO 23cbd P 

A-9;0 l7/SO 23cbd IP P-Oltgo.  
Andes.  

A-10 17/SO 3Sddd P Sý-Ol 40.  

A-11 18/5O 2dab P S-Oligo.

Wl~el Snmple 17/50 
530' depth l~dcd

P P*Oligo.

43 0 -A W. 3.  

0u a 
004 2, 2 W 

Clase Quartz licroeline Biotite-' A ~ 2~ 
P-'dcvit-r. P S P S P 
& Fresh 

P-devitr. P S S S S 5S P 
&Fresh 

P-devitr. rs PSS P S P'S S 
& Fresh 

Fairbanks Buztte; following numbers represe-nt diniqnee from top 

P-devitt. ýIF S S S S S S S S S 

P-devitr. P S, S S SS S SS S 

P-devitr. P S- S P P S PS S S S, 

P-devitr. P SI S 3 - S S 

P-devitr. r - P S P P S S S 
(isott led) 

P-devitr. IP S S r S S P S S S 
-. (Zircon in~clud.) 

i-devltr. 7 S, S '* 
& Fresh 
P-devitr. IP S 'S P PS S SS S 

P-devitr. P S, 1' S S S S

P-devitr. P 
(forning 
r.'-Icu lar 
Xtali & 
mottled.) 
P-devitr. P 
(sue rove) 
& Fresh

Other 
Monazite 

Spherulites

Notes 
Some anhedral xtals.  

Masny anhedral xtale rounded fragments

of ledge.) 

C6eletita Euhedral Magnetite.  

Spherulites Eubedral Magnetite.  

Spherulites.  
cclestite*Honarite 

Mu~scovaite quartz well rounded 

Hematite? Euhiedral Magnetite.  
Cyp aur 

Muscovite Many subhecdval xtsl

Spherul itea 
Nt- 1.53 

Hlematite! 
Ku acov ite

S S S S S 3

S, P P S S

Celestite abundant.  

sand pitted.  

Large xtalg Touru.

a.-

sample highly calcarious (90%).  

Euhedral Magnetite 25% lime cont.  

quartz grains rounded.  

Quaitz grains rounded and pitted.

# Phlogophyte?

-~1
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the marls at other locations (sce discussion under Late 

Pleistocene Valley Fill). The other non-marl zone analysis 

is a grab sample from the 530 foot depth of a well which 

is now abandoned. The samples indicate a similarity of 

mineralogy, and no trend with areal location could be 

detected. In general, the volcanic minerals of sanidine, 

plagioclase (dominantly oligoclase), divitrified glass, and 

quartz dominated over a variety of subordinate minerals, 'f 
including some secondary ones (gypsum and celestite).  

Along the northern fringe of the Amargosa Desert, an 

abundance of air-flow and air fall late Tertiary turfs occur 

in terrain and drainages favorable to be the source of the 

above volcanic mineralogy. Cornwall (1972) has recently 

reviewed the coniposition of these tuffs, belonging to the 

Paintbrush Tuff and Timber Mtountain Tuff Formation, and has 

characterized them as varying from rhyolite to quartz latite.  

In general, sanidine and oligoclase are the most frequently 

mentiondd phenocrysts, followed by subordinate amounts of 

quartz, biotite, magnetite and clinopyroxene. If these 

tuffs are the source of the aforementioned mineralogy at 

Ash Meadows, the absence of clinopyroxene is not unexpected, 

as the ferromagnesium minerals w:ould be the first to be 

chemically weathered. Of the heavy minerals listed in Table 

i,' epidote, leucoxene, tourmaline, and garnet are not 

mentioned by Cornwall (1972, Table 3) as cozunon to the late

)



Tertiary -tuffs. Various explanations 'can be offered'for 

this Cifference, but- few can be definitively proven.  
The similarities betwee~n the 'm 3ineralogies of siit sized 

material at Ash Meadows .and'of phenocrysts of the Late 
*Tertiary tuffs bordering the-Amargosa Desert-on the north 
suggest that the latter are the-source of the fourier. Lp
man r.nd Christiansen (1 9 6 4 )-note that a corajnon w eathering 
mode of the glassy component of these,'tuffs results in' the 
formation of montmorillonitic:clays. '-Apparently ihe leach
ing of sodium from the metastable glass by percolating 
fluids occurs 'contemporaneously -with, clay'formati6n. Hoover 
(1968) also notes the preferential -exchange of hydro-gen 
ions for sodium ions in volcanic 'glass. Thus, carbonic acid 
from natural meteoric waters ma' be the-mechanism for the 
breakdown of-the glassy-fraction of the tuffs to clays, and 
for the formation of -sodium bicarbonate ground wtI6r co..mon 
to these terrains (Also see.discijssidn under Hydrochemistry).  

It would appear.that ;volcanic -debris eroded from thi 

upland north of the Amargosa Desert is the probab source 
of both the clay-and silt-sized mineral fragmenIts e Jeedded 
in the clay and marl at'Ash I.eadows 'The relative abun

dance of some heavy minerals listed-in Table 1lmay be either 
the result of -concentration -in --eransit or'their eklative 
resistance to weathering. 

-

Clay samples from the Pleisltocene valley fill at Ash

39
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Meadows were also collected for x-ray diffraction analysis 
The results of these analyses indicate that the clays are 
almost entirely composed of dioctahedral montmorillonite 
(Table 2). Other minerals indicated by the x-ray dif
fraction work generally compliment the results of the micro

scopic analysis of Table 1.  
Sample 31 of Table 2 was noted by the author to have 

a large salt content. An analysis of the water soluble 
fraction of this sample indicates that the salt is composed 
largely of NaSO 4 (Table 3). The x-ray diffraction results 
of the same sample indicate the presence of thenardite, 
which compliments the chemical analysis. Thus, siulfates 
of calcium, sodium, and to a lesser- extent, strontium are 
found in the Pleistocene valley fill. Under present con
ditions, salt crusts are abundant in the Jack Rabbit Spring 
and Big Spring areas. An analysis of one of the flores
cences revealed a dominantly sodium chloride-sulfate com
position (Sample 30, Table 3). Similar salt florescences 
deposited with the marls and clays may account for the 
ubicuitous thenardite weathering from the Pleistocene val
ley fill, provided that the sodium chloride could later 

be leached fromj the clays.  

At various localities throughout Ash Meadows, light 
colored vuggy limestones form protective caps on small 
mesas in the Pleistocene valley fill. Irregardless of their



X-RAY DIFFRACTION RESULTS

Sample Acid Denzdine 
11o. Location Test Stain Test 

23 17/50 3cdb- s 
,(Be16w N.  
rim Fair 
h.:ks Butte) 

29 18/51 7b"d N w

31 17/50 3ccd W 
(Base SW end 
Fairbanks -utte)

w i

I!ajcr Interme- Linor 
:!inerals diate 4,in. ::in.

Montmoril
lonite 
K-Feldspar

Trace 
Min.
Mm.

I 1-lite 
Calcite

2ontrn'or- Felds
[!o-nie nar 

:ont•or- Thenardite Calcite 
Ilonite Gypsum

32 17/49 36cdb N N U 11onz.-or- Quartz 
(clay pit) illonite Plagio

clase 34 17/50 3bbd, S 11 bontmor- Quartz- Playc
illonite clase 

Calci:e Well 17/50 10dcd N M Mlontr.or- Quartz Plaic-415' depth il!onite clase 
U , •5 lCdcd S .-, Quartz Iont-=r

Feldspar illonite 
Calcite Clinop

WCell 17/50 15adc W 'M :tont•or- Quartz 
illonite Plagio

clase 
IiSite Well 17/50 1ado +S W Calcite Quartz Mont-.mr- IIl
Plagio- illonite ite 
clase 

N:otes: S = Str6ng Acid test is for presence of Calcite.  
SJM.= Moderate- - - Ben£idinse stain test is a field test for W = Weak --pres~n~e of Montm.crillonite. Not VI = Very Weak -,always:correct.  

WN>= None Montmcrillonites are of dicctahedal type.  
Analyses by Keith Pa;kc, Nevada Bureau 

of Mines.

)
Table 2.
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SALT ANALYSES 

30 

18/51 l9ba 

97.7% 

.9 

.5 

.8 

99.9%

31 

17/50 3ccd 

94.3% 

.1 

5.2 

.4 

100.0%

)..- ,C:' 

U0.  

!

"3

'5

6.2 

64.0 

28.5 

100.0%

5.5 

.1 

92.0 

100:0%

Notes: Sample 30 frcm recent salt crust near Big Spring.  

Sample 31 frcni Pleistocene clay near Fairbanks Butte.  

Percentages calculated frcm epms of 
ionic constituents.  

Analyses by Patricia Harris, Desert 
Research Institute.

I )
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stratigraphic position, these,.caps were delineated on Plate 

4 as Qpc. Limestone caps, in part, may be exhumed, lime
stoLeC lenses similar to those previously described as oc
curring at Fairbanks Butte.,. Others, as exemplified by cap 

.rock at Fairbanks Buttee,-may.be tufa. deposits, as suagested 
lq Dcnney and Drewes (1965) , which were neverocovered by 
later sediments. These limest6nes are of limited-areal ex
tetmt, suggesting localized -deposition.  

The cap at Fairbanks Butte is.probably the best ex
an.le of these limestones. Tbe base of this cap is~rather 
-.arly, and remfiniscent of limestone beds lower in the" 
rection.. However, it grades, upward into a clean fine
grained white limestone which comprises the bulk of its 

thickness. Flattened angular-vugs which appear to be 
tolumn-iated perpendicular-tobedding -give the capza dis
"Linctive appearance. The capis ,massive and-at'least 20
feet thick at its southwest end, but thins to a fraction.  

of this thickness at its northeast end..--" 

An identical cap occurs approximately 100 yards west 
Paf lirbanks Butte but at an elevation approximatelly-10 0 

"ut lower than 'the .top of the Fairbanks Butte cap. This 

C.il is badly brecciated along fractures and joints,- and 
ZOM a maximum thickness of 10 to 15. feet alongýits eastern

"*..t edge it thins rapidly westw-:ard.-and northward. The 
"'-.ilarity of the two caps suggests strongly that-faulting
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along a north-northwest trend between them has downthrown 

the western-most cap.  

Another cap similar to that at Fairbanks Spring forms 

a low' plateau of Pleistocene valley fill which overlaps 

late Tertiary sediments in the NWI/2 NE1/4 sec. 23, T.18S., 

1. 504. At this site, the cap often takes the form of an 

':-tcrformational conglomerate, which gives it a vuggy ap

pearance. About : 4 mile north of this site, t - cap 

:%assive and is both jointed and horizontally fractured 

along bedding planes. At both localities, small springs 

Gin;charge from the Pleistocene sediments near the str--:i

graphic horizon of the cap, suggesting that it is locally 

,n aquifer.  

) The genesis of the Pleistocene limestones and marls 

r:; prcbably closely associated with Pleistocene discharge 

fr~m the carbonate aquifer, as the present discharge is 

..aturated with respect to calcite (see Hydrochemistry), 

.-.9resting that chemically similar waters may have been 

'!*. source of these lithologies. The present discharge is 

11!o 0supersaturated with respect to atmospheric C0 2 , thus 

• 1 c.:ing for a natural mechanism of precipitation. Howe-_; 

"'.a intcrformational conglomerate and vuggy limestone facies 

" "2:•: limestone caps are also suggestive of a strong 

!:-'0.ical factor, as they could be the result of pre

d"Ltion on algal mats. A similar biological control is

I-)



suggested for formation of lithoidal tufas at MonoLae California (Scholl and Taft,, 1964). Thus, both bi 

"• ~ ~and thermodynamic factors may be responsible for the ltet: 

and marl deposits at Ash Meadows.  
Late Pleistocene 

Valley Fill Overlying and truncating the marls and clays descr~i~e 
in the previous section are a series of sediments Which 

.v 
also been mapped as Part of the Pleistocene 

valley fill' 

(Qp on Plate 1). In genera!, these sediments Consist of an 
alluvial unit -which truncate the older marls and clays, and a Younger marl and/or travertine limestone which Over...

lie the alluvium. Although these units have essentially 

no hydrogeologica 
significance, 

they arest 
significant .i.... th y a e rat iaraphical 

_) The above sequence of sediments is noted by Denney.  
and Dre.wes (1965, 'Figure 5) in SE1/ 4 NWl/4" NWI/ 4 sec. 2G, 
T.17S., R.50E., where a slight angular Unconformity 

occurs 

between crudely bedded marls and an alluvial unit one foot 
thick. The alluvial units consist of fragments of marl and Paleozoic limestone. 

The alluvium is itself overlain 

by a cap of massive, very light brown silty limestone.  
The capping limestone forms a large mesa which slopes gently to the west. - -At the 'northivest corner of this mas

Sive cap,• travertine molds/oftules 
(Scru sP.) and cat

tails are' interbedded 
withand o~erlie the imestone (FigUre 6a). The alluvium probably represents a thi'n giravelly ------

• -.
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6a. SW1/4 N11/4 S11/4 sec. 23, T.17S., R.50E.  -.

- *,.- -

C * 

S�- .  - -�.:..- - r*."::.a. 
2 -- 

'.e 
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6b. NW1/4 Shl/4 sec, 17, T.17S., R.50E.  

;"UrO 6. "Pleistocene molds of tule and algal stems.
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veneer deposited on a pediment surface, 'which may be con

-) formable with. the erosional surface further west (Qs 

on Plate 1).  

At another location, Denney and Drewes (1965, p. 123) 

describe a similar sequence of marls and alluvium. Their 

description, taken from a wall of Carson Slough about one 

mile north of Rogers Spring, includes several units of 

gravel and epiclastic marl totalling 14 feet, which pro

bably represent both channel and overbank deposits. A 

cross-bedded gravel app roximately equivalent to Denney and 

Drewes' unit 3 is shown in Figure 7a of this report.- These 

alluvial sediments apparently truncate older marls and 

clays, and are conformably overlain by younger marls in 

S which occur an abundance of fragmental travertine tule 

molds.  

Yet another area where a similar sequence of beds 

occurs is in SWI/4 NWl/4 M1l/4 sec.l, T.18S., R.50E., in 

the wall of a wash about 100 feet north of a small spring 

at that same location (Figure 7b). At this locality, 14 

feet of yellowish gray alluvium, consisting of largely silt

C-nd gravel-sized material, is composed of Paleozoic lime

stone and epiclastic mdarl. TVie lower contact is an 

erosional unconformity on yellowish gray marly clay. The 

alluvium is capped by a nodular, very pale orange limestone 

about 2.5 feet thick which conformably overlies the alluvial

- -- ��-s--.--- -------.-----.-----. ---
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--- SW1/4 SE1/4 sec. !l, T.17S., R.50E.
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*SWl/4 NWI/4 NWI/4 sec. 1, T.lBS., R.50E.  

7, Late Pleistocene gravels and marls.
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_it. As the alluvial unit is absent or not exposed in 

,:othcr areas, it is difficult to distinguish these over
:..ing lirmestones from the. early Pleistocene limestones.  

;.. a result, these younger limestones have also been de
notcd on Plate 4 as Qpc. In this area, the limestone over

i"'ng the alluvium tends to become conglomoritic toward 
.AeVils Hole to the east, and appears to grade into marl 
units westward. The marls are very pile orange, fossili

ferous, crudely bedded units one to two feet thick. Be
:'Idcs an abundance of fragmental tule molds yhich char
.lctcrize these marls at other localities, small freslh water 
-ollusks are found here. Dwight Taylor has examined an 
Zssemblage of mollusks from marls very similar to these at 
l) ". locality three miles north of the edge of Plate 1 (16/50 

-•gccd). Taylor (rMehringer, 1972, personal communication) 
concludes that at this locality the assemblage suggests 

,-he following environmental conditions.  

I. Source of water is spring outflow. The 
-locality is near "a -source -pool- as both terrestrial and marsh species are rare 
or lacking..

2. 2 Water is perennial in a auite shallow " (2-3 'eet max.) pon8 or slow moving 
"oVater.  

Although the marls may not contain-exactly ýther-same, 
aZ::erblage at both sites, their almost identical appearance 

"9Uggestive of a ,similar environment -of Ceposition at

locality near Devils Hole. 

J
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-) Dennrey and Drewes (1965) describe lobate spring de

jits "just west of Devils Hole," which overlap the desert 

;..•vc:.ent on ridges. These deposits are located in NWI/4 

:,!:1/4 sec.21 T.17S., R.50E., and as suggested by Denney 

.,IL Drcwes, do appear to overlie pediment gravels to the 

t:.t. However, exposures in a wash along the north edge 

-he deposit indicate that they directly overlie the 

.-.:,crrost fossiliferous marls, at least at this locality.  

:• - cncral, the deposit consists of light yellowish brown 

:-;avcrtine and contains numerous molds of tules (Figure 

E-), which are not unlike previously described travertine 

::Akds. A thin section made through one of these molds 

::;cicatcd the presence of small tubular openings which may 

' been left by algae (Scholl and Taft, 1964). Tules in 
P:. rcsent spring pools at Ash Meadows are often encrusted 

::" .,Ige (Figure 8b). Algae may have been the mechanism 

S-i•;....ible for the precipitation of travertine.  

The lobate sheet at the Devils Hole location was 
- deposited over a broad area without any lateral 

-. fI::c.ent, and in general, slopes with the topography.  
L' overall appearance of this spring deposit is a marsh, 

":*Al-.ined by ground-water discharge, which became ponded 

. uuriant growth of tules darming and spreading the 

The marsh would have been an excellent location for 
T :nccumulation, which is probably the origin of the
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:.:h!t brown color of the travertine. In other areas, this 
:t.rvertine spring deposit forms massive limestone caps 

.:.ich are denoted on Plate 4 as Qpf.  

In N111/4 sec. 20, T.17S., R.50E. near the location 

,:.re Carson Slough and Rock Valley Wash join, beds of very 
- marl which do not appear to be far removed from re

~.::t alluvial deposits have been mapped on Plate 4 as Qp.  
;• these marls are overlain by travertine molds of tules 

'. chara (Figure 6), it is believed by the author that 
• .. are essentially contemporaneous with the'uppermost 

"rc_:-.iliferous-marls west of Devils Hole. If this relation
:.ip exists, it strongly emphasizes the time lag between 

-'oiion of the uppermost fossiliferous marls and the 
) -ratligraphically lower marls, as the silty marls at this 
: t are at an elevation of 2,180 feet, while the older 

_s -. outcrop at an elevation of 2,300 feet in section 17, 
S'-"lately north of section 20, As an erosional surface 

;.'!.;'bly exists below the marls examined in Carson Slough, 
"7'Lime lag would have-to be sufficient for the erosion 

-: ":",'oximately 120 feet of older marls to allow for the 
.. -.- ;ion of the more recent marls at their present ele

..............



1:nvironmrent of Deposition of Pleistocene Valley Fill 

Evidence for a closed Pleistocene basin in the 

.nmargosa Desert is lacking., If the basin had been closed 

\luring this epoch, the most likely location for a barrier 

\.ausing complete closure would be at Eagle Mountain,, to 

Che South of Death Valley Junction, as this is. the location 

\-f a natural restriction in the Amargosa River. However, 

i.f closure has ever occurred at this point, severe tectonic 

tilting must have occurred since, as the area is generally 

,;t or below the mean elevation of the.lfloor of-.theAmargosa 

\hesert at Ash-Meadows. Also, asnothing in the surficial 

gediments at Eagle Mountain is indicative of closure,,it 

"\•vould be necessary for post-closure erosion to have removed 

,ll evidence of closure from the depositional.record..  

Northeast of Ash Meadows, .extensive gypsum and clay 

* beds are probably remnants of an ancestral playa in the 

" xmargosa Flat area. It is likely, then, thatlocal closure 

\-ithin the basin has occurred from time to-time. Other 

'areas where closure may have existed at various times are 

"ndicated on Plate 3, where gravity lows exist north and 

' 1ýast of a gravity high which approximately parallels the 

SN-evada-California s tate line. The gravity high parallels 

*• series of Tertiary outcrops which traverse the Amargosa.; 

"Nesert along the same trend. Gravity lows may be areas 

%ýýhere locally closed basins have.existed in the-Pleistocene
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--FOch with no surficial evidence exposed because of burial 

* later Pleistocene sediments. It should be remembered 

tht the older Pleistocene sediments in the Clay Camp area 

.•rc themselves tectonically disturbed, and that younger 

i1-.'jistocene sediments overlap the Tertiary playa lake 
Ljjr-ents with only minor indications of tectonic distur

::•cc, Thus, these postulated b:.I-si .:ave been of an 

Intermittent character, present only when tectcnism could 

z:-,7:-tain an effective barrier in relationship z- deposition 

Qf sediments in the basins. .  

The abundance of marls in the Pleistocene is evkdence 

of the effect of ground water on the depositional record.  

.hc raximum elevation of these marls at Ash Meadows and 

_) -'und Amargoza Flat is approximately 2,400 feet. As the 

carbonate aquifer essentially underlies this entire area, 

• he above elevation must rezresent the maximum ntial 

"-,'..ined by ground water wizhin the aquifer dur -he 

,...i5tocene glacial stages. Waters warmed'by tn__r deep 
:!ty" path probably discharged from springs and --- os over 

o contire land surface below the elevation of maximm 

"" ",::tial. These waters probably maintained t'.. woked 

•:..�~ nd marshes in which marls and limestones were de

; :od, the calcite for these deposits being ; ved from 

......... water. Volcanic terrains to the north d ded an 
-:..!.nCee of volcanic debris whichl was probabl- ained 

* : coarser component along the periphery o: -; marsh
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arca as it was transported by surface waters toward the 

.,.:,tcr of the basing. Calcareous algal crusts closely 

-..)..ociatd wita some springs may have' accumulated over 

11.-;ad areas,"and later have been diagenetically altered 

•.IUc discharge'from the samnie spring ihto indurated lime

'-L:.cs. During 1interglacia periods liner material was 

.'.v reworked and depo's~ited, along with evaporites de

%.ed from ground-water discharge, in playas toward the 

::-er 'of the bhsins.C' Alluiril fans would have been active 

M " ountain flanks away from the 'center of the basins, 

.fan gravels would interfinger w:ith maris in the vicinity 

SLie 'zone of saturation.  

" Althoudh the above description is schematic and there

.': •'•lacking detail' the 'uthor beelieves it to be approxi

•-*:.'y correct* on ýa 'gross scale.' It is certainly more 

: i cabld "to the marls- and clavs than to the 'older Pleis

:.C valley-fill 'in the Clay Camp area.  

'- ad Correlation of Pleistocene Valley Fill 

The Pleistocene age-of -these-sediments is based.-on

" a fact that they unconformably.,overlap :late Tertiary 

:* "::nts. As fossil evidence is lacking,, the older Pleis
S'.::e valley fill in. the Clay Cam p area may,,be -late -Ter- , 

" rather than Pleistocene. *The author has-arbitraril'y 

"." the Tertiary-Quaternary boundary at the horizon of 

* ::ciformity found southeast of Clay. Camp,.,where it 

)......'...
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.•-urs beClol-t the siltstones and claystones in the clay 

-its, as this is the probable maximum section that could 

: included in the Pleistocene valley fill. The Pleisto

:,.:-Rccent boundary is largely a matter of whose definition 

:.• accepts as being applicable. Bandy and Ingle (1970), 

.. I the basis of foraminifera studies and radiocarbon dating, 

":.cc the boundary at about 11,000 years B.P. for marine 

-.-.d.ents. Morrison (1965) prefers to place the boundary 

t.- -he top of the Toyeh Soil, or about 3,800 years ago, 

*-c.use this soil is a regional stratigraphic marker in 

.- Great Basin. Haynes (1967), from work in the Tu].e 

":-ings area in Las Vegas, places the boundary at the be

!'!1ing of the climatic dry which is represented by the 

_) .:t.;cnt Mohave Desert flora, or about 6,000 to 7,000 years 

* .;'. As Stuiver (1965) notes complete desiccation of 

*,e:r!s Lake occurred someti:me after 6,800 years B.P., 

*-'::.es' boundary may be the most applicable in the Southern 

- •-aL Basin.  

Stuiver (1965), from radiocarbon dates on carbonate 

S.~ organic material at Searles Lake, determined that a 
t:'es of intermittent arid conditions occurred between 

• DO0 and 33,000 years B.P. This period of intermittent 

*.-- is contemporaneous with the Tahoe-Tiogo Interglacial, 

-' :-hould be reflected in the sedimentary record at Ash 

* ,' During a period of increased aridity, a potential 

.in the carbonate aquifer would allow for deflation and
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,-ramn erosion of the marls and clays.  

hlaynes (1965), in his discussion of the Eglington 

' area near Las Vegas, Nevada, notes the presence of 

.. •:liflower-like" tufa which contains molds of tules.  

-' - e tufas at the Eglington Scarp Site have been radio

: dated as 10,000 years B. P. and are similar to those 

. :.'h :-:eadows which overlie the uppermost fossiliferous 

• It may be, then, that if the travertine tule molds 

:U10 the two areas are even remotely related in time, the 

.:C" molds and the uppernost fossiliferous marls at Ash 

,.. are probably related to the late Wisconsin (Ciogo) 

" "cial or Pluvial. If this assumption is correct, the 

" underlying the uppermost fossiliferous marls could 

""-:-.roximately middle Wisconsin (Tahoe-Tiogo Interglacial), 

.- " epresents a period of erosion.  

' Through a personal communication with Dr. Peter 

,-:1jcr (1972, Washington State University), the author 

-- :- 1r:ied of two additional radiocarbon dates within this 

"- " ra.-. which were obtained from gastropod. shells at 

":dow,.s. These dates are separated by an erosional 
-r - -. "° - . • • ' - • 2,"' 

c::.-e which was found in an archeological site at .the 

"' a sand dune located in SEl/2 NW•/4 sec. 3, T.18S., 

I"Dr' -ehringer has found by correlation with radio

• " ton seedpods that certain species of gastropods 

".e reasonablee radiocarbon dates, while others will
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:S spri.ouslY old due to the utilization of carbonate from 

,rin' discharge in formation of their shells. The older 

*..--, ccurring below the surface, has been qualified by 

..,.!ringer as being close to the real age, while the 

: ..- , occurring above the erosional surface, was qual

.-rs not overly reliable because of the species of 

. used in dating. The dates are, respectively, 

S. "than 28,000 years B.P. and 16,910 + 300 years B.P.  

.:t!.Is erosional surface is equivalent to the erosional 

," ..cc between the marls further east, then these dates 

•�.r:. lect the age of the top of the lower marls and 

very approximate age of the uppermost fossiliferous 

Oce additional radiocarbon date which corresponds well 
S -- :. 1.e above postulated late Wisconsin st-atigraphy and 

- I"-ovides some. climatological information.was obtained 

!ohe author from an in-house report to the Desert Research 
":--'i1t'e by Dr. Mehringer (1971). This date was obtained 

"a* packrat midden containing twigs and seeds of Utah 

-;.:e:r 'Juniperus osteosperma) which was found in the 
:'.:ý'.oic carbonates east of Ash Meadows at an elevation 

S. 2,500 feet. The raidden was dated at 13,150 t 500 

" "-r . and the plant remains which compose the midden 

: z,- a pluvial depression of xeric juniper woodland 

•.- 3,000 feet from present juniper growth. Thus, 

"J
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the late Wisconsin climate, although arid, was significantly 

cooler and moister than the present Mohave Desert dry. These 

climatic conditions probably prevailed during the deposition 

of the uppermost fossiliferous marls, and are probably-rep

res'entative of glacial climates in the Amargosa Desert.  

,Hydrostratiaraphy of Pleistocene Valley Fill 

In a bulk, comparison with-other 'strata, the Pleistocene 

valley fill can.act either as an ;aquitard' or aquifer. As 

previously~noted, in contrast to the Tertiaz-_playa-lake 

sediments in the area of-the ClayCamp,ý -the-Plei*tocene 

valley fill is an. aquifer .. On-the -other hand,',the opposite 

relationship is exhibited in comparison "wiih the 'carbonate 

aquifer,ý.t Ash Meadows. - Northeast of Ash "Me'adows, 'the' 
piezometric surface in the carbonate aquifdr-slopes very• 

gently toward Ash -Meadows,--the .gradient averag-ing less thian 

one foot per -mile. At -Ash -Meadows, discharging springs' 

indicate -that the carbonate aquifer is in juxtaposition -'ith 

less permeable sediments (Winograd,- 1971). -•These sediments 

consist,, in large part, of .the Quaternary val6ley~fill (also 

see discussion under IIydrogeology) .-- 'West of Ash: Meadows, 

the water table- in .the Quaternary-val1ey! fill- is:;&ssentialiy 

at the land. surface,.-andslopes•-steeply away--from:othe Paleo

zoic_ carbonate outcrops (Plate 4). *-The strongly--cO-ntrasting 

- gradient -of- the two surfaces :are .indicative-of a-large per

Qeability c'ontrast, rand suggest that, 'in--this 'instance,: the
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Pleistocene valley fill is an aquitard. For purposes of 

brevity, in this report the Pleistocene valley fill aquifer 

and aquitard will be referred to as the "alluvial acuifer 

and aquitard." 

From previous discussion, it is clear that in the Ash 

Meadows area the predominance of clays would inhibit the 

presence of local aquifers. However, a few moderately high 

production wells, with specific capacities greater than 5 
gpm/ft. do occur in the area. These wells are usually 

located near the Paleozoic carbonate outcrops at Ash Meadows.  
in general, weils appear to penetrate two types of local 

aquifers within the alluvial aquitard. In the vicinity of 
) Point of Rocks Spring, a num.vber of wells in otherw:ise dom

inantly argillaceous sediments apparently obtain their water 

from Pleistocene limestone a few feet in thickness. Per
haps the best example of this is driller's log 17/50 7dac, 

where the driller specifically indicated that the water

bearing strata is "loose caliche," which is probably a mis

nomer for limestone. As the log also indicates that the 
drilling tools fell free upon penetration of this- limestone, 

it would appear that permeability is due to solution, 

Another well (17/50 29ad) in Carson Slough probably obtains 

its production from sands and gravels, with minor production 

from a fractured limestone, if the driller's log is correct.  

The fractured limestone aquifer at this location is corrobor
Ative of the author's earlier observation that small springs
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_appear td issue from a-fractured limestone in-NWl/4 ,NE1/4 

-. sec. 23,T.'18S.',-R."50E. Thus it would appear thatoat 'least 

locally,-•Plei'stocen:e li mestones are aquifers.  

The sebsnd type of local aquifer encountered-at-Ash 

oMeadows ris the occasional clean sand and gravel-which occur 

-at-depth, as exemplified by the previously, mentioned well 

located in C"rsonSlough. Another example ,of high inter

.granular perfability at Ash Meadows is indicated by the 

-driller's log for well•f(f7/50 36dc) located just-east :of 

-Devils Hole,' v;here the- major aquifer is a thick section 6f 

- Paleozoic limestone gravels. Minor production in thig-wel! 

-may be obtained from-solution permeability in.a-single'-bed 

-of Pleistocene-limestohe. The apparent reason for-the success 

-of this well is its location in the center of a,-large drain

-age-onthe alluvial' fan southeast of Devils Hole.,. Other'wells 

placed equally:ais close to Paleozoic carbonate outcrops~and 

penetrating -extensive sectfions of fanglomerate (for ex'ample: 

sample .log 18/51' 7bdb)-have not been as successful. - ' 

Pleistocene and Recent .Sediments. •- , 

An old river gravel exists :in tlie " ici--,i 'of the Clay 

Camp in the form of terrace remnants \which - many of the 

surrounding hills, In good exposures, such-aýthat west of 

Clay Ca•mp in an old railroad:cut - (18/49 lbdd) ,-these beds 

consist of fine sand.to fine- ravel-sized clast' which are 

curreýnt-bedded and slightly indurated. A pebble count at



G2 the above site revealed the following lithologies: black vesicular basalt, 5%; red Pumiceous scoria, 5%; dark chert, 15%; chalcedony 2%; felsite, 66%; quartzite, 7%. Except for the absence of Paleozoic limestone and dolomite, this count is very similar to the lithologic composition of the low terrace along the present course of the Amargosa River (Denney and Drewes, 1965). If these old terrace gravels are from a channel of an ancestral Amargosa River, as the author suspects, the absence of Paleozoic carbonates might be explained by the difference in location between the present and ancestral river course. The present course of the river is along the western flank of the Funeral Mrountains, which are dominantly composed of Paleozoic carbonates. An ancestral Course, further inland as represented by the old terrace gravel outliers, could have bypassed this source area.  The aga of this terrace is unknown, but as the terrace remnants are at an elevation above most of the valley floor in the Southern Amargosa Desert, and as they truncate the Pleistocene valley fill, they are Probably as old as late 
Pleistocene.  

A second gravel in the Clay Camp area, mapped as Qgt on Plate 4, is commonly found closely associated with but at a lower elevation than the first terrace gravel (Qgt). The Surficial difference between the two gravels is slight, as.  the second contains considerable slope wash from the first, and both commonly have well developed desert pavements.  

- ----
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However, the second gravel contains a larger percentage of 

epiclastic Pleistocene valley fill, and is not current

bedded where exposed in vertical cuts. This second gravel 

is probably the result of localized deposition on an ero

sional surface unrelated to the Pmargosa River.  

In the area along the southern and eastern edges of 

Plate 4, gravel capped pediment surfaces truncate Pleisto

cene and Tertiary sediments. These gravels, consisting 

largely of Precambrian and Paleozoic sediments, have been 

subdivided on the basis of the presence or absence of a well 

developed desert pavement. Those gravels with well d6veloped 

pavements, are indicated as Qog on Plate 4, while those with 

little or no pavement development are indicated as Qg. The 

best examples of those with well developed pavements are 

found south of Ash Meadows Lodge, where they cap multiple 

surfaces. Northward, the difference between the two gravels 

becomes less distinct, and the younger often predominates.  

The younger gravel grades laterally into alluvium toward the 

center of the basin; the distinction being that the alluvium 

consists of at least 50% sand-sized or finer clastic material.  

Eolian deposits of considerable variability cover much 

of the lower terrain at Ash Meadows. These deposits are 

- closely associated with vegetation which stabilized them.  

Grain size was used as thebasis for distinguishing between 

deposits on Plate 4, as morphologies are variable and often 

findistinctive within any one range of grain size.
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Deposits which consist dominantly .of sand-sized frag

me4nts show-the greatest morphological variation. :In the 

vicifiity of Clay Camp, coarse sand was found to be essentially 

horizontally stratified, forming a thin veneer over the ground 

surface. The center of Carson Slough is-covered by a long, 

complex dune which extends northward from the Tertiary sedi

ments in sec. 9, T.18S.,R.50E. As prevailing wind diriections 

are essentially northward, it is probable that the Tertiary 

"sediments and Quaternary gravels to the south are the major 

"s-ource areas for these dunes. -In NEl/4-SW1/4_sec.9, T:18S., 

* R,50E., the dunes have a parabolic form,:but north of'this 

"area ' nor~th-south longitudinal form is the most common"shape 

exhibited w'ithin the dune complex. Underlying and pro4

truding through the recent dunes are older, well cemented 

dunes which are being deflated today. Other fixed dunes-are 

'- :found-6losely associated with honey mesquites (Prosopis 

- uliflora) throughout the area. These dunes often appear in 

tall haystack-like forms, in which sand has 'accumulated armong 

the low branches of the mesquites. -the4lo

, M'ehrng-e- 1-971, in-house report to the Desert Research 

- nstit it has u been able to date 5,000 years-of dune activity 

inthCarbn Slough. This has been accomplished through 4 

radiocarbon 'dating of tule seeds in peats yhich-grade lateral

i ndy iodun&s. The peat-dune relationship isthe-result-ot 

ponding of-spring discharge behind the aforementioned-.north

f',south- dune'complex. In the time before the deposition .of-this
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dune, water from Fairbanks and Rogers Springs probably flowed southwestward and entered the drainage of Rock Valley Wash (17/50 2c). The dune, encroaching from the south, diverted the spring discharge, causing it to flow directly south along the east side of the dune complex (Plate 1).  Floodwaters from Anlargosa Flat, laden with fine silts and clays, Probably deposited an effective seal on the dune front, allow:,ing for the formation of peat bogs. As deposition continued in the dune complex and in the bog, a slip face formed on the east flank of the dune complex, which allowed for sand in excess of stability to slide down-into the bog and to trangress over the bog in periods of high eolation. Contemporaneous with dune and bog deposition, 

fluvial deposition was occurring in Carson Slough, and fine
grained overbank deposits from the slouch of.ten interfin;e with the peats. As a consequence of this aggradationa! Drocess, the area along the present course of Carson Slough is at a higher elevation than the area immediately west of the dune complex. The dune was apparently breached recently in SWl/4, sec. 21, T.17S., R.50E., and the slough has encised a deep channel into the fluvial deposits in the area of the breach. With the aid of backhoe trenches, Dr. Mehringer has been able to inspect the above relationships and date a minimU4 m of 5,000 years of intermittent peat deposition.  

Loess has the least morphological variaticn of all the eolian deposits. These deposits consist of silt-sized and eoindpst



::or material -which-occur. in massive -beds that blanket :.%tnsiver areas. Active deposition of s ebse s is occurring 
i heavile aheas d around the old Rogersi' homestead 

,..,?50 18c), where it consists of aa.medium light gray silt
••.:cl and finer material which is apoarently trapped by the .*..;Ctationi. Other older deposits, consisting of moderate 
"-.:Ioish brown loess and often exhibiting salt flobes 

,.-,:nes, are found in the area represented by the eoutheast 
""ncr of P.late 4..  

Eolian deposits which consist ,of both'-sand- -and silt- :tced materials are designated on Plate 4 as Qe. The de; soccasionally take, the-form of dunes, but more frent.1y Occur as sediments which have been deposited'on wet "A.Sthr~ughout Ash Meadows. These wet aireas' .... Irobably 
" result of seepage over ground-water dams created by " .. :Iting in the alluvium. Finer iW'ind transpotted materials 
.%:e subject to capture on the dan., grassy land surface in 2-.c seepage area, and often accumulate to form another scarp 
-:,:rhly parallel to the fault scarp. Thus, the crudely 

'"..,%ar features on Plate 4 which resulted from the mapping @ %h1s0 eolian deposits are probably paralleled by faults.  
Adnix tures of gravel, sand, silt and clay, some of which 1.-c be of eolian origin and later were subject to fluvial 

":-;ition, are delineated on Plate 4 as Qal. This map unit 
"~ d•-L:!gned to include materials of diverse origin which 

In o1,1,n aos 4, 
Co luviaj. de-position. Thus, when gravels were

6 G
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:;ubordinate to finer sediments, they were mapped as 
alluvium. Similarly, eolian deposits Which had been re
work;d by fluvial processes were also considered to be 
aUluvium. In the area east of the dune complex in Carson 

S;iough, peat beds and overbank deposits were also 
considered alluvium.  

Hydrostratigraphically, 
the above units have little or ::o significance. Formation of the large dunes in the center 

of the valley, however, as been a Primary control on the 
diUrction of flow of surface water. Hydrogeologically, the 
eolian deposits are significant, as they not only mar]; areas 
of probable faulting in the alluvium, which in turn are 
barriers to flow in the alluvial ac"-- but are also areas 
of localized discharge.

I)
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STRUCTURA GEOLOGY.  

-The basin and Range Province is noted-principally for 
"U:rcec strucitural trends. These are low angle--reverse' faults, 

,normal faults, and transcurrent faults. - Although .there is a 
diiversity of 'opinion, it is believed that at least the first 
0o these s-tructures is essentially independent of the, others.  
"!:' the follo•,ing discussion, each will be-treated separately.  

Y•.�Pn cle. Reverse. Faults - - -.  

Thrust.faults are -the -6tit'sanrding feature of the Spring 
.•. :!tains and ,ranges -to 'the north (Lon w 1 et al., 1965, 

11ate 4). Fleck (1970)'-ha-•: recentlyr reviewed the origin of 
tL•. low angle, reverse- faults-aiid has- dra,}n the following 

c%::-clusions concerning their character and origin: (1) 
- rusting was preceded by folding.:- (2 )'Thrusting occurred 

C; dI screte surfaces which- were not" con-fined to incomnetent 

... -Fault breccia Is- minima gehierally occurring 
I onYlnized zone- in-- the'- lower' plate'. (4) Deep-seated c:-.jshortening is"

shortenin is-postulated to 'ben mechan"F":leck (19.70): determined --tha•<ýt'his--thrust f aulting.  

:P 1 ired.between-approximiateiy 75 and 90' m.y. ago (Seiver 
- ":'"'.") , and that, in :the ,Northern'Spring z.:outains, a ri

M7$ 5niles of :composiý6' la'teral'sho6rtening has oc
- The discrete nature' of the"fault plane and re-

9)
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latively intact condition of the upper plate were considered 
to be indicative of high confining pressure.  

Similar thrusts to those in the Northern Spring 
?ecuntains have been described by Barnes and Poole (1968) in 
thc Specter Range and at the Nevada Test Site. At the Nev
ada Test Site, these faults are described as essentially 
frat-lying and closely associated with folding, which pre
ccced, accompanied, and followed thrusting. The major fa ult 
r'lanes are often restricted to incompetent shales of the 
Carrara Formation. In the Specter Range, however, thrusting 
occurs in the. form of a high angle reverse fault and.is not 
restricted to incompetent units, but truncates Precambrian 
Quartzites. This high angle reverse fault, according to 
Barnes and Poole (1968), is probably representative of an 
intermediate area between a deeper root zone and other flat
1•ying faults.  

Another distinct type of thrust fault was defined by 
!;oble (1941) in the Southern Black Mountains. In this area, - flat-lying thrust plane, known as the Amargosa thrust, 
•z.curs between the later Precambrian sediments and earlier 

"-'vcambrian metamorphics. Rocks in the upper plate of this "`ý-Ust are broken and sheared so extensively that Noble 
-14.) referred to them, as the "Amargosa chaos." Some of 

*"'" ch.raCteristics of this thrust are: (1) The chaos 

�- Plate) is composed of imbricated elongate blocks 
• 'u a:es~ lies parallel to the Amargosa thrust. These
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OL:o,;s have "dimensions g'eerally measured -in hiundreds .of 

"',; t (2) 2Blocks- frbm widely-separated stratigraphicw 

S..,:-inons are -often found in' approximate xju tapo0ition.  

:3} Folding was not a- crimnonradjustment mechanism associated 

,IIth thrusting. (4) Rupture appears to have occurred along 

.u~ompctent units within the upper plate. (5) Faults b&

---icn blocks in the chaos ,do not dislocate the lower plate; 4.  

r~ny were observed to meet this surface at an acute angle 

I.-,! to steepen upward as they diverge from it. (6) The 

:•-.:;r plate- (Amargosa chaos) generally. consists of younger 

:tcks than the lower plate.  

The above characteristics were considered by Noble 

1.941) to be indicative of thrusting at shallow depths with 

S -.. respondingly light overburdens. In the Southern Black 

" ".:t::tajfls, Nobel (1941) considered that thrusting of this 

.ture probably occurred in the middle and late Tertiary, 

D -rewes (1963), noting that older volcanics often intrude 

"'.thrust plane,, has suggested that activity on the.fault 

"limited to early and middle Tertiary time. This type 

.ulting, although with a less chaotic structure, is com

.o tohe Death Valley subsection of the Great Basin (Noble, 

14 Hunt and Mabey, 1966).  

7I1 general, thrust faults common to the Amargosa Desert 

"vicinity can be classified into two general groups. The 

"",-r grouD can be considered thrusts in which the upper 

- generaily composed of strata older than the lower
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and are probably due to crustal shortening. The 

faults are generally found to have a younger over 

.,!:r relationship, and are believed to be essentially 

.."chnient thrust faults (Hunt and Mabey, 1966).  

.: nnrcurrent Faults 

Based on the bending of fold axis and of thrust traces, 

g:c::g with strike and dip considerations, Longwell (1960) 

-:,p-osed that a zone of extensive right-lateral displace

-.-:. exists between the Spring Mountains and ranges to the 

-•.th (Figure 4). This large transcurrent fault has acquired 

• '.e name "Las Vegas shear zone" from Longwell (1960), who 

":,-ermine d that lateral displacement in the vicinity of 
-:-thern Las Vegas Valley was at least 25 miles. This es

''..ttC was based upon the amount of straightening necessary 

, bring certain oroflexural trends into alignment. The 

:-cfexural trends are probably the result of drag along 

ý'-e shear zone which caused bending of pre-existing thrusts 

-.'d of overturned folds (Albers, 1967; Fleck, 1970). Other 

'-'-nates, derived from isopach and facies maps, indicate 

"At up to 40 miles of right-lateral displacement in the same 

*:: is possible (Steward et al., 1968).  

Near the shear zone's northeast terminus in Mlercury 

.- *', Burchfiel (1965) notes that most of the displace-.  

"'t clong the fault was oroflexural, and by correlation of 

across the shear zone, he found that 24 miles of 

U
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right lateral offset is indicated. _Howevero: the high angle 

Sreverse fault. (Specter Range Thrust, Plate 5) from which 

he obtained his correlation with thrust outliers in the 

Spotted Range has been reinterpreted by Barnes and Poole 

(1968) .Although there is no reason to.believe that these 

structures are unrelated, Barnes and:Poole (1968). point out 

that the high angle- reverse fault is probably, representative 

of an intermediate zone between a deeper root zone and" the 

flat-lying "outlier of the thrust in the -Spotted. Range. .Thus, 

Durchfiel's (1965) ,value for right lateral displacement in 

the lMercury Valley area :may be over-estimated. -Imediately 

north of. the Specter Range essentially continuous outcrops 

of Tertiary and Paleozoic rocks indicate-thatlittle lateral 

crustal. displacement ,has occurred in -that',area., 

Longwell (1960). noting .that sedimentary units -as young 

-5 Pliocene have been disturbed by the shear",zoneV con

eluded that the fault may have been active through much of 

"thc Tertiary. Ekren et al. J1968). and Fle'ck (19.70) con

1,Idor that movement is- largely post-Oligocene. -Burchfiel 
(1965a) noted the presence of:north-and-northeast-striking 

"C'liriueslip faults ,which offset the basalt that caps'-Little 

:,hull "•ountain, east of Jackass Flats.. -Ekren (1968)"has 

-':::cribed a system of similar7-faults along-the-southeast 

. of the Nevada test site -which -le considers- to .be -a 

J'nJugte sct.related to the Las Vegas shear-zonei As i~t 

'that the faultsatLittle Skull Mountain are 'f 

)
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a similar origin, and as the basalt overlies the early 
) Pliocene Timber Mountain Tuff, it is apparent that stresses 

related to the shear zone were active through the late 

TAertiary.  

The Furance Creek fault zone is a nebulous feature 
which borders Death Valley on the northeast side of the 
basin. Oroflexural bending is present along its northwestern 
extreme and may be responsible for most of the right-lateral 
displacement along the fault in that area (Albers, 1967).  

1:owever, along its central and southern extent, little 
evidence of oroflexural adjustment is present. McKee-(1968) 
!,as concluded from his work and the work of previous inves
t*igators that approximately 30 miles of right-lateral dis

*i;:1acement is probable along the northern extreme of the 
fiult zone. The fault has been active through at least the 
.'per Pleistocene, as early Pleistocene gravels along the 

f•ult trace have been folded and faulted (Hunt and Mabey, 

1966). James Gilluly (in Hunt and I.abey, 1966) has pre
":-lted evidence which indicates that vertical movement 
"*.o-9g the fault may have started as early as Oligocene time, 

* : Other investigators postulate activity since Jurassic 
• .(Albers, 1967; McKee, 1968).  

The southern terminus of the fault zone is still in 
"*::Pure. Wright and Troxel (1967) postulate a terminus in 

"vicinity of Eagle Mountain, just south of the Amargosa 
t. As Hunt et al. (1966) note the presence of a ground-
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water barrier just north.of Eagle 4iountain," there may be 

some merit to this~proposed alignment of-the fault. How

ever, Steward.(1967). suggests th'at-the -fault bends' south

ward immediately south, of Eagle-Mduntain, and later te

joins the Death Valley fault in the'vi'cinity-of Tec6pa.  

California., In Furance.,Creek' Canyon', McAllister (1970),' 

with the aid.of very detailed mapping, has determined ,tha.a 

the fault offsets fanglomerates ;no.you'nge'r than Pliocend

Pleistocene, and :displacement 'of this age occurs no furthe'r 

cast than Navel Spring (California 26/2 13b). Thus, the 

horizontal and .vertical components,*of movement noted by 

Noble and ,WrightA (1954) in, FurancerCreek,\Canyon'have-no 

surficial expression in Pleistocene sedimrents-east of Navel 

) Spring.  

Normal Faults 2 , . . ., 

.Ekren et al.. (1968)-have.stratigraph'ically dated two 

distinct patterns of normal faulting' at 'the Nevada Test'-' 

Site. A northeast-and northwest-trending systcm' of niormal 

faults predates tuffs depositedýabout: 17 m.y. ago (middle 

!Iiocene). This system displaces oPaleozoic ":rocks 'with about 

the same frequency as older Tertia'ry--rock•';hand is believed 

to represent the first, period- of. exten'siVe normal"'faulting 

within the. Great Basin.; .-'.K.: . I'
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Sometime between 17 m.y. and 14 m.v. ago, north
'9 trending faults began to form (Ekren et al., 1968). How

ever, vertical throw on these faults prior to 11 m.y. ago 
(early Pliocene) was limited, as ash-flows were still 
relatively unrestricted by topographic features. Thus, 
typical Basin and Range topography, which is believed to 
be the result of the north-trending set of normal faults, 
probably did not exist until sometime after 11 m.y. ago 
(also Steward, 1971). By 7 m.y. ago (middle Pliocene) 
ash-flow tuffs were being deposited in distinct topographic 
basins similar to those which exist in the area today: 
Ekren et al. (1968) notes that even these later tuffs are 
broken by north-trending faults, but displacements are 
usually less than 100 feet.  

Stzructrual Geoloav oF the Ash M1eadows Thru-t vault 
Two major structural features are to be found in the 

Paleozoic strata immediately east of Ash Meadows. These 
structures have been mapped by the author in an area located 
four miles due east of Big Spring (Plate 2). The structures 
Consist of a thrust fault, referred to in this report as 
'-he Ash Meadows thrust fault, and an anticline which post
da'tes thrusting. The two structures are not genetically 
related, and folding probably follow:ed thrusting with a 
COnsiderable time lag.  

--3



The thrust plane occurs in and is restricted to the 

.per calcareous shales of the"Carrara Form.ation. At the 

bcouthwest end of th *thrust sh•own on Plate 2, all of the 

ti-per -shales -have been goifged out, and the thrust consists 

-a pale orange pink brecdia zohe several feet thick. As 

-s'zone is similar in appearance to the Tertiary fresh

w.ater- limestbne which overldps- i at 'this location, it is 

; rcbabl'e that- ground ,water *fl6wing through an ancestral 

carbonate aquifer is'respon ible for alteration of the 

,-eccia zoneand the dep6siti; nof the Tertiary limestone.  

.i•inium development of the breccia zone and of the gouged 

c.ut zone in the lower plate is located in this area, and 

:.,th phen'onena-attenuate'to-the °east. As shown on the 
' nrthwestern extreme of Piate 2. ,here the thrust leaves 

"':. mapped area, the th.rust'is" ripresented by little more 

''an a-well develYp~d bedding 'pldne fault.  

Close6-inspection -of the*thrust reveals that the upper 
.- ate has not mo ve'das one''complete ma~ss, b~ut rather as a 

.. bjer of large'blocks, 'separat'ed by'tear faults. The 
"'e faults. which are usually steepy dipping at the top 

- -tQ'cliff form~d the Bonafhza_ "King Formation, bend 

'%-Ltard. deeper'in thle section and curve-under each block.  

"" 1"th,-the bldcki the tea fatilts are nearly flat-lying 

:' generally terminate at 'verv-wentle angle against the 
.t tear fault , 'wh"Ih generrally dips westward also. In
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this manner, a continuous thrust plane c- -d of these 

lesser faults is formed. Movemr:-.t was a- tly greatest 

at the southwestern extreme of the thr -:e, since ti
is the zone of greatest brecciation dhere much of the 

lower plate has been gouged out. Movement probably decraised 

eastward across the thrust plane, as a feathering out of -he 
thrust occurs in that direction, apparantly caused by de

creased relative movement on each tear fault between block
to the east. In general, the composition of the upper 

plate is similar to the chaos described by Noble (1941) in 

the Black Mountains. 

North of the thrust plane outcrop, the tear faults 

trend northwest across the dip slope . Bonanza King 
) Formation, This trend is identical to . f faults ma:

ped by Denney and Drewes (1965, Plate 4) in the Devils Hole 
area. Careful examination of these faults on aerial photo

araphs and on the geologic map constructed by Denney and 
Dr•cwes (1965) reveal that the faults strike consistently 

north-northeast along relatively straight trends; apparent 

curvature in the mapped trends of Denney and Drewes (1965) 

;a almost always due to the topograph: .fluence on slop

i'19 fault planes. Denney and Drewes _vu3) also note that 

....row on these faults rarely exceeds 200 feet, and their 
I'Late 4 indicates that the western-most block is usually 

*: tLhrown with regard to the eastern-most block. This
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consistent behavior. can be explained by assuming that these 
aretear faults and- that °they feather out away from a deep 
gouge zone.to the -east, as occurs on the east side of the 

thrust ,plane sho(•n -in Plate 2. That the thrust plane is 
also below 'Devils' Hole-and that th"se faults are tear faults 
related to the Ash Meadowsi thrust -is a logical conclusion 

from theabove'observation. 

Tertiary. limestones shown-on"Plate 2 which were de
posited on the low;er plate of the thrust were subsequently 

caught up in the tectonisi formi-ngthe west-nbrthw:est trend
ing anticline. Assuming that the limes'tones are late Ter
tiary equivalents of those near As-h 14feadows Lodge, the 

thrust is'pre-late-Tertiar 'a'n'd the ahtic]ine is post-late 

A) Tertiarv.- The anticline is overtiurned, as evidenced by 
the overturned strikes and dips' in' the Carrara Formation 

along its southern periphery. Theea-xial plane, which strikes 
west-northwest -and dipTs to 'the north, is not, shown on Plate 
2 because the abundance of contact and fault traces would 
have obscured--its -trend. Anticlinl arching isa 

no horizong l g aattributed 
to horizontal loading -along the' southe-rn periphery of the 
ainticline, -but-,the, mecha'ni •: f causi n thi"• S• •• ...  

ns stress remains 
unknown. -, 

Turtleback.-type islump blocks, "caus.ed by anticlinal 
arching, occur in 'the:Bonan-ia King Foration at the south

v(Cst end of the anticline-.- The mechanism is'similar to 
S that which has op"ratcd: alon4g the' 'Keehe Wonder fault in
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Death Valley (Hunt and Mabey, 1966), where blocks along 
the flank of the anticline are downthrown relative to the 
upward arching at the center of the anticline. The wedge
shaped blocks shown on Plate 2 utilize the thrust plane 
as a zone of weakness along the east side of the downthrown 
zone, but break through the lower plate along the west side.  

The strike-slip fault across the nose of the anti
cline in the Bonanza King Formation is also attributed to 

the emplacement of the anticline.  

The occurrence of Tertiary limestones ove rlapping the 
lower plate of the thrust fault at the point of maxim=m 
development of brecciation and gouging is suggestive of 
-n interaction between ground water and thrusting. If, 
as previously suggested under the discussion of Late Ter
ti ary Valley Fill, these limestones are the result of 
ancestral discharge from the carbonate aquifer,' then Jt 
follows that the aauifer was saturated after thrusting had 
occurred, and was probably saturated prior 'to thrusting 

also. A zone of saturation in the Bonanza King Formation 
above the thrust plane would have facilitated a gravity 

• cchanism by creating a neutral stress to cotunter the ef
fective stress. The chaotic character of this thrust in
dicates that it is similar in origin to the Amargosa thrust 
dý'"cribed by Noble (1941). Thus, detachment and gravity 

::1iding are probably the chief mechanisms of its origin, 
"":'11e satuiation of the carbonate rccks above the clastic



aquitard and an incompetent zone in -the Carrara-Formation 
may have been necessary peripheral conditions for its 
formation. From the trend of the tear, faults, motion 
must have been toward the south-southeast, --and for-the 
gravity mechanism to operate, a general highland~would 

have had to occupy the area to the north.  
As previously discussed under -Precarhbrian and Paleo

zoic hydrostraticraphy -the -carbonate aquifer-is believed 
to be the result of fracturing of Paleozoic carbonate rocks.  
The upper plate of thrusts in these rocks were~noted to be 
very effective- transmitters of ground water.- The above 
discussion of the chaotic character, of theupper ,plate may 
explain these aquifer characteristics of thrust-faults, at 
least in the Ash Meadows area. In contrast. to the deep 
seated thrusts described by Fleck (1970), where thrusting 
has occurred on discrete planes, the Ash Meadows thrust, 
fault is a composite of thrusting on many small elongate blocks. Each block'-is join'ted -and shiattered i'nernilly by 

smaller, faults, probabhly as- a res ult' of- low confining 
pressure.-. In•thefi6ld, i shattering is evidenced by the disturbed:bedding k'ithin each block and"b# the formation of 
sr, all~caves• in zones of 'maximum. -shat" 

haver been previous ly-'des'cribed by 'Winograde .- ~'_- (1971), 
who attribute ýtheri'to the <weatherii 6out of joint and fault 
blocks on :cliff "faces.--_-Thjs mechanism is especially evident

80
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above the thrust plate at Ash Meadows, where the cliff 

face, composed -of the Bonanza King Formation, is densely 

pock•marked with.these small caves. The ease with which 

tlhcse caves appear to form is probably related to the 

prcscnce of open fractures around each joint block.  

It has previously been noted that aquifer character

istics obtained from wells which penetrate the upper plate 

of a thrust fault composed of the Bonanza King Formation 

and which are located about eight miles northeast of Ash 

i:eadows indicate that the carbonate aquifer at that locality 

has very high transmissivities. If the thrust at this site 

is of a similar origin as the Ash Meadows thrust fault, as 

the author suspects, an aquifer possezsing very high tran

!::..i-sivities may exist in the area northeast of Ash Neadow:s 

,.s a result of these and similar thrusts between the two 

::t'uctural Trends in Southern Amarqosa Desert 

Two distinct structural trends are visible in the 

CL':'o'%oic valley fill of the Southern Amargosa Desert.  

'.`:0etially west-trending anticlines occur in the late 

"-'tiary playa lake sediments along the southwest periphery 

- thc area mapped (Plate 1). The anticlines are generally 

-'.TF.utrical, and on occasion have been broken by north

".".-.ding normal faults. The north-trending and north
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" 
nor'thwest -trending faults - disp lace both the ;Tertiary sedi

,,nts and the Pleistocene-valley fill. •A normal fault just 

w:est ofDevilsHole displaces older.pediment gravels with 

a vertical throw of at least 20 feet. At Fairbanks-Butte, 

d displacement between limestone'caps is at-least 100 feet.  

Although most'of-these faults are-probably tectonic 

in origin, some-may-be compaction*features','similar to those 

described by Maxey and Jameson (1948);-in:Las Vegas-Valley.  

In particular,-those faults,'closely associated with eolian 

dcposits (see..previous5-discussion under Pleistocene-and 

rlecent Sedimen'ts) in -the area represented by the southeast 

corner of Plate 1 may be of this origin.• -These faults are 

not delineated onlPlate -!,.-but, they. are -believed to ,.arallel 

the eolian deposits. - In particular,' the:elongate eolian 

deposits-in sec. 29 -T.18S. ,-R.551E -could be a .compaction: 

-carp resulting from n-accumulation-of-eolian products on a 

-wet area-which,paralleled compaction faulting. -- The west 

*-ide of-this-deposit does formna:definite~topographic scarp, 

'Ind, it :is generally sub-parallel -.to -topographic contours• in 

i".he area., -However, most -of .the'.scarps along -the -'east' side 

-of -the-valley. are-believed by-the author to be-surficial 

"X(>Pressions of .a:master,:fault-in'-the bedrock- at depth.  

In summary, surficial- structures indicate that' north

:-cuth-- compressional-:stresses.;folded -the-:Tertiary :sedimerits, 

- :- !J•Cc'cnt to which cast-west tcnsional--stresses "caused 

S:.L- faults in :the Cenozoic valley--fill, •The 'compi4ssional
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"1 !:tresses may have affected the Pleistocene valley fill as 

well, as the o~lder Pleistocene sediments in the Clay Camp 

area also bear evidence of compressional disturbance (see 

discussion under Early Pleistocene Valley Fill).  

From gravity work by Healy and Miller (1971) an idea 

of the configuration of the rocks below the Pleistocene 

valley fill can be obtained. Their bouguer gravity anomaly 

map has beeh reproduced in part on Plate 3. One obvious 

feature of Plate 3 is the gravity high which traverses the 

'cuthern Amargosa Desert from southeast to northwest. As 

the high paral'lels a lineament composed of Tertiary olat

crops, it. is probable that the Tertiary sediments are not 

dc:ply buried below the Pleistocene valley fill along the 

gravity high. On either side of this partially buried 

:idg• of Tertiary sediments, gravity lows indicate that 

"t!ick sections of Pleistocene sediments may be present.  

!'owever, the bouguer anomalies themselves are probably the 
results of the configuration of the pre-Ceriozoic rocks be

I: the desert surface rather than any density contrast 

• twteen Cenozoic rocks. Thus, the northwest-trending gravity 

-,.!h probably reflects a ridge of pre-Cenozoic rocks which 

S.U•'allels the California-rNevada state line. As the over

-'.'Ing Tertiary sediments, with which the density contrast 

:'.n:onsible for the bouguer anomaly occurs, are tectonically 
":-:turbed, it is probable that geologic structures in these 

... ger sediments reflect stress patterns that existed in
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the Prc-Cenozoic rocks.  

-On-each side. of the gravity'high, -the' anomalv slopes 
gcently' into gravity basins-.' ý 'Th'ese 'basins-, 'which also re

flcct the'configuration.of the'pre-_Cnozoic rocks at depth, 
, arc bounded on the east *and west sides'Iof -the Amargosa 

Desert ,by.--rather -steep slopes in 'the "gravity anolmalies.  
1'ealy -and. Miller 4(1971):,interzpret these hig1h- slope's' as 
reflecting masterý-faults' in' the p-re-Cenozoib rocks below 
the Amargosa Desert. Thes6:maiter faults a&edelineated 

-on-Figure 1inapproximately -the same-position as indicated 

by Healy and I-Tiller (1971). Themaster fault •long the 

Cast'side of the desert is believed'by the' auEh r t6be 
reflected-in the Cenozoic -sedim'nnts as the north-trending 
normal-faults at Ash Meadows. From the configq aýion-of.  
the anomaly contours,'- the -imp-ression' is obta•ined th~at after 
north-south compr.2ssion-of the :Tertiary sedimen-ts, tn
sional~stresses rent -the floor of the desert apart, leaving 
basins north-and south of the ridge of Tertiary sediments.* 

Enough-data-are ýavailable in the Amargosa Desert ;to 
-. Peculate-on 'a niechanism:for--the formation of the above' 
structures. From the previous discussion it is feasible 
that the :Las -Vegas ,shear z6zne 6iijd ýthle F urance- CrieeW fault 
-one -were, active Cduring -the 'tiime of 'emplacement of the above 
• "tructures -The termin'al ends' of these -fault zones in the 

;icinity of the Anargosa Desert are poorly understood.  
'-'O.ever, if it is assumed that they terminate in the
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approximate position shown on Figure 1, which as previously 

noted, is not an unlikely possibility, then stresses re

lated to the formation of these transcurrent faults, or 

directly caused by them, may have affected the graben block 

below the Central Amargosa Desert. In particular, as both 

w:ere active through at least the Pliocene, have the same 

relative movement, and terminate in the vicinity of the 

AMargosa Desert, a shifting of stresses from one zone to 

the other may have caused a deep, perhaps subcrustal, clock

wise shear couple to affect the Central Amargosa Desert.  

initially, this couple would have caused north-south com

pressional stresses to distort the graben block below the 

c.) desert, as indicated in Figure 1. After a certain amount 

of movement of the shear couple, east-west tensional 

stresses would reulace the comoressional stresses as the 

COperating stress system, and north-trending normal faulting 

would have occurred. Whether this mechanism actually 

Operated is debatable, but it is a logical and not unreascn

.1ble method of explaining the structure of the Amargosa Des

The hydrogeologic consequences of these structures are 

Ch:iefly in the form of barriers to ground-water flow. These 

'On.1Zcquences are discussed in detail in the section entitled 

".'drogeology.
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•HYDROCHE'ISTRY' 

For the purposes of'the-following' discussion, the 

.:iclature employed by.1w1i'n'bgrad (1971) and- Winograd et 

-. '.(1971) to describe-the-sub-areas of the Southern 

,:..-osa Desert has been modified'. and extended for use in-s 

:X.. rcport. These sub-areas are illustrated -in -Figure 9.  

,-%1\-tical Methods� .  

All water analyses' utilized' Ln this reipbrt are listed 
S.hc Appendices according to loc'ationonumber and date.  

- :.'iion numbers are-used to-identify-analyses 1n the fol-, 

-'ing discussion. In'-the unsurveyed ta..*nsh'ips in the 

. .- rnl vicinity of the Nevada Tst site,-the Nevada co

: "hate system is''utilized as a .locationnum-ber, while 

*". of the'Nevada Test Site, the' township-range system 

• --.d.-InNevada, the townships are related to theMount 

• :.!o base line, while California townships'use -the San 

-'::.....iio.- base line. Thus', ir California al'l townships 

-1" cd•to the "north" while in Nevada they- are located

" "south"-,of _their.;respective-base lines. All- ranges 

ucatd £to the east-of their respective meridians.  

"c'iroetional designationsl ,ave been:-lcft off of the 

" tdtownship-range notation in -order to maintain 

4
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b~revity*'- -As' th6 £6wnshiprange 'nuijibers are- themselves 

distinctive in each case, little problem-should be en

counter'd in coating the sample '~n f'hs nlss 

A -nuimber of' 'water '_analyses for -Southern Amargos a Desert 

haV'vbecn reý:orde'd ari'd published since' 1956.-' Assig"

nificantly'-di'ffer'eflt--'anialys'es are s~ome'times recorded for 

the'sani&"location,' and-as the areal 'distribution of the-

character' 6 fzgro'un'd _iater is-'a prime consi'deation ofti 

rdportr-it-was niecessa'ry to' devi~e- a criteria-of selection.  

T. le mot'eet aita-'avai'lable were selected wherever 

Oossibld in th~is-report. 'For the' co-mmon g'ross ions,' about 

70% 'ofan.y~s'e'ce w'er-e 6ollected'i~n the"c'alendar

years 1970' 1971'Lnhd '1972'. "h-te 30% of 'the ahalysb's 

)reore~sent& locatio~ns" where' eitheý onl~y a' single `~earlier

xnralysis was -avail able,' or wlhere"'th -later -- ria.'lvsis h .dd 

xi inferior ibnic b6l:.rice-scmae tearlier"'datý-, an d 

,the lc~ter- ana1y'rsis w'a~ suipecte~d'of 'being in .error.- In' 

cases where only 'aT.single ana-lysi's" was :available-, publisýhed 

,data 'were' accepted "unless , savery lobvious -in - ongruity WLais 

floted.:<.  

~>Within this ýrep~rt,'-7th~i 'ifiajoityv of `thea'nalyses 

origind~ted--fro~m ti'io' s&o~ur~e's;': -thi'&UniteId" Stat'e-s' 'Geolo'gical' 

Lurvey, and -the ~Unite'd 'SýAtds !Bu-ea 'f eca tion. In 

a!-ddition " to ';these -sour'6e's, 'the Desert' Research' Institute, 

Spart,,of a'grant from.'ýthe'Ofafie'e 'of W1at'er ze~s~ources Re

%arch, Department of Interior, carried out an active
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sample collection and analysis program during the calendar 

years 1971 and 1972.  

Several methods were used to bring some meaning to 

this mass of data. Piper t s (1944) method of modifying 

trilinear diagrams for analysis of ground water was found 

uscful in explaining mixing and ion exchange phenomena, and 

,in classifying ground water. Rose diagrams (also referred 

to as pie diagrams) were used to illustrate water qualities 

on a regional basis. Rose diagrams are based upon the con
ceot that the seven most common ions found in ground water 

can be divided into four basic categories of similar chemical 

character. Graphically, these four groupihgs are scaled 

off into the four cartesian quadrants, depending upon the 
_) zutmmed milliequivalents per liter each represents (see key 

of Plate 5). Thus, alkali and alkaline earth cations each 

occupy a separate quadrant, bicarbonate plus whatever de

tcctable carbonate present occupy a third quadrant, and sul

fate plus chloride occupy the fourth quadrant.  

Schoff and Moore (1964) used these groupings as a basis 

fOr a classification scheme of ground water at the Nevada 

.czt Site and vicinityj In their scheme, waters were typed 

"its to the dominant grouping of ionic species within either 

":'- cations or the anions, dominance being defined as a 
:.rup consisting of at least 600 of the anions or cations 

":Ccunt, in, milliequivalents per million. If no grouping 

_)
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anion or cation species-is dominant,-then that combina

.•on of ions is referred to 'as mixed. For example, if a 

;.*..-icular-analysis indicated that at least 60% of the' 

,,..ions, based upon suzm'c.ed epm, were calcium and magnesium, 

i bicarbonate was similarly dominant with regard to 

ý... .nions, the water would be referred to as a calcium

... csiumIl bicarbonate type. As s6dium,'bicarbonate and 

...I.•te are usually dominant within their grouping, these 

* c:npings are referred to by the dominant 3on name. Thus, 

. L o.r with a dominance of sodium plus potassium (alkali 

::s) and sulfate plus chloride would be referred to as a 

.:.iuri sulfate type. This classification sys-temn has been 

- :tcd in this report, and' its application to-ground water 

"9 !-. the Amargosa Desert, and vicinily is illustrated in Fig

2 0.  

In addition to the above, areal -distribution of'cer

"- : chamical parameters in the Amarogsa Desert were obtained 

": ontouring these parameters on base maps- of -the area.  

;1(2th maps of sodium plus potassium, ppm; surtned ionic 

:.tituents, ppM; silica, ppm; and percentage calcium of 

"- 2.1:I-plus magnisium were prepared.' I"Sodium plus potas

"* as chosen because Schoff and Moore (1964) and Wino

! (1971) have noted that it s'erves as a natural tracer.  

O-,•, once added to a flow system,. it is not easily re
- , natural means. The s'=med ionic constituents 

"are useful because this Darameter tends to in_)
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crease with residence time in the flow system. Thus, waters 
from the sink of a flow system should have a higher salt 
load than water from the 'source. 'IIn order that all data be 

-:made comoatible, summed'ioniQ constituents were used rather 
than totaltdissolxýed'solids,"as many , analyses do not record 
total dissolved solids. Silica'was'favored as it would be 
naturally gr'eater in waters derived''from glassy volcanic 
terrains as opposed t6 those fromi ca'rbonat'e 'r-ocs. The 
selection of calcium to'magnesium percen.tage, which in this 
report is defined as 100 times the calhiiumfcOntent divided 
by the calciunf'plus magnesium content,, both in epm, it 
based largely on the work of M-eis'er and D6cher' (1967), who 
notethat theCa++: Mg ratio of doloi'iic týe'rrains a:
proaches 'one. Their investigation s-uggests that terrains 
of different lithologiesshouldohdve differeýnt ratios. Also, 

as the percentage reflects only'relative concentrations of 
the two species, mechanis-ms 'such as simple' dilution which 
:affect both the calciumrr and magnesium concentration equally 
Will have but slight effect on'the ratio.' However, mecha
'!isms which affect them Unequally, such "as ion exchange, can 
cause abrupt changes in the ratio. A percentage, rather 
than a ratio, was selected by the aut'hor fo'r uýe• this 
• C2Port because a percehthge-is-more'adiptable t6 isopleth 
Contouring. 

-
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S .';h Madows Discharcqe Area 

As noted in the previous discussion of Precambrian 

zindc Paleozoic hydrostratigraphy, the major regional aquifer 

is believed to be the thick stratigraphic section of Paleo

zoic carbonate rocks. It has also been generally assumed 

that major springs in the region receive their recharge 

from the higher carbonate mountain ranges, as these ranges 

receive the greater percentage of the precipitation which 

falls within the region. Available data from the higher 

ranges, such as the Spring Mountains, where the Paleozoic 

section is composed largely of limestones and dolomites-, 

indicate that ground water from these terrains typically 

has a caJ.cium-magnesi-11.1 bicarbonate character (Figure 10 

and Plate 5). Haowever, discharge from-the carbonate aquifer 

at Ash Meadows has a mixed bicarbonate character, with a 

large sulfate component. Winograd (1971) has already noted 

the probable absence of evaporites in the Paleozoic section 

which could possibly account for the sodium and sulfate com

ponents of the water quality at Ash Meadows. Thus, the 

presence of theoe components in water from the carbonate 

aquifer must. beexplained.  

The presence of the sodium and sulfate components in 

the discharge at Ash Neadows does not preclude a.source 

in the higher carbonate ranges. Evidence that the bulk of 

the wator discharging at Ash Meadows originates in recharge 

z.'*uai; composed of dolo.ritic strata can be obtained by corn-
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paring calcium to magnesium percentages of water from 

aquifers at various locations-in .the region surrounding 

Ash Meadows (Table 4). Analyses from the Tertiary aquifer 
generally yields a calcium to magnesium percentage on the 

order of 80%, while those from Ash'Meadows ahd from w-eils 
and springs in thee"car6onate aquifer to the east of Ash 

Meadows', including the Spring Mountains area, yield a 

calcium to magnesium percentage of about 60%- (also see 
Plate 9)'. 'Meisler and Bec'her (1967) note that springs from 
dolomite strata almost invariably yield a Ca++: Mg++ ratio 
of one, or a calcium to magneistum percentage of 50%. -Waters 
in the carbonate aquifer-in the region t'o the east of Ash 
Meadows possess a calcium to magneisum percentage that is 

) probably indicative of a source areaconsisting of. dolomitic 

limestone 'and/or interbedded limestone and dolomite. As 
the lower Paleozoic rocks 'in this region are largely dolo

mites or dolomitic limestones, this calcium to magnesium 

percentage is not unrealistic. The regional significance
of the calcium to magnesium percentage is that it is es
sentially unchanging from a typical carbonate recharge area, 
the Spring Mountains, to the point of discharge, whether 
it be Pahrump Valley or Ash Meadows. For discharge at Ash 
ý:eadows, the fact that the percentage remains at this level 

indicates that the greater bulk of the discharge in this 
area is derived from carbonate terrains, or that the per

Centage is coincidental.  
_)
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:.%IlC 4.

:.,:ation Name

Calcium to Magresit• Percentage 
From Selected Sourccs 

Ca-mg Surmed 
% Ionic Source 

Constit- Topographic 
Basin

uents 
?-61 Tonopah Spr. 81 99 Tertiary Aquifer Jackass Flats "Wcll J12 - 77 211 Tertiary Aquifer Jackass Flats "-:70 Well,5B 77 -578. Tertiary Aauitard Frenchman Flat .73 Test Well 3 60 600 Carbonate Aquifer Frenchman Flat S'5 4b ?Amy 1 58 438 Carbonate Aquifer Mercury Valley E ,. Indian Spr. 60 335 Carbonate Aquifer Indian Spring b 

Valley "..!6 Devils Hole 59 557 Carbonate Aquifer Ash Meadows

Indian Seep 

!Theeler W ell 

Wilcox Well 

Manse Spr.

62 555

57 516

61 367 

58 337

Carbonate Aquifer Ash Meadows 

Alluvial Aquifer Sp. Mountains 

Alluvial Aquifer Pahruzp Valley 

Alluvial Acuire• Pahrump Valley

"Xb

)
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Schoff and Moore (1964), and more recently Winograd 
(1971), have investigated sources of sodium for waters 
h1aving a sodiimr-bicarbona'te character in and-around the 
!:evada Test site. A strong case can be made for the leach
ing of sodium from glassy rhyolitic material occurring in 
the-alluvial and Tertiary aquifers and aquitards. -However, 
as-a source of sodium to form the mixed bicarbonate facies 
at Ash'IMeadows, Winograd (1971) notes that ground water from,'" 
ryoli tic terrains wil! not yield sufficient sodium to 

-account for the entire sodium component in the-underlying 
carbonate aqui-fer at the Nevada Test Site. Instead, Wino
g3rad (1971) suggests that' the Tertiary aquitard, which 
d--rectly overlies the cdrbonate aquifer and underlies the

") "'rticry, aquifer in--the-eastern Nevada Test Site, may be 
"!:e source of-notonly the sodium component, but.also the,
::ulfate component. The Tertiary aquifer in -this, area is a 
complex, of gYpsiferous s-edimentary units and sodium-rich 
-- olitized tuffs. .  

Throughout mbst of the Nevada Test Site,,water in:the 
lTertiary aquitard i'sperched above the underlying 

aeauifer.- Winograd (1971) notes that the salt 

*.1d af ground w-ater withiin this basal Tertiary acuitard 
!:.creases with depth. This is attributed to the leaching

S -odium from-zeolitic units and calcium sulfate from 
*•l-r'ous units as downward crossflow through the aquitard 

W hinograd (1971, Table 6) observed this phenomenon U
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in-well 77-G6G wh 7e the a -ysis of water fro. a dee pest 

S interral sampled'in the Teýuiary aquitard, althcugh high 
in dissolved solids indicates an almost complete absence 
of calcium and mangnesium (Figure 10, analysis Sim
ilarly, the-analysis for water from the.Tertiar aquitard 
in well 73-70 also indicates an almost complete lack of 
calcium and magnesium (Figure 10, analysis 2; a Plate 5).  
The almost complete absence of calcium and mag: -um in the ground water of the Tertiary aquitard is at:z. buted by 
Winograd (1971) to cation exchange within the zeolitic and 

* argillaceous units of the Tertiary aq _:ard. WhateveE. cal
cium or magnesium may enter the aquitard from above, or 
may be leached from gyPsiferous units within the aquitard, 
is subject to removal by cation exchange before leaving the aquitard. From the above discussion, it is evident 
that if water- of this chemical character were miXed with 
water from the carbonate aquifer, the calcium:to magnesium 
percentage of the water in the carbonate aquifer would be 

• little affected. To paraphrase Winograd (1971, p. 108), 
downward crossflow of inferior water from the Tertiary 

. aquitard is the principal factor changing the chemistr-y 
• of water in the carbonate aquifer betwe. recharge and dis

charge areas. This crossflow is estimated to ran:.e from I to 20 percent, \'iith the lower figure believed - acc ate.
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Downward crossfl6ow ,through the-Tertiary aquitard and 

subsequent mixingwith'ground water in the carbonate aqui

fer, then, may be a feasible mechanism-for deriving the 

water quality of discharge at 2 Ash.Meadows.- As the inter

montane areas east of the.Neada Test Site are also be

lieved to be underlain by the Tertiary aquitard-ahd car

bonate aquifer (1.,inograd, 1971) it is reasonable to suspect 

that the higher carbonate ranges in this area are the re

charge area or 'the dischai' e at Ash Meadows. On Plate 5, 

it can be seen that the only area where the clastic aqui

tard does not'cropnout bet~ieen the carbonate ranges to the 

east and northeast is in the Specter Range, northeast of 

)Ash Meadows. "Thus, hydrxo'tratigraphy also indicates that 

the'discharge at Ash Mdadows probably enters the .margosa 

Desert from the .ortheas't, via the carbonate aauifer.  

-Utilizing hydrochemilstry;, Schoff and Moore (1964, made 

severalisignificant-contributions to the understanding of 

the direction'of ground-water flow in the area north and 

east of- theSpecter Range. As applicable to this report, 

some of the-imore saiient 6bservations of Schoff and Moore 

(1964, pp. 55-61) -were: 

- (1) If -t1ie"amount of 8diss'olved solids is meaningful, 
the water of Indian.,Spring Valley mialht- be

"-flowing '.estward i:nto .ercurv Valley or north
ward into Frenchman. Flat,• but- a reverse1 move-: 

- ment in the onnositEe direction is unlikely.  

_)

...... I-&-
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(2) The water in the carbonate rocks is not moving southward from the (Nevada) Test Site to Indian Spring Valley. If it did so, the waters of Indian Sprin@ Valley would contain more sodium, and also would probably be higher in dissolved 
solids.  

(3) The water in the carbonate rocks o5f the (Nevada) Test Site may be moving toward the -margosa Desert, where the water is of'-a mixed chemical character, have a generous amount of sodiumi, and are more concentrated than'those within the (Nevada) Test Site. -Not all the water reaching the Amargosa Desert, however, need come from the (Nevada) Test Site.  
They also note that calciu-n-magnesium, bicarbonate waters 
of Indian Spring Valley probably originate in. the Spring 
Mountains (Pla'te 5).  

North of the Specter Range, Winograd "(1971, Figure 3).  
has described a north-trending potentiometric trough in * the carbonate aquifer (also see discussion under Hydro

) 

geology). Water from well 75-73, located in the carbonate aquifer on the east flank of this trough in Frenchman Flat, 
has a mixed bicarbonate character similar to discharge at 
Ash Meadows (Plate 5 ; Figure 11, analysis 9). As the wa.ter.  from this well already has high soditm and sulfate compon
ents, 11inograd (1971) suggests that water moving through 
the carbonate aquifer from the area east of this well, 
Possibly from-as far aw:ay as Pahranagat Valley which contains a calcium-magnesium bicarbonate water, obtains from 
downward crossflow. through the- Tertiary- aquit'ard enough 
.-Odium and sulfate components so that by the time it arrives 
at the location of this well, a mixed bicarbonate water 

__)
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,imilar to that at Ksh Meadows results. The calcium to 

:.qnesium" ppercentage of waters from this-well is also 

•..dicative of a primary source in the higher carbonate 

rangcs, as it is at the, level,(6%) recorded for-water 

from carbonate terrains- in this area (Table 4). It should 

!.L% noted, however, that the water from wel-Y75-73 'contains 

,It least 40 ppm greater summed ianic constituents thafi the 

(,ischlarge at Ash Meadows. 'Thus, it'cannot be rsposnible 

for the entire discharge at Ash Meado'"s ard must be sub

,ct to a dilution factor by water of a'similar chemical 

character before arriving at Ash Meadows.  

The strong possibility of movement of: ground water in 

t:cu carbonate aquifer from,'the Indian Spring -area to Mer

c-.,-y Valley was noted by:Schoff and Moore (1964). A-likely 

- ::d member of this movement in I'.,rcury Valley -is water from 

-,'Ii 16/53' 4b, which has greater summed ionic cn'stituents 

.. n the water from Indian Spring Valley, 'and also larger 

-c<!iur.i and sulfate cormponents (Figure 11', analyses'-5 and 

1), This well is also located on>,the -east flank of the 

:-Orementioned potentiometric trough'in the carbonate 
I 

a:•.'for north ofrthe'SpecterSRange. W'eil 73-70, which also 

:,''.ltratcs the carbonate aquifer, is.slocated' on the west 

f:-.71 of the potentiomretric trough. If/it- is assumed that 

"*.i,.g of waters of various origins occurs in this trough, 

-- low the Specter Rangeladown gradient from this trough, 

'0 lotting'analyses of these",waters on the rhombic center 

)

I
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FIGURE II.  

LOCATION DA

I 17/50 36dc 
2 17/50 36dc 
3 17/50 3Gdc 
4 .7/50 36dc 
r 1-/53 4b 
6 73-70 
7 73-66 
8 16/51 27bo 
9 75-73 
O 16/54 la

MIXING NORTH OF SPECTER RANGE
iTE

PoinIs 1,2,3, and 4 from Devils Hole 
Poins 5 and 6 from carbonate oQuifer 
soulheost ond'northwest of S)cc.er Range 

lnt 7 from tertiary Ocuilard Points 8 8, 

0 9 from corbonate aquifer, Amorgoso 
FIla a nd Frenchmen Flat Pcint 10 

"\ .from coronate aquifer between 

Indian Springs end Specter Range.

_)
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Sa piper- diagram, the feasibility of such a scheme can 

., ascertained. Representative of flow from -the west,-, 

. analysis of wiater from well 73-70 (Figure 11, analysis 

u) was used, while downward crossflow through the Terti'ary 

ac.uitard is represented by water from well 73-66 (analysis.  

7, Figure 11). These two analyses plus the MercuryValley 

analysis, which is used to represent flow from the east, 

surround analyses for Devils Hole (Figure ll, analyses 1-4) 

and indicate that it is possible to mix these diverse waters 

(Piper, 1944) and account for the chemical character of the 

discharge at Ash Meadows. Waters represented-by yells .73

66 and well 16/53 4b would have to be appropriately, weighted 

to compensate for crossflow from the Tertiary. aquitard and 

for flow from east of Frenchman Flat, as these latter. waters 

have a higher salt load than water from DevilsHole.-.  

The above discussion can only be approached qualita-," 

tively at this time due to the many assumptions it contains, 

Winograd (1971) notes that the specific as.1umption con

cerning the chemical character of downward crossflow from 

the Tertiary aquitard may be unjustified because the final!.  

product of this crossflow as it leaves theTertiary aquitard 

has never been sampled. The author suspects that the ion 

exchange capacity of the zeolites and clays, of which the 

Tertiary aquitard is largely composed, would effectively

remove alm.ost all of the calcium and magnesium -and-part of, 

) the bicarbonate from this water before it.-1eft.•.the aquitard.-
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In fact, if a straight line is projected through the points 
representing analyses from the east side-of the potentio
metric trough (rigure ii, analyses 5, 9 and 10) to a point 
near the zero p-ercentige value for calcium plus magnesium 
on Figure 11, this point could represent the ideal character 
of this downward'crossfiow. Mixing of this idealized water 
from the Tertiary aquitard with calcium-magnesium bicar
bonate water of the carbonate aquifer -would necessitate 
that the amount of flow from the west be a negligible com
ponent of the mixing phenomenon. As the recharge to the 
carbonate aauiTer west of the trough is probably ver-symall 
(Rush, 1971), this idealized mixing model may conform better 

with actual conditions.  

The implications' of adding a water with a high bicar
bonate content to a- flow system with a water possessing a 
calcitun-rmagnesium bicarbonate character has largely been 
ignored by previ6us investigators of the region. If the 
bicarbonate species is added in quantity t6 a water sat
urated or near saitu'ration with respect to calcite, the com
mon ion effect' should be sufficient to cause supersaturaticn 
and precipitation of calcite (and possibly dolomite). In 
order to determine if ground water, of the Amargosa Desert 
and vicinity is saturated with respect to calcite, the 
author employed'the necessary temperature corrected equil
ibriurm constdnts tolcaclculate activity products for calcite 

Jand the partial pressure of carbon dioxide (Pc ) necessary 2 eesr
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to maintain a carbonate system in equilibrium at a theo

retical air-water interface (Table 5). These calculations, 

made only for-those locations -where -accurate field determina

tions- were -available, indicate tht waters from Manse 

Spring (21/53 3ad) and Indian Spring (16/56--16bb);-located 

at the base of the Spring Mountains but on opposite sides 

of the range, are-slightly undersaturated with respect to0.  

calcite, and have a P C 2 approximately 30 times greater

than that which the atmosphere can provide. Water from well 

18/50 20cb, which is located near the summit of Wheeler 

Pass in the Spring Mountains, is slightly supersaturated 

with respect to calcite, and has a P C0 approximately 20
2 times that expected from the atmosphere. In the Ash 

) Meadows discharge area, saturation withh respect to-calcite 

ranges from slight:undersaturation -to slight supersaturation, 

while the P necessary to maintain the carbonate*'system 

in equilibrium, is approximately_ 40 times that- found -in the 

atmosphere. As saturation or-near saturation conditions 

exist from source to sink in the~system, the activity product 

gives little indica-0on-bf the common ion effect due to 

leakage from the Tertiary aquitard. However, the increase 

in calculated P C of the flow system between the calcium
magnesium bicarbonate waters of Indian Spring and the mixed 

bicarbonate waters of Ash Meadows may at least partially 

result from the addition of water with a high bicarbonate 

content derived from the Tertiary aquitard. Unless the 
)
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4

I

7.4 228 75 10-8.49 

81 10- 8.4a 

31 10-8.37 

39 10-8.42

10-8.25 

10-8.30 

10-8.34 
10- 8.36

2 

2 

2

Mixed Bicarbonate Waters 

17/50 7.3 300 
9ad 

17/50 7.4 303 
22ab 

18/51 7.3 309' E 
7dbb 

(Devils Hole) 

) Surface 7.5 304 9 

10 Feet 7.45 304 9 
50 Feet 7.41 300 9 
100 Feet 7.41 304 9

-8.13 
10

10-8.
3 7 

i0- 8.'37 

i0-8.42 

10-8.44 

i0-8.44 

i0-8.44 

10-8.44

*Change in free energy applies to equation: 

CaCO3  Ca + CO3 

Where: F < 0, reaction takles place spontaneously.  
F > 0, reaction cannot take place unless energy supplied 

from external source.  
F = 0, reaction mixture at equilibrium.

+.17 5-5x!0
3 

-. 13 9.7x10
3 

-. 22 9.0x10-
3 

-. 16 1.5x100-2 

-. 01 1.2x10-
2 

-. 01 1.7xlO-
2 

• +.26 l.lx.10- 2 

-2 +.19 1.2x10 
+.13 1. 3x10- 2 

"+ .ll 1. 1x lO -2

Source: Krauskopf, 1967
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Table 5.  

SATURATION' WITH RESPECT TO CALCITE 

Field Deter--.inations Activity Solubility Free Calculated pH HC03 Te.mp. Product Product Energy PC0, 
Location prm OF Tc-.. Ccrr. Temo. Corr. Kcal* at-." 
Calciu.-Magnesiutm Bicarbonate Waters

18/55 
20cb 

16/56 
l6bb 

21/54 
3ad

7.7 - 362 50 10 8.03 

7.4 238 79 i0-8.45

I 
1 

r 

i 
'I 

.2 

E 

I.

9 
i 

S



addition of bicarbonate.is insignifica',t~in comparison to 
the" increase in ionic strength of the solution, itis 
likely that the addition, of bicarboniate would cause pre
cipitation of calcite-,from the flow sys&em. Therefore, 
the common ion effect could also hamper the mixing model 
previously described.  

Between the Specter Range and Ash Meadows, two ana
lyses are available of water,, from the- c arbonate aquifer 

* (Plate 5). Well 16/51'27ba, -which- is 'perforated only in 
the carbonate aauifeer, provided the wat6j for •one of these 
analyses, while the water, for the other-analysiswas drawn 
from well 16/52 8c, which is probably-½peif6rated in both 
the alluvial and carbonate aquifers (Winograd' et aI., 1971).  ) Exceot for notably lower summed -ionic constituents of 50 to 
"60 ppm (Table 6), water from:these wells'has a 6 hemical 
character similar to the discharge at -Ash- eadows (Figure 
11, analysis 10). Winograd (1 9 71): uiggests that the lower 

dissolved salt content of °water: of wells in. the alluvial 
aquifer to the east of AMargosa Flat is týhe result of 
dilution by local recharge." ,___However, :itis difficuit to 
Visualize this mechanismoperating in the area of well 
16/51 27ba, which is only, perforated within the carbonate 
aquifer and is probably overlainŽby* several-hundred feet 

of Tertiary aquitard (Johnston, .1968). As'the author has 
no viable explanation forthewate'r-quiality from these 
wells, it is left une:plained., .  ) .---

106
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Most of the large springs at Ash Meadows, which are 
believed to derive their water from the carbonate aquifer 
(Wlinograd, 1971), possess a similar chemical character, as 
indicated by the small area they enccmpass on a Piper dia
gram (Figure 10). Big Spring (18/51 19ac), discharging 
approximately 1,000 gpm (Walker and Eakin, 1963) is an e•.
ception to the above, as its discharge contains 50 to 80 ppm 
more stmmed ionic constituents than the other large springs 
and presently has a mixed cation-mixed anion character (Fic
ure 10 and Table 6). As will be noted in the section en
titled Hydrozhcmical evidence of underflow from Pahruxmn 
Valley, it is improbable that underflow from Pahrump Valley 
is directly related to the unusual chemical character of 

) Big Spring because Last Chance Spring, which would represent 
the chemical character of the end product of underflow, has 
a lower salt load than even those springs discharging directly 
from the carbonate, aquifer. From the Piper diagram plot of 
this spring discharge (Figure 10) it is probable that the 
chemical character of this spring is a combi'hation of water 
derived from the Tertiary aquitard in the area of the spring 
and of flow fz_.: the carbonate aquifer at iepth. The phy 
mechanism is probably related to the s .... vertical gra
dient which is known, to exist in discharge areas (Toth, 1963) 
and to a possible extension of the master fault into the 
area of Big S'-'rng.- Water leaving the carbonate aquifer in 
this area may have to pass through the.Tertiary aquitard via )
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Table 6.

Location Date

Comparison of 

Source 'Summed Ionic 
Constituents

Water Qualities 

S++ + Mg++ + 'C& +M ~a+ + K
+CO so + Cl 

3 3' 4
rppm epm epm cpm epm 

West Central 
kriargosa 
16/48 7ba -2/17/66 6 689 2.84 6.79 3.40 6.09 
16/48 7ba 10/7/71 6 674 2.99 6.22 3.44 5.91 

16/48'15a 5/24/56 1 295 .86 2.91 2.72 .85 
16/4815ba 6/24/71 6 754 -3.64 -6-65- 4.33 5.99 

27/4 27bb 8/18/62 3 812 4.46 6.31 •, 7.18 3.13 
27/4 127bb 6/24/71; 6 571 1.68 5.78 5.51 1.62 

Central Amargosa , 
73/58 4/25/58 3 217 .64 2.13 1.98 .70 
73-58 3/31/62 3 , 218 .90 1.85 " 1.95 .64 
73:580 4/-/69 5 211 .91 1.88 1.92 .64 

17/49 35dd 5/8/52 1 294- 1.19 2.59 2.62 .97 
17/49 35dd ., 7/1/70 5 291 1.09 2.62 2.56 .91

Niorthleast Central 
Arnargosa 
16/49 35ba 8/18/62 
16/49 35ba 1/21/66 
16/49 45ba 2/23/71 

16/50 7cba 8/18/62 
16/50 7cba 2/16/66 
iG/5b 7cba 2/23/71 

17/49 llba 2/17/66 
11/A19"11ba 2/23/71

3 
6 
6 

3 
6 
6

6 
6

652 
710 
661 

653 
701 
670

3.89 
4.00 
3.92 

4.03 
3.62 
3.64" 

3.24 
3.36

643 
602

4

"4.921 
'5.47 
5.52 

4.81 
6.02 
5.95 

5.57 
5.29

4.69 
4.80 
4.10 

4.72 
4.80 
4.23 

3.95 
3.61

3.84 
4.95 
4.57 

3.82 
4.38 
4.47 

4.60 
4.29

Co 
0O
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Comparison of Water Qualities 
Summed Ionic c g++ ++ + + '+ Location Date Source Constituents Na + HCO + co-' so; + C1

-margosa Flat 
16/51 27ba 2/-/686. 5 504 3.73 -2.90 17/52 8c 4/27/58 1 483 3.51 2.84 4 49 1.90 

Ash I'lealo:,,s 17/50 l5ab 11/-/66 5 547 4.08 3.20 4.95 2.21 17/50 15ab 10/7/71 6 571 3.95 3.62 4.75 2.75 17/50,36dc 1/22/53 1 559 4.27 3.06 5.10 2.27 17/50 36dc 10/21/64 2 554 4.]6 3.12 5.02 2.24 17/50 3Cdc 12/9/66 5 555 4.47 3.02 5.08 2.14 17/50 361.c 6/28/72 7 557 4.08 3.22 4.98 2.14 

(Devils 11ole
Depth Sainples, 
17/50 36dc) ,c 
Surface, 
50 Feet 
100 Feet 

18/51 7ca 
18/51 7ca 
18/51 7ca 

18/51 7dac 
18/51 7dac 

18/51 18bdb 
18/51 l8bdb

6/28/72, 
6/28/72 
6/28/72 

2/28/49 
10/26/64 
10/4/70 

10/4/70 
7/22/72

7 
7 
7 

1 
2 
5 

5 
7

11/-/66 5 
10/20/70 5

557 
553 
555

560 
550 
521 

2136 
1306 

.541 
2169

4.08 
4.12 
3.99' 

4.17 
4.16 
3.81 

13.7 
7.00 

3.98 
15.6

3.22 
3.16 
3.17 

4.99 
3.16 
5.06 

17.9 
10.8 

3.16 
18.81

4.98 
4.92 
4.98 

5.08 
4.93 
4.56 

3.97 
7.97 

4.92 
2.75

2.43 
2.43 
2.45 

2.26 
2.24 
2.21 

27.6 
9.95 

2.18 
29.15 Co 

0D I 
II --
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Table 6.

Comparison of Water Quaiitie's

Summed Ionic

PP CP e2m epm epm , 

(Deviis Hole con't.) ' 
18/51 19ac 10/27/64 2 610 3.55 ' 4.36 5.10 2.92 18/51 19ac 4/29/71 6' 644 3.60 4.83 4.93 3.61

rurnadc Creek,'

Ca++ 0 Mg++ 1 + + Na + HC0+ + Co'"

Death Valley <; 
28/1 36bd 
28/1 3Gbd 

27/1 23ab 
27/1 23ab 

27/1 25bb 
27/1 25bb

Prior to 65.  
10/19/71 

Prior to 65 
10/19/71

Prior to 65 4 
10/18/71 6

800 
771 

775 
750 

805 
734

-3.79 7.2 

13.76 6.35 

3.39 7.05 
'3.24 6.65 

3.49 7.22 
3.29 6.56

5.64 
5.29 

5.70' 
5'.29, 

5.70 
5.24

See Appendices for key Ito source.

II

0

Locatlon :' Date' S Source

4 
6 
4 
6•

4.92 

4.54 
4.68 

4.94 
4.45

l

so• + Cl-

%
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a fracture zone in order to arrive at the land surface as 
discharge :at Big Spring. In passing through the Tertiary 
aquitard, the chemical character of the mixed bicarbonate 
water would be altered by mixing with water containing 
large sodium and mixed anion components derived from the 
Tcrtiary aquitard.  

Apparent fluctuations with time in the chemical char
acter of water discharginj from the carbonate aquifer at 
other locations in Ash Meadows, as represented by Devils 
Hole (17/50 3bdc), King Spring (also referred to as Indian 
Rock Spring, 18/51 7ca), and Rogers Spring (17/50 l5ab) 
are small, poorly understood and in part may be the result 
of analytical error (Table 6). Some of these fluctuations 
As those at Devils Hole may be real and the result of an un
"Known cyclic effect on the water quality. However, the 
insufficient data present in this report does not warrant 
further speculation.  

Central Amargosa Desert 

Within the Amargosa Desert topographic basin, the area 
"rceiving the preponderance of precipitation is that area 
"tributary to the Fortymile Canyon drainage-basin (Walker 
.ý%d Eakin, 1963). Schoff and Moore (1964), and later Wino
"rad et al. (1971), indicate that a sodium bicarbonate 

":-Ould water low in dissolved solids is present immediately 
west, and southwest of Lathrop Wells- Winograd et
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al. (1971) conclude that-the low dissolved solids found 

in the ground water of this area and Western Jackass Flats 

reflect infiltration directly from the bed of Fortymile-..  

Wash. Thus,, even though well 73-58 produces water from the 

Tertiary (ash-flow) aquifer, it is believed that the-aquifer 

receives its recharge via percolation through the overlying 

fan sediments from Fortymile Wash. Water of the-character 

referred toabove is represented on Plate 5 by analyses 73

58 and 15/49 14aa.  

Ash Tree Spring (17/49 35dd), located in the Central 

Amargosa Desert near Clay Camp, discharges a sodium bicar

bonatewater similar to those " in Western Jackass Flat.  

Winograd (1971) ,: lacking data in.mediately .north. of Ash- Tree'

Spring, noted the disc!:arge as having an unexplained anom-

alously low salt load for this area (summed ionic con-, 

stituents are 291 ppm). The possibility of a local- recharge 

phenomenon-maintaining this spring, possibly associated with 

nearby Tertiary-outcrops, was-the first consideration-of the' 

author. .However, a-water saple' from the nearest likely.  

recharge -area-in which Tertiary units outcrop, the south- ; 

eastern Funeral Mountains; is incomoatible with movement 

from that. direction. This-samole was obtained from a mine 

(26/4 1Odd) in the"Titus 'Canyoni Formation, and the .analysis

indicated that ,this wateeri'possesses a sodium bicarbonate ..  

charactcr~withi surmmd ion- iccotiucnts an order of magni

) tude greater., than that-of -the discharge at Ash Tree Spring
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(Plate 5; the rose diagram for this analysis has been re- ducedby .a factor of 10). Thus, it WOuld appear unlikely 

S that any moveiiei.nt of ground water could be taking Place from the older Tertiary units of the Funeral Mountains to 
the Ash Tree sPring area.  

In the spring of 1972 the author collected a sample 
from Ash Tree Spring for tritium analysis 

The sample was analyzed, by enrjchment and gas COUnting techniques at 
Teledyne Isotopes Laboratories, 

Westwood,. New Jersey, and 
the results indicate the presence of 3.4-t .02"TU (Tritium S Units). Trii'um values at these low levels are diffioult to interpr

6 t becau-se sampling and 
k 

analytical error could 
easily account for the reported tritium content. Dr. Robert Kaufmann (1972), who has extensively utilized tritium 

S• analysis to: "nvestigtewat 
" a" 

waste disposal problems in Las Vegas 
Valley, repOrts similar background levels from samples analyzed by the rIestwood Laboratories 

using the same . sn tesm methods.  Without a-largee sample Population 
the numeric value of 

this 
uninterpretable. 

It is the author's 
op in on that, in general, this value is at background levels 

I and therefore indicative of a very old water.  
"During the last decade, the United States-Bureau'of RcJ-ma4-n Boulder City, Nevada, has implemented an active i ground-water sampling and analysis program in the Central A-nargosa Desert." Data obtained from their files and loaned 

tole author have enabled him to tentatively resolve the 

o)-



problem of the origin of the discharge eat Ash Tree 
The-ana .lys -- dshre'tAhT'ee'Srlg Is of water from well 17/49 .15bc in the Central 

",Azargsa• Desert indicates'pthepresenceof:a 
sodium bicarwbonate Water with low surrrned ionic constitu-ts 

(230 p 
five rtheast of Ash Tree-Spring. " On Plate 5, it 
can be:seen that the rose diagrams for this analysis and --the Asih Tree Spring analysis .suggest that & b6d o fgrC water with a similar chemical character extends from this ,area zito Western Jackass Flats -In order'to.determine 

the -feasibilitY of this concept, the author constructed isopleth 
maps of Vario~uý chemical parameters in-this: area.  

-As one of the recognizable 
traits of'these waters is their low dissolved solids content it isý'reasonable 

to suspect ithat-an isopleth plot of the sumtrned ionic 
"-uents in the Central and Southern Amargosa Desert m; 
close addi ti n l 

I h 
" . ... .  Ctiona information 
on .theflow syste-- in this -area. - Plate 6 is an isopleth map.of the summed-ionic 

constituentsh w and one of its features is- an" 
of high water qua-ity which extends fromthe area where F_ Mile Wash enters the Central AargosaDe'tw 

Lathrop 
W e l ~ s t • ' t h 

e s ' 6 L a t h r op. 
.. ..  .t6'tharea 

where-tmteCalate-Tertiary.......r
sOn Slough -soplet1h maps of silica an -outcr p tas.SiUi indicate that similar lobate shapes..occubj 

aPproximately the sane •Position in the Amargosa Desert: as the -abovelobe 

- s e d 'i onic constituents (Plates 7,'an'd 8 *Th 

_)



overall _.onclusion to be drawn from these isopleth maps is 9 that an elongate body of water having relatively low dis
solved solids, but high silica content, and a sodium bicar
bonate character occupies the Central Amargosa Desert.  

That this water is of another origin than carbonate 

terrains to east-of Ash Meadows is indicated by the calcium 
to magnesium percentage isopleth map (Plate 9). Compared 
to the 60% contour which runs through the spring discharge 
area near the: Paleozoic carbonate outcrops near Ash Meadows, 
in the Central Amargosa Desert the most frequehtly encountered 
calcium to magihesium percentage value is in the interval of 
80% to 90%.- This is-not the calcium to magnesium percentage 
previously noted as c6mmon to the Paleozoic carbonate terrains 
to the east (Tableý 5). Rather, a source area in which mag
nesium content is significantly less than calcium content in 
the geologic materials is indicated. One possible source 
area where this might occur is the rhyolit.ic terrains of the 
Timber "!ountain-Buckboard M.Iesa area, in the headwaters of 
the Fortymile Canyon drainage.  

Schoff. and Moore (1964) have previously noted that water 
from wells which penetrate tuff flows and tuffaceous allu
vium have a sodium, bicarbonate character. In western Jack
ass Flats, well,73-58 penetrates the Tertiary aquifer, which 
in this case is the Topopah Springs Member of the Paintbrush 
Tuff (Winoarad et al., 1971). This ash-flow tuff, along

I
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ji the .Tiva Ca" iMember -of thd Paintbrush Tuff are 

considered bY Blankennagel'and Weir" (1972) to be the most 

c .. -nsistant aquifer of'large areal extent in the Timber

.ountain region.-- Water'from-well 73-58 -has a sodium bic'r

•!,Onate tcharacter " (Plate 5)-and a 6alcium to magneisumr per

cecntage 'of 77% (Table 5) By recalculating the chemical 

analyses given by* Cornwell '(1972,- Table '3)- for rock samples 

"f the Topopah Springs'member int-6 mlecular 'percentages, 

the equiValent calcium to-magnesium percentage for this mem

ber varies between 70% and 81%." -The Tiva Canyon Mei'ber, by 

a siffilar conversion, has a calciumfi to magnesium percentage 

-Ihat varies between 78% and 81%.'- The lowe9t calcium to mag

nesium percentage value to be found in the chemical' analyses 
-) V "ro'k-samples from-airf-fow tuffs inthe Jackass Flats 

11rea is a value of 30% for the Yu ca MountainMember of the 

Paintbrush Tuff. However, -this'a'ir-f low tuff is of limited 
-real-extent '(Lipman and christansen, 1964) andnprobably 

ocs -not occur in the zone of satura~tion. Thus," the above 

'vidence 'strongly suggests-th'at " the' calcium to magnesium 

.'2rcentage 'and the-sodium-bi'c&arbonate character of waters 

"_nthe Central Arnargosa Desert 'and in the Tertiary aquifer 

"*: Wcstern Jackass Flats are derived from the- rhyolitic 
-ertiary. aquifer 'in' the Fortymile "Caion drainage.  

-Theodibicarbonateharacter of these waters is 

.. ably :relat'ed E6 the 'weatheiinag Of O'-lass. which is the 

) "--,inant -component-of -truffs' int "the Forty.nmie le Canyon area.
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lioover (1.968) notes that recent investigations of volcanic 

glass indicate that the cation exchange on glass in dilute 

solutions is in the order of preference ,of hydrogen, potas

sium, calcium, magnesium and finally Scdium. Lipman and 

Christiansen (1964) suggest that tht Ueachingj of sodium and 

formation of montmorillonitic clays may be conrnon alteration 

features of rhyolitic glasses. Meteoric waters with natural 

concentrations of carbonic acid may facilitate the altera

Lion process by providing a source of hydrogen ions which 

%.ould be preferentially exchanged for sodium. While this 

mechanism may account for the sodium bicarbonate charact• 

of ground water of this area, it fails to explain the s.•_ 

but significani calcium-magnesium and sulfate components 

_) i-o present in this water. As the sodium and components of 

Lhcse waters are approximately equal on an epm basis (Plate 

5), suggesting that for each equivalent weight of sodium 

leached from glass an equivalent of bicarbonate was obtained 

from the atmosphere, it may well be that the calcium-mag

"..esium and sulfate components are th-.e result of a differe:-t 

.- (chanism rather than an extension of-the above ion exchange 

a::enomenon. This mechanism may be related to solution of 

".hNolitic glass.  

At p1l's less than 8,0 and at s:andard temperature and 

te.lsurcs, amorphous silica reaches its saturation point at 

PM, c..leuartz does the same at 10 ppm (Krauskopf, 
"r'L7). ,1c .2.970) notes that natural concentrations of -sil-
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ice in ground water-usually ranges from 1 to 30 ppm, and is 

con'only greater than the quartz'equilibrium value. Water 

discharging from'the-carbonate aquifer'at Ash ,eadows falls 

within this range (Plate ,8).:--Hf6wevcr, the silica content 

of water in,,' the Central Amairgosa-Desert is' greater than 60 

ppm, and ranges up to 82 ppm. The author suspects that these 

greater values for the'Cential' Aargosa Desert probably rep

resent an equilibrium condition with'giass, either from 

epiclastic tuff in-the alluviuim-or from-ash-flow tuffs 

further north. .Solution of glas's may be associated with the 

release of calcium-magnesium:and "sulfa'te components to the 

ground water, and related to 'the leaching' o f s'odium and 

formation of montmorillonite-du'ring alteration' of glassy 

tuffs.  

The hydrochemical eviderice, then, is indicative of a 

flow system with its source in the 'Fortymile"Cainyon drainage 

and its sink in the Ash Tree Spring- Carson Slough area.  

This system will be referred to as-tlhee F6rt•mile Canyon flow 

system., Recharge from precipitation in'the Fortymile Canyon 

area probably flows through the Tertiary'aquifýer until it 

reaches-the Amargosa Desertrwhre.eit •i'cnaiges into the 

alluvial aquifer (see discussion under Hydrogeology). From 

the area yhere this -crossiflow occurs '"the *flow direction in 

the alluvial aquifer is south'Vard Unti:1 'reaching the Calif

ornia-Nevada state !ine. where ,th' eio'ngat' iso'peth Ilobes



are deflected to the southeast. This deflection to the 
southeast occurs north of the area where the aforementioned 
Tertiary barrier is believed to exist below the Quaternary 
valley fill, and probably represents-an actual change in 
flow direction from south to southeast due to the influence 

of this barrier: 

The Tertiary barrier appea~rs to have a strong influence 
on the water quality along its northwestern end. As in
dicated by the isopleth maps, in T.17S., R.48E., a water 
which is low in silica but high in summed ionic constituents 
and sodium plus potassium is centered over the' Tertiary 
barrier (Plates 6, 7 and 8). The high suxrmed ionic con
stituents and high sodium plus potassium in this area also 
appear to divide the water quality of the Western Amargosa 
Desert from that of the Central Amargosa Desert. Thus, it 
would appear that the Tertiary sediments in this area have 
a distinct influence on the water quality in the overlying 
alluvial aquifer. The exact mechanism of this influence is 
not understood, but may be the result of crossflow through 
the Tertiary aquitard.  

The elongate isopleth lobes on the sodium plus potas
sium and summed ionic constituents isopleth maps in the 
area representing the Central Amargosa Desert are bordered 
on the east and west by higher values of these parameters.  
The silica and calcium to magnesium percentage isopleth

119
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maps, however, indicate that little or,.no distinction-exists 

between waters of the Central and Northwest-Central Amargosa 

I
Desert. This-anomaly is due, tothe ,presence of another flow 

system in that area in which certain chemical paranmeters are 
similar to those in the Fortymile Canyon flow system (see 

discussion under Northu:est Central Amargosa Desert).  

Three time lapse analyses- are available from the source 

and two from the sink of this flow,.system-o(Table 6). Three 

$ analyses for well 73-58 in Western Jackass Flats with,a time 

span of four to five years between sampling indicate that 

little variation in water chemistry has occurred in .thiat, 

area. Similarly, two analyses with an 18-year time span .

between sampling for Ash .Tree Spring (17/49 -35dd) indicate 

that essentially no fluctuation-in water quality hasoccurred 

at this discharge point.- Thislack ofvariationwin water 

quality with time indicates that -the -effect of -recharge 

events and other stresses which-may influence-the water 

quality have been dampened by a long residence time in the 

system before reaching either of the above locations. :Thus, 

the flow system appears to be well established and little

variation in discharge occurs from year to year.-, 

West' Central- AIaIr c'a -Dcesrt 

-:On Plate 5, the'ttwo'rose diagrams (16/48 8ba and 27/4 

27bb)-in the-a'rea rieresenting thue:.-estern periphery of the 

Ccntral'nAmargosa -Desert are -representative- of the extremes

-. O'. fl-W.- ,-�--- - --- p-r--. .--- - - - - - - -r�- .- �-- -- - -- - -- -
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in water quality, to be" found in that area. The rose dia
gram at location. 16/48- hba is representative of the chemical 

character of the sodium mixed anhion waters which are common 
to the Northwest Central Amargosa Desert (Figure 10). "How
ever, water from location 16/48 8ba represents the upper 
extreme of summed ionic constituents for the Northwest Cen
tral Amargosa Desert- where the ranae is from 674 to 840 opm.  

The origin of the chemical character of Water from the 
N:orthwest Anargosa Desert is not completely understood. The 
high silica content and high calcium to magnesium percentage 
in this area are similar to those of the Fortymile Carfyon 
flow system, and are' indicative of water ojiginating in 
rhyolitic terrains. The higher salt load and sodium mixed 

) an:Iion character of these waters may be th'e result of a long 
flow path and of other types of geologic materials along the 
flow path of the system. This water is not in-consjsta't 
'ith a source in Oasis'Valley, as proposed by Winograd (1971).  

Although suffici'ent control is lacking', in the West 
Central inaroosa -•esert the summed ionic constituents and 
• Sodium plus potassium isopleth maps (Plates 6 and 7) indicate 

-..at an elongate body of water in which these' parameters are 
*-•::r than in the area to the east is concurrent with the 

_'urse of the Amaýgosa River. Waters in the West Central 

--osa. Desert ,'ith these chemical characteristics are 
y separazed from the Fortymile Canyon-flow system 

"' previous mentioned sodium plus potassium and sumnmed

-. -�gz�---------- -
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ionic constituents high centered over the Tertiary barrier.  

* These conditiohs may be indicative of a flow system in the 

"" West Central Amargosa Desert which parallels the Fortymile 

Canyon flow system.  

Little time variant data is available for this area.  

A slight improvement of water,quality is to be noted for 

well 16/48 7ba, although the change is so slight as to be 

insignificant. With two analvses available, the water 

quality of well '27/4 27bb south of the"Tertli'ry barrier has 

changed significantly. These two analyses, nine years apart, 

indicate that a remarkable improvement in water quality in 

this area has occurred sin'ce'the well,-was sampled in 1962 

(Table 6). At the time when".the later sample was collected 

) (1971), the'author visited this locality and concluded from 

its abandoned condition that the'well had not, been pumped 

for several'years. As human debris in the area is of a 

late 1950's and early 1960's vintage; it is probable that 

the well was being pumped at the time When .th'e earlier sample 

was collected (1962). If' the above observation is correct, 

then the earlier analysis may represen't a deterioration of 

water quality caused by piumping stresses-inducing upward / / 

crossflow from the Tertiary a'quitalrd,,outcrops of which 

occur to the northeast of' this'well. (Plate 5). Figure 12 

(analyses 9 and 10) lends- cre~dence`*t6 this possibility, as 

the earlier analysis plots on Ithe rhombic center of the 

Piper diagram approximately midway between the plotted point
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FIGURE 12.

I

WEST CENTRAL AMARGOSA - DEATH VALLEY
"UNDERFLOW

Pons 6,7 and 8 are from 
Furnace Creek dhschhore area 
Other points ore frorm. vest 
central Amorgoso Desert.

LOCATION SUMMED 

IONIC 

CONSTITUENTS 

1. IG/48 7bo 674 
2.16/48 8ba 840 

3.16/48 15bo 754 
4 16/48 17ba 790 
5. 16/48 36dd 735 
6.28/I 36bd 771 

727/I 23ab 750 
8 27/I 25bb 734 
9.27/4 27bb 8f2 

(8/18/62) t.  
10.27/4 27bb 571 

(6/24/71) r,

)

4�.

r
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for the later analysis and the area defined on Figure 10 as 

characteristic of waters from the Tertiary aquitard in the 

;,,argosa Desert.  

Hydroche..ical Evidence of Underflow toý Death, Valley 

The• chem-ical •simila~ity-Cf waters from the Northwest 

Centraif Amargosa'Desert -and -from the- large -springs .in the 

Furnace Creek area of Death .Valley ,%qWhich are also .in close 

p.oOximitY to and probably .discharge from the Paleozoic car

bonate _rocks of the -Funeral -Mountains .has previously been 

noted by 1-ino -ad (1971). Pipdr di-agra-m plots for water: 

from wells "in "the'Northwest 'Central Amargosa Desert and.  

from Nevares ýSpring'_'(28/1 36bd) indicates that they -posses 

a a similar chemical character (Figure 12). Although disch.ar-c 

from Travertine- Spring- 27 /1 23ab) ,and Texas- Spring -(27/1 25bb) 

have a slightly differentcharacterr it'is-of:- interest to.  

!iota that their plotted-points ,fall between-analysis for the 

N:orthwest Central Amargosa Desert and.,for I-est Central A.mar

:os a Des rty,-- `as Y-represented ,by. iater •from well ,27/4 27bb.  

" "a,1s,.a iixxing phenomenon-with1hw~aters dfurthero south in the 

"%-5t Centira l--Amarrgosa Desert 'could account for the, more.  

"-::;outhel/, e spring discharge sin-the :Furnace -Creek •area. In 

..... tion •to-the above e'vidence, •Nork- (1971) notes--a strong 

"1iaritVy i:n -the'deuterium andýoxygen-18 4isotope -content 

:': atCrs.-ir the&Central `.,-argbsa Desert, and •in -the Furance 

9 - discharge area of Death Valley. As Winograd (1971)
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notes therimprobability of sufficient local recharge in the 

* Funeral Mountains to maintain these springs, it has been 

postulated that underflow occurs from the West Central 

Amargosa Desert to the Furnace Creek Area, Via the carbon

ate aquifer (Plate* 5).  

Two dissimilarites in water chemistry also exist be

tween the two areas. The silica content of waters from the 

West Central Amargosa Desert range from 72-to 76 ppm, while 

those from the Furance Creek area range from 28 to 38 ppm.  

The respective ranges of the calcium to magnesium percentage 

are 794 to 86%'and 52%•to 63%. These disparities are-dif

ficult to.reconcile with postulated underflow from the West 

i Central Amargosa Desert to Death Valley. Rather than 

speculate on mechanism•s which could accomplish this recon

ciliation where only limited data are oaveilable, the author 

will only note that until these disparities can be explained, 

the proposed underflow from the West Central Amargosa Desert 

will remain in doubt.  

Time variant' fluctuations in water quality in the Fur

nace Creek discharge are indicated by analyses available for 

that area. In general, the later analyses indicate a small 

but notable overall improvement inswater quality has occur

red since the earlier analyses (Table 6)-. Compared to the 

very small variation of water quality from Devils Hole 

(17/50 3bdc)-, the Furnace Creek discharge variations are
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an order of magnitude greater, 'and probably indicate that 

the aquifer which sustaiiis-these"sprinigs is subject to 

extrancous influences along its'reach. This' is compatable 

with underflow from the W1est CentralAmargosa Desert, where

the-alluvial aquifer may rece ive local r echarge along the 

course of the A-margosa River.  

Northeast Central Amaraosa Desert 

Water from wells in the Northeast Central -Amargosa 

Desert generally have a mixed cation-mixed anion .character 

(Plate 5, location 16/49 35ba).. This water is believed by 

Winograd et al. (1971) to flow from the clastic aquitard 

east of the master fault along-the cast side of the Amar

gosa Desert. The primary origin.of this water, however, 

may be the carbonate aquifer to the-northeast of-where the 

clastic aquitard occurs in the zone of saturation .(Winograd, 

1971, Figure 3). As the dissolved solids of waters. in this ° 

area are higher than those of either the Central Amargosa 

Desert to the west or the Ash neddows discharge area to the 

south, it-is possible that this water.originates in a sep

arate flow system. 

In the area northeast of Lathrop Wells and-.north of 

the Specter Range thrust fault,, a~ground-water divide 

probably exists in the carbonate aquifer (see discussion 

Under liydrogceology), This divide separates the Northeast 

Central Amargosa Desert from the potentiometric trough below 

)
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Frchiclman Flat. This is also an area where Winograd e-_ al.  

(1971) note that Perched flow systems exist in the Tertiary 

aquitard overlyin'ig the carbonate aquifer. The ares to the 

wcst of t:-e potenziometric divide in the carbonate am:ifer 

probably zonstituze the source area of water in the Nzr-h

cast Central Amaracsa -Desert.  

The calcium to magnesium percentage for wa-ers from the 

:Northeast Amargosa Desert varies between- 66% ar 68' and 

tl'e maximum silica-content is 34 ppm. As thesE. "alues are 

intermediate betw:een' those obtained from the carbonate aqui

fer to the ease and the Tertiary aquitard in Frenchma:f Flat 

(Table 4, analyses 73-70; also see Appendices). It is not 

unrcasonable to assume that both zeolitic tuffs and Paleo

) zoic carbonates are resoonsible for the above water cual-i.  
.,,.e high salt load and mixed cation '-Ii a caton.....ed anion character 

of this water may be the result of a large- proportion of 

donw.ard cross'flo.,; from the Tertiary aquitard in relation to 

Lhe amount of recharge to and flow through the carbonate 

Available analyses of waters from this area indicate 

'I..... large time variant fluctuations in water quality occt.  

"ntle flow system (Table 6). These flucituations are pro

11•bly indicative of 'the strong effect of recharge events on 

-.. Cce.lical f!u.x and of insufficient length of flow path 

` a."'-pen these effects. As the mean annual precipitation 

_I 

.- h-...

(
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east of Lathrop 'Wells is small, in order that recharge,
events hav-e a significant effect on the chemical-flux, 
it is necessary that volume rate of flow in the carbonate 
aquifer east" of Lathrop Wells be small. Thus, the fluctua
tions -in water quality in this area is probably indicative 

of a local flow system.  

Southern Amaracsa Desert 

By examining Plate 6, it is obvibus that the suLmed 
ionic constituents content-of waters s6uth of the Tertiary 
barrier and in the- Carson Slough-'area is greater than in flow 
systems of the alluvial and carbonate 'acuifers n6rth and 
east of these areas. The location "of these- highs may be in 
part influenced by the Tertiary achitard', a's the° Tertiarv 

playa lake sediments are known-to be saliferous. Also, as 
the Tertiary aquitard is relativcly impermeable, a long 
residence time of water-within .the acuitard may'increase 
significantly the salt load of -any dcrossflow through the 
aquitard. .  

Another explanationr of ground ,iater.-with hiah summed 
ionic constituents is. available-.for those areas where flow 
from the Tertiary aquitard -is- not'a'-fa'ctor. Where the water 
table is near the land surface,-as.it ifs 'over much of this 
area, the high salt4 load. of-•water in the,-alluvial aquifer is 
probably the result of e-evaotransniration.- -Evanoation from 

-,.the capilla-y fringe~and concentration of'salts in-pore w.ater

C-
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in the root zone of plants may create a soil water with a 
"very high salt load. Annual fluctuation of the water table and the density contrast between the soil water and flow 
system water would cause a mixing of the two waters. Thus, 
many of the areas on Plate 6 not associated with the Ter
tiary acuitard but containing ground water with high sumned 
ionic constituents probably represent the sink areas of the 
flow systems.  

Ground water leaving the Amargosa Desert through the 
alluvium along the A-margosa River to the south' undergoes a 
marked deterioration of water quality. This water, ag 
represented by the municipal well at Death*Valley Junction 
(25/5 14ca) on Plate 5, is high in sodium and very low in 
calcium plus magnesium. As waters in other areas of the 
%,:,argosa Desert to the north of Death Valley Junction con
tain considerably more calcium plus magnesium, it is pro
bable that some mechanism is removing calcium and magnesium 
from the flow system in the alluvial acuife'r.  

The mechanism favored by the author to explain this 
deccrease in calcium plus magnesium in the discharge areas is 
!on exchange. This preference is in part due to the high 
clay content of the Pleistocene valley fill in this area 
•Uhich w:ould allow for an ion- exchange process, and in part 
Lue to the low calcium to magnesium percentage of water from 
the Carson Slough area. As calcium is preferred over mag
::czjn in cation exchange with clays (Bick -and Hanshaw, 1965), 

)
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rore calcium than magnesi=s-. ould be :exchanged for sodium 
in clays along.the,flow-pat-. In-.the,:area -along Carson 
Slough, decreasing percenta_-e calcium'.in theground water 

can best be exPlained by this -exchange preferejice '(Plate 9).  Thus, the author believes that ion exchange a16ng-theflow 

*ath is a major factor in the decrease of calcium plus mag
icsium in the Carson Slough a:-" Death Valley Junction areas.  

At Death Valley JuncticM, --a ieversal of the trend toward 
a loijer calcium to magnesi=un ercentage occurs (Plate 9).  

This r'eversal is not due to in increase in the. amount of 
calcium plus -magnesium present, as the highest record-d value 
in this area for calcium plus magnesium is.4.3 ppm, but 
rather to a reversal of the Proportions of calcium plus mag
nasium inthe water. ýThe value for the calcium to 
rmagnesium- percentage in this is 76% or essential..v 

Uhat of waters from the Centri al-Amargosa Desert. This high 
value plus Ehe shape of 'the isopleths in the Death Valley 
Junction aida'su'ggeist that recharge in the .rhyolitic rocks 
Wh.lich cormipose -the Greenwater 'Rangeis flowing toward Death 
%';,] ley Junction throug'H the iiluvial aquifer and mixing with 

-crs from ihe north. Asthie 9round water from the north 
6;copleted 'with res'ect, to' ciý1 `Lmaneim resect tocal2. plus magnesium, the 

"• Uldition of calcium 'and magnesiuM° ions from another flow -.. •m o llhv • a r !age ......- : ,• 

Lwu eimact onthe calcium to magnesium 
tagej -This miing' of wa ers would dilute the concen-

)
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tration of calcium and magnesium in waters flowing toward 

this area from the southwest but would not -change the 

relative proportions~of these ions. A s-the overall con

centration of-calcium plus magnesium remains small, this 

postulated flow from the Greenwater Range would also be 

very small.  

Water Quality of Perched Systems 

Very small perched local flow systems do occur in the 

Amargosa Desert and vicinity. The author has, sampled two 

small springs which discharge from these small systems 

where the ground water appears to be perched in gravels 

which overlie the Tertiary aquitard. The.Tertiary aquitard 

is believed to control the water quality of, these systems, 

as it probably contains more soluble material than the 

gravels. Grapevine Springs (19/15 2bd), southlwest of Ash 

Meadows lodge, are the sink of these systems. The dis

charge is a sodium sulfate water, and has very high summed 

ionic constituents (2997 ppm). Navel Spring (26/2 13b), 

in Furance Creek Canyon, discharges a sodium mixed anion 

water and has sumwmed ionic constituents of 711 ppm. The 

lower salt load at this latter location may be the result 

of less contact of the flow system with the Tertiary aqui

tard. A rose diagram of the chemical character of this 

Water is shown at the location of the spring on Plate 5.  

The reader is cautioned, however, to note that this diagram
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representative of the water quality of all perched 

,..Ljcmical Evidence of Underflow from Pahrun. Valley 
',.Ile hydrogeology of Pahrump Valley has been discussed 
.Y and Jameson (1948), and more recently by Mal-mberg 

.). Only the hydrochemical evidence for underfiow 

.tIlis valley will be discussed in this report.  
l,ýinograd (1971) has demonstrated on the basis of hydro

~:,t:iry and hydrostratigraphy that underflow from Pahrump 
, to Ash Meadows through the carbonate aquifer is in
ible with the available evidence. There is evidence 

, very small amount of underflow may 6 ccur in the 
ll aquifer between Steward Valley, a sub-basin of ) .,, Valley, and Ash Meadows. This evidence is centered 

, he water quality of the carbonate aquifer below 
vl valley, as represented by Manse Spring (21/54 3ad) 

: ; believed to derive its discharge from the carbon
-,,jjijfer; the water quality of the alluvial aquifer in 

, i- end of Steward Valley, as represented by Well 

0/52 (,cdd; and by the water quality of the alluvial aquifer 
.. l~€ :.outheast corner of Ash Meadows as represented by 

:.:,,t (.llce Spring (18/51 30ac).  

j,,,:'; Chance Spring discharges a sodium bicarbonate 
. •:-Iich in general contains a salt load lower than 

,*-/,, dlcharge near the carbonate outcrops to the north 
)i

- �
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" (Plate 6). Thus, it is unlikely that it has a source in 

-- common with those springs. Water from well 20/52 6dd and 

Manse Spring have a salt load less than that of discharge: 

from Last Chance Spring (Figure 13), In addition, a Piper 

diagram plot of analyses from these locations reveals that 

these analyses are ion exchange end meMbers. That is, the 

calcium-magnesium bicarbonate vater from the carbonate 
aquifer can, by exch'ange ,of-sodium from the alluvial aquifer 

for calcium in w¢ater of the carbonate aquifer, be trans

formed into a mixed-bicarbonate type (Figure 13, analyses

1 and 2). Continued exchange of sodium for magnesium along 

the flow.path in the-alluvial aquifer'between-steward Val
ley-and Ash M'eadows -could account -for*-the sodium bicabonate 

water' discharging -at -Last'- Ch'ance Sprifig. " 

In sumnmary, a feasible-model of:"underflow from Steward 

Valley-to 'Ash Meadowi would include- discharge from the car

bonate aquifer into the"'alluvial aquife'r it the north end 
of Steward'Vailey, -and from Steward Valley', underflow via the alvial aquifer hare in the Last Chance 

Spring area (Plate 5). Thie magnitude of the'discharge and 

* underflow fromStewa'rd Valley is probably small to insig- 

Snificant because the,-springs which occur within the vi

inity~of the lobate low shown on Plate 6 are very small, 

* discharging less than 1.0 gpm, and the phreatophytes, 

"* although established, are not dense. 

C)



FIGURE 13. PAHRUMP VALLEY- STEWARD VALLEY-ASH MEADOWS UNDERFLOW 
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Malmberg (1967), noting a large disparity between the 

"estimated recharge and discharge in Pahrump Valley, proposed 

tjhat underflow fkorfi'Pahrump Valley occurs through 'the lower 

PaleOzOic carbonates of the Nopah range towards Chicago Val

ley-to'th e southwest (Plate 5). Three natural discharge 
* g 

poinItS southwest':of the'Nopahl Range were sampled for water 

chemistry bythe' author in ordei to ascertain if this flow 

scheme is feasible. 

TwelVemile Spring "(22/8-.7a) discharges from the alluv

ium in Chicago .Va!ley, irmnediatCely.west of the Nopah Range.  

The discharge 'has.a mixed-cation-mixed anion character-, and 

contaizisk a higher ,'salt load than the carbonate aquifer in 

Pahrump 'Valley,. as represented by Manse Spring- (Figure 14, 

- ) analyses 1 and 2). ý'The difference-in~salt -load-of wa'ters-

between these two ,sources' is.-largely -caused by Ithe higher 

sodium and sulfate components i n->the:discharge it ,Telvemile 

Spring. As .the- components -are not- available •from the car

bonate aquifer in -Pahrump Valley, :a considerab1 zre'sidence 

time in.-6ther 'geological"rnaaterials than compose the carbonate 

aquiufer is"..indicated. _ As the Nopah Range is a structural 

.iigh ;composed ;chiefly. of the lower Paleozoic rocks, it is 

POzsible. th'at no di'rect connection exists between the carbon
^"a aquifer-'below Pahrump Valley and in the Nopah, Range, as 

e- lowge aahs 

:9uggestcd schematically by Malmberg (1967, Figure 3). -Thus, 

!-he additional sodium and sulfate components may be" the 

)J



FIGURE 14. PAHRUMP VALLEY- CHICAGO VALLEY - TECOPA UNDERFLOW 
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result of a long residence time in the alluvial aquifer in 

"-• pahrur.P Vall.ey, as the water from the carbonate aquifer in 

11ahrump Valley is .piobably forced to p-ass through the allu

vial aquifer before leaving]the' valley as underf low through 

thc Nopah Range.'

As the discharge from T%.;e'ivemile Spring also contains 

slightly less calcium plus magnesium and has a slightly lower 

calcium to'magnesiuxn percentage than Water from. the carbonate 

aquifer in Pahrump- Valley, crossflobw &rough the alluvial 

aquifer would allow for'exchange of sodiumI for calcium and 

-.agnesium. In' general, it ap'ears that the water quality 
data do not contradict this flow scheme, a'd as there exists 

a favorable potential difference in the alluvial aquifers 

of the two-valleys,' the author considers unierflow from Pah

- : up Valley in this area to be" highly probable.  

Between 11qelvemile Spring an'd the other ttwo'springs, 

"Chnppo Spring (27/7 2da) and Restýing Spring (21/8 2lad), 

:avorable potential differences also exist I.;hich would allow 
for flow to occur in the direction of either spring (Plate 

:). Chappo Spring discharges from the base of the carbonate 

S•fer near the contact with the underlying clas tic aqui

"- 'rd, on the west flank of the Resting Springs Range. The 

"--;::actor and the salt load of the discharge at Chanpo Spring 
::imilar to that at Twelvemile Spring. The slight dif

- 0ce in character which does exist can be adequately ex

"'::'d by ion exchange, indicating that any flow between



I these two points Probably passes through the alluvial ýaquifer 
a well as the carbonate aquifer (Figure 14). Resting 

s,'ring dischar-s- from the alluvium about ten miles due south 
of 'rwelvemile S'-3-ing. Thus, if flow do-: exist between 1these 
two points, it r'-'obably occurs in the ccntinuous alluvial 

iquifer betwee- -hem (Plate 5). As the discharge from 
rcsting Spring ao 3 tains the least calcium plus magnesium, 
tLie lowest calci--*,z. to magnesium percentage, and the highest 
stunmdd ionic constituents of all the discharge points sampled 
(Figure 14), a Icng residence time in the alluvial aquifer 
is indicated, w-hic 1h is ccmpatible with the location of the 

spring.  

In general, it would appear that :..fro Pahrw.p 
Valley probably occurs from the alluvial a= ifer and passes 
through the carzzonate aquifer beneath the Nopah, Range before 
discharging at cna of three springs in Chicago and Tecc:a 

Valleys.

6� 
-j
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* HYDI, OGEOLOGY 

In the preceding sections, -the hydrostratigarphic units 

and general flow pattern as ,indicated by the hydrochemistry 

have been discussed. It is, nw necessary to correlate this 

information with know-'n sources and sinks, and ground-water 

potentials in the Amargosa Dese•-- and vicinity.  

Ash Meadows Regional Ground-water S'ystem 

The largest sink in the Southern Amargosa Desert is 

the spring discharge along the weestern flank of the Paleo

zoic outcrops -at Ash fleado•s. Before PU.uping began in this, 

area in 1968, the measured discharcE from these springs 

amounted to 17,000 acre-ft./Year (W.alker and Eakin,. 1963). ° 

As representative of-discharg'efro. the carbonate aquifer, 

the total s'pring flow is a minimum value because discharge 

in the form of °evapotranspiration als-o occurs in this area.  

How.'ever, it ii' difficult to separate that evapotransDiration 

which is directly related to the flc;? syztem from that which 

is generated by 'surface and'near-surface flow from the 
springs. Thus, while the actual discharge from the carbon

ate aquifer at Ash ie!dows is greater than 17,000 acre-ft./ 

year, the exact value -is unknown.  

In addition to the sink at Ash :V:cadows, one other sink
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closely related to the carbonate aquifer occurs at knmar
,--* gosa Flat, immediately east of Ash Meadows. The land sur

face within this flat is approximately 30 feet below the 
piezometric surface of the carbonate aquifer beneath the 
Cenozoic valley fill in the flat, indicating that the 
phreatophytes which ring the flat'obtain their water from 
upward crossflow through the Cenozoic valley fill. Win6
grad et al. (1971) estimate that a maximum discharge of 
1,000 acre-ft./year may occur in this area by evapotran
spiration. / 

Previous'discussion of the hydrochemistry and thne 
hydrostratigraphy in-the area east of Ash "4..eadows indicates 
that essentially all of the recharge is derived from the 
higher carbonate terrains to the northeast. That this water 

- does not reach Ash !-,Meadows via Pahrump Valley, as many 
early investigators surmized (Loeltz, 1960; Walker and 
Zakin, 1963; Hunt and Robinson, 1966) is evinced from the 
extensive outcrops of the clastic aquitard'between the two 
Yalleys, and the difference in chemical character of waters 
discharging froom the carbonate aquifer in the two valleys.  
Thus, even thou~gh ground-water potential in the carbonate 
aquifer of Pahrtump Valley is greater than that at Ash 
Mleadows, it is likely that the only underflow between the 
t1 0 valleys is through the alluvial aquifer, and the 

quantity of this underlflow is very small.
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Winograd (1971) notes that the probable source of the 

) discharge at Ash Meadows is recharge in the Paleozoic car

-bonate-highlands east of the Specter Range. These high

"lands, principally the Spring M*ountains, Sheep Range, 

Paharanagat Range, and the Timpahute Range, encompass a 

number of s'maller ranges"and valleys to the west which are 

largely composed of or underlain by Paleozoic carbonate 

rocks-(Figure 15). This essentially continuous block of 

carbonate aquifer is bounded alohg its West side by exten

sive outcrops of the clastic aquitard west of Yucca and 

Frenchman Flats. .Ground-water potentials -in''the carbonate 

aquifer immediately below and to the southwest of Yucca 

mad Frenchman Flats indicate that a large potentiometric 

Q)9 .trough is centered under these valleys, and the flow within 

the trough is toard the Specter Range, southeast of French

man Flat (Wiriograd, 1971, Plate 3; Rush•, 1970, Plate 1).  

The Specter -Range, south of the Specter Range' thrust fault, 

is composed-largely of Ordovician, Silurian, and Devonia-n 

carbonate rocks which are highly fractured and faulted 

(Burchfiel, 1965), and is essentially 'the only. location 

east of Ash Meadows where the lower clastic'aquitard does 

,not outcrop. The implication of this distribution of 

regional aquifer and aquitards, and the -location--of the

potentiometric trough in the carbonate aquifer north of 

the Specter Range -is that :rechae -to the -carbonate- auifer 

-9
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Figure 15. Iv d roo1gic sub-basins and major flow systems (from Rush, 1970).
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in h-•. highlands to the east probably passes through the 

es • ly continuous block of carbonate aquifer~to the 
West, %ý-d eventually enters the potentiometric trough below 
yucczt -Ind Frenchman Flats, where it .flo%.,s through the-.  
SpeCr• ~~Range and discharges at Ash Meadows.,.  

I e the previous discussion of the hydrochemistry 
of a- area tends to corroborate the above flow-direction, 

"C)O fraught with assumptions:to be definitive by it
In.stead, it is best to look~to the hydrochemistry 

-eain changes in the chemical character, along the flow 
path, " "-.'d for general compatibility with the-flow scheme.From 

"ro previous discussion.of the hydrochemistry, it is, 
clea -t changes in water quality along the flow path "9 canh 

can -%-Plained, and the hydrochemistry is-compatible.wi'th 

the, _bke flow scheme.  

*-1- all components of the flow system in general 
agreaz Io ,_ , Winograd (1971) concludes that the.dischargeat 
A sh I1 ,.- -- .  

is -derived from a regional flow'- systemsus-
- the carbonate aquifer. Winograd- (1971) 'estimates" 

that .. " - " 
areal extent of the catchment basin of this 
f -low system, referred to in this .report as"the -Ash 

ý-egional system, is a minimum of, 4 ,500-squaie miles 
";:ý,-es 570,000 acre-ft./year 1precipitation.' Disch'arge t Ash.  
"Z-dows represents 3% of the -total precipitation. < 

discharge at Ash Meadows is the result of the 

_)
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juxtaposition of the carbonate aquifer and Tertiary and 
Salluvial a4uitards* This physical: circumstance has been 

described by -Jinograd (1971), and the following dis

cussion is a refinemeht of -his investigation. In the 

spring discharge area, the carbonate aquifer consists of 
the Bonanza King Formation and has a maximum stratigraphic 

thickness of 3;000 feet; while the&Cenozoic valley fill to 
the west of the--master fault at Ash Meadows is at least 
that thick (Healy and Miller, 1971, Figure' 3). The master 
fault is probably responsible for the ultimate disposition 

of Cenozoic valley fill against the carbonate aquifer west 
of the Paleozoic, outcrops. However, it is not necessary 
that the actual contact be a fault plane as Pleistocene 

deposition probably occurred con'currently with faulting 

and formation of a graben block below the Amargosa Desert.  
Thus, while faults displace the Pleistocene valley fill, 
and these displacements impede the westward flow of ground 
Water within these sediments as indicated by the crowding 

of water tables-contour lines west of the Paleozoic car
bonate outcrops onr Pl'ate -4, the yo'unger Pleistocene sedi

"*..ts are probably-in depositional contact with the car
bonate aquifer. - Fault- contact beti-qeen the older Cenozoic 

'aclley fill and the carbonate aquifer may occur at depth 

".,01014 the Ash -Meadows area. The juxtaposition of the 
C,!2bonate aquifer and'.Tertiary and alluvial aquitards 

9
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- results in a ground-water barrier at Ash Mleadows, caused by 

the- permeability contrast between -these hydrostratigraphic 

units.  

From- a maximum thickness' at -the" northeast end of the 

spring discharge area,,the-saturatedithiCkness'of the car

bonate aquifer diminishes to the' southea'st. Near' Point of 

Rock•s Springs, where the saturated thickness of the, car

bonate aquifer is less than l,500 feet, two sample logs 

(18/50 lldd and 18/51 bdb) in'dicate that"on the order of 

1,000 feet of Pleistocene valley fill'occur in the area 

inmediately e&st of the Paleozoic 'Carbonate outcrops. In 

Sthis area, the permeability -contrast--is ýlargely between the 

carbonate aquifer and alluvial aquitard_ - South of Rogers 

Spring, however, grab samples 'consistihg' of 'dominantly 

indurated clays from the 800 foot-'to'•the l;D00'foot depth 

of a well under construction -may represent 'the Tertiary 

plava lake sediments. -In a6ddition, -the driller indicated 

that these sediments had a-consideiable -nagle of dip,'as' 

he could maintain a straight-hole-only:'with.considerable 

difficulty. This well, located'in-SWl/ 4 NE1/4 sec. 15, 

T.17S., R-50E, -is also"-east'of-an 'eolian covered scarp 

which parallels the master *fault'-.(Plate 1). Thus it is 

possible that the well is situated on an upthrown block 'of 

Cenozoic- sediments which' direchtlvy ieilie the carbon'ate 

h.uifer.. Also, as this-is: ah-area whier the carbonate

9
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aquifer is near the maximum saturated thickness for the 
spring, discharge area, it is not unreasonable to assume 
that, at depth to the west of the master fault, the car
bonate aquifer is- in fault contact with the Tertiary aqui
tard. Thus, the-physical disposition of the carbonate 
aquifer and Tertiary aquitard may be such that they are 
in both fault and depositional contact. In sun.mary, it is probable that both Tertiary and alluvial aquitards are 
responsible for the permeability contrast which causes 
water emerging. from the carbonate aquifer to discharge at 
the land surface-at Ash Meadows.  

Northwest of. the spring area, the saturated thickness 
of the carbonate aquifer increases and the thickness of 
the Cenozoic valley fill decreases (Healvp and .Miller, 1971, 
Figure 3). If the Cenozoic sediments on the downthrown 
block on the west side of the r..aster fau2t are i.derla 
by the carbonate acuifer, it, is possible that water passes 
through the master fault from east to•-west. In particular, 
a gravity high in the SE!/4 of T.16S.,-R.49E., is a likely 
location where the juxtaposition of the carbonate aquifer 
on both sides of the-master fault could exist (Plate 3).  
However, the areal extinct of the. carbonate aquifer-west 
of the fault-may be limited. As previously-noted, it is 
probable that the gravity high which parallels the' state 
line is underlain by Precambrian and Paleozoic rocks.

I
I.  1J
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At the southeast end of the gravity high, Tertiary strata 

overlap the clastic aquitard, and at the northwest end, 

in the area of T.17S., R.48E, the clastic aquitard outcrops 

betZeen what are probably older Tertiary Titus Canyon Forma

tion outcrops (Plate 3). Thus, it would appear that this 

Tertiary strata, which also form a barrier in the alluvial 

aquifer, are underlain by the clastic aquitard along this 

lineament. Assuming that flow can occur across the master 

fault in T.16S., R.49E., it may be restricted by a ridge of 

Precambrian and Paleozoic clastic sediments buried beneath 

the Cenozoic valley fill in an area which parallels the 

state line. As the carbcnate aquifer is probably overlain 

by the Tertiary aquitard in the area between the state line 

and the master fault az Ash Meadows, its overall effect on 

the hydrology of the area west of the master' fault would be 

limited.  

Fortyvmile Canyon System .  

,Rush -(1970) -considers. this f low .system'to be a 'part 

of the Pahute Mesa reg'ibnal' system: (Figure 15) . However,'' 

as .little ground-water potential !information is availrable 

-- for this :system -south 6f '.Pahute I.Iesa 'and 'north 'of 'the--

Amargosa -Descrt r and -as.-the .Fortymile'-Canyon system -is 

chemically distinctive .from .other flow :systems tin -the -region, 

ti:will, be treated as -a-separate'entity: in thi's report.''

)}



An indeternuvate qua-7:ity of ::ischar:- )ccurs in -re 

area around the -1 Clay Camp (18/49 la) %e form of 

Sevapotranspiration and spring discharge. Nu•merous abandoned 
clay pits in this area contain perennial water bodies or, :he 
drainage has been provided, small springs flow from the dig
gings. In addition, phreatophytes, c zally consisting c

mesquite and saltbush, are common to this area and the wesz 
side of Carson Slough. Thus, it is apparent that the area be
tween Clay Camp and Carson Slough is a discharge area.  

The configuration of the water table contours on Plate 
4 indicate that horizontal flow in the alluvial aquifer in 
this area is from the northwest. The water table map in 
the reconnaissance report on the A•nargosa Desert by Walker 
and Eakin (1963, Piaze 3) indicates that the lobate con
tours in the Clay Camp area are essentially continuous 
with another north-trending lobate form in the water table 
centered around the distributaries of Fortymile Wash in 
the Central and Northern Amargosa Desert.. Previous discussion 
of hydrochemistry of- the Central Amargosa,Desert has shown 
that along the trend of the water table lobes, the ground 
water has a co.nmon :chemicial character, "-. waters east and 
west of these trends are of another distinct character. From 
this evidence, the author proposes" that the discharge in 

the Clay Camp area represents the-,sink of a flow system 
whose source is in the. headwaters of the Fortymile Canyon 

drainage.

148
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The above source area is as ically within the boundar
ies of the_*Buckboa~rd Meesa `and Western-Jackass Flats sub
basins, defined by Rush (1970);' These sub-basins are es
timated to receive appr 6 .rimateiy 2,000 acre-ft./year re
charge from precipitatio'zi§(Rush, 1970, Table 3). In 
Southern Pahute Mesa, "norith of'°Buc kboard Mesa, Blankennagel 
and Weir (1972) note the presence of a ground-water trough 
in the rhvolitic terrain -of -thatar'ea oriented in a manner 
which indicates that most of the underflow in the area of 
Pahute Mesa is toward Oasis Valley and possibly Crater Flat 
(Figure- 15). "Three wells 'on'the southern flank of th'is 
trough but within the F6rtymile Canyon •drainage are noted 
by.Blankennagel and Weir (1 9 7 2,"Figure 14, wells UE--18r, 

DUE-719fg, and TW-8) indicating 4adownward component of flow 
in this area. This evidence-indicaýes that a ground-water 
divide may exist- between flot toward Oasis Valley and flow 
toward the Fortymile Canyoni area.  

As the Tertiary: aquifer in- the Fortymile Canyon 
drainage area is the result bfash-_flow from the Timber 
Mountain caldera, it generally', hinsiaterajjy away from 
this ancient volcano.._The -s6uthern liinit of ash-flow tuffs 
emitted from the caldera is-probabi-yno- further south than 
Lathrop Wells .(Ekren, -19687 Byres'et'a! , 1968). Recharge.  
to theaquifer-.in the Bu6Kb6ardý ýI'sa area probably flows 
southward through the Tertiary :aouifer below Western Jack-

I
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j ass Flats until the aquifer thickness is no longer suf
ficient to support the quantity of flow passing through it.  

When this condition is reached, water flowing in this aqui
fer would be forced upward into the overlying alluvial 
aquifer. To the south of Lathroo Wells, all flow would be 
in the alluvial aquifer until the sink of the flow system 
is reached.  

In summary, on the basis of the above evidence, the 
author defines that system with its recharge zone in the 

Fortymile Canyon area and discharge zone in the Clay Cared area as the Fortymile Canyon system. -This system, with 
Sits long zone of lateral flow and extreme'depth to water 

table in the Lathrop Wells and Western -Jackass Flat area 
(300-700 feet), has a strong resemblance to the idealized 
desert basin system described by Maxey (1968). Spring dis
charge from the system occurs in and up, gradient from the 
area where the alluvial aquifer. overlabs the Tertiary bar

4.  

rier. This location of discharge points' im relation to 
Sthe Tertiary barrier attests to the impermeability of the 

Tertiary aquitard. W-here the alluvial aquifer overlaps 
the Tertiary barrier .and is essentially continuous with 
Other Quaternary sediments to the south, some flow may 
occur over the barrier. This type of flow-may explain the 
finger of higher calcium to magnesium percentage just west 
of Clay Camp, as shown on Plate 9.
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1.est Central Prc-iosa Desert 

Previous mention was made of a potentiometric trough 

in the Tertiary volcanic rocks of PahuteMesa. -This -trougch 

is oriented so -that'pot-entials along its center decrease 

toward Oasis Valley. Recharge to the north and east of the 

trough is estimatled to be approximately 7300-acre-ft./year 

(Rush, 1970, Table 3). Blankennagel andaWier (1972) have 

calculated,, using approximate aquifer characteristics, the 

quantity, of ground-wate'r flow through the trough toward 

Oasis Valley to be about 8,000 acre-ft. /year.' It would 

appear, then,. that the recharge apprcximation for thrs' area 

is a reasonably accurate 'estimate.  

Blankennagel and Weir' (1972) postulate that the final 
9 destination of this flow is Oasis Valley and the Amargosa 

Desert. Discharge-in Oasis Vallev is estimated to range 

between. 2,000 acre-ft./yjear (Rush, 1970) and 3000 acre-ft./ 

year. (Blankennagel and i;ewir, 1972) However, before arriv
ing in the Central Amargosa Desert, the flow-.system may 
receive an additional 3,000 acre-ft./year of recharge in' 

Oasis Valley, Crater Flat, and Northwestern _Amargcsa-,Desert 

-C-ush, 1970). Thusi the quantity of flow finally arriving_' 

in the Central Amargqsa De'sert is on the order of 7,000 

a'cre-ft./year..  

As previously 'mentioned in the discussion under hydro
chemistry, it is bdlieve'd'that the sodium-,rmixed anion water

9



/$2 co .on t= the Northwest Central Amar5osa 
f r o m ,,- h e • .- =- O ~ s o.. ,r 

oma D s r itn a e from the -OVe SOUrces. The lengthy and coDplex flow path of this - system With a major sink in Oasis Valley may 
account c-. the rather different Wat~er quality in the North, west Cent:-r-, Al nargosa Desert, as compared to that of the Fortymi-le '--czanyon system., From the Northwest Central Anmart_ gosa Deser--, as indicated by hydrochemical 

evidence, this water rey., ow either south through the alluvium be1o the course ofýe•eAmargosa 
River, or southwest through the car

course of'-- " - "" 
e c r bonate agu-i--er 

to Death Valley.  Underr--:.o. from the Kest Central Amargosa Desert 4. Death 
Valley has =Sen discussed in considerable 

detail by Winograd (7, 
addition to the hydrochemical 

eviden it is ap
parent that a 6und-water potential difference favoring 

9 underflox., d=-es texist between the two valleys, and a favorable distribution of aauifers in the Southern Funeral Mountains 

also lends CredibilijY to the flow scheme Indirect evidence 
* Which favors u./-derflow includes comparison of the small Samount 

of precipitation 
received by the Funeral ýIountains to 

the relativel', 
large-sPring 

discharge (Travertine, 
Texas (Id Nevares Springs) in. the Furnace Creek area, and the influx of a rat:-er large quantity of Water into a limited area in thej;o-thwest* 

Central AJmargosa Desert. To tl'ansfer an inflow of 7,OO0 acre-ft./year 
through this 

n•tOf tile PrgOsa Desert, without disturbing 

- - --- -- - -
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I the Fortymile Canyon system, would necessitate that the 

! - alluvial aquifer in this area have a very high permea

bility, or that an outletexists thr6ui}h- the carbonate' 

aquifer to Death Valley.-:Considering the above observ'ations, 

& the author suspects that the .5,000 acre-ft./year discharge 

in the Furnace Creek area (Hunt'et al., 1966,-Table 25) *is 

probably from the 'Western Amargosa Desert. However, 

further investigation of -the-ground-water- potential dis
* tribution in the alluvial- aquifer in West'Central Anargosa 

Desert, as well as, in' thecre the Southern 

Funeral Mountains, is nec'e~sary;to verify thii flow gcheme.  

The. remaining 2,000 acre-ft/year proSably~flows south 

Sthrough the alluvial aquifer along the course of. the Arar

/ gosa River. Although data points are rather sparse in this 

area, both potentiometric (Walker and Eakdin, 1963, Plate -

* 5) and hydrochemical evidence indicate the feasibility of 

this flow scheme. High yield wells are not uncommon- in 

* the alluvial aquifer along the course of the river (Walker, 

Sand Eakin, 1963, Table 3), indicating that, ,although the 

I.width' of the alluvial aquifer in this area is notgreat, it 

*sis probably -ufficient to transmit this flow. -.  

'Major -discharge from this flow system in -the Amargosa 

Desert occurs along the bed of the Amargosa River between,_.  

the NWI/4 sec. 37, T.27N., R,4E. (Califoornia). and 'California? 

state highway 127. Discharge is entirely in the form;of .

'S..
* �
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) evapotranspiration, as .no springs occur in- the area.  

Phreatophytes (largely -.esquites) grow in dense, inpene

trable thickets which -c_=- a continuous belt of vegetation 

along this reach of t-e river. In addition to this dis
charge, some quantit,- cf flow probably occurs in the gravels 
below the course of •the=. river toward. Death Valley Junction.  

In sumTary,, the Pa-.-e Mesa system is a rather complex 
flow system with sources in Kawich Valley and Gold Flat, 

north of the Nevada Tes- Site, and sinks:in. the Oasis 

Valley, Death Valley a_-- the Southern Amargosa Desert.  

Northeast Central -- ar5:-a Desert 

As previously me.-=hed., hydrochemical-evidence in
") dicates that a local c.: system exists in the carbonate 

aquifer imdndiatel:r eais- of Lathrop Wells. The maximum 
measured potential in -- he carbonate aquifer between Lathrop 
Wells and Frenchman Flat is approximately 2390 feet (Wino
grad, 1971, Figure-3). From this potentiometric high, the 
zone of saturation decreases toward the south, east, and 
west. South ofý the 'pote-.ziometric high, outcrops of the 
clastic aquitard occur am the base of the upper plate of 
the Specter Range Thrus- (Plate 5). As this thrust is 
believed to exteiId hb1ec.- z'he alluvial cover between the 
Paleozoic outcr'ops in section 9 and section 21, T.16S., 
•R.50E.. (l;inograd ct al., 1971) it is doubtful that sig
lificant flow exists fr-- this high toward the south. This ). . .. T i s
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potenti-ometric high is-the likely divide between the Ash 

t. Meadows regional system and-this local system.  

Walker-and Eakin (1963) note-the presence of a lobate 

ground-water high in the alluvial aquifer .west of the Paleo

zoic outcrops in T.16S.,_R.48E.- Geologically,- this lobe 

is located just west of the master fault along the east 

side of the Amargosa Desert, and north of the point where 

the Specter Range thrust- fault. should intersect the master 

fault. Walker and Eakin (19G3)°'interpret this lobe as.  

indicating flow from the carbonate aquifer to the east.  

As -the clastic aquitird-occurs in and above the zone'of.  

saturation at a well-located in- SWl/4..NWi/4, sec. 24, 

T.15S., R.50E., northeast of the water table lobe -in-the 

alluvial aquifer, Winograd et al. (1971) believe :this lobe 

to be the resul tof a small-amount of upward flow-through 

the clastic acuitard. : -

The shape of this lobe in-the alluvial aquitard may 

be, in part, fault controlled. The southern edge of the 

lobe is continuous-with a lineament formed by the crowding 

of water contours. This lineament traverses the Amargosa 

Desert from east-northeast to west-southwest- (Walier and 

Eakin, 1963,- Plate 3).' This water table lineament is 

paralleled by a- surficial ex-pression in the Quaternary 

valiey fill which indicatcs that faulting along this trend 

has upthr`.-n- 'the nbrthern block. The trend of this fault
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is essentially the'-same as the Specter Range thrust fault, 

but the common alignment may be coincident1l.  

Both ground-water potentials in the ýlluvial aquifer 

(Walker and Eakin, 1963) and hydroch'emiitry of the area 

indicate that the -discharge zone of this local system is 

the area where Rock Valley Wash joins Carson Slough. The 

ground-water potentials in the carbonate aquifer and Ter
tiary aquitard' and aquifer in the 'area northeast of Lathrop 

Wells are poorly defined. If it is ass'umed that the area 

west of the potentiometric divide in the carbonate aquifer 

is approximately equivalent t'b the hydrologic sub-bagins 

defined by Rush (1970) for this area, then an idea of the 

* magnitude off recharge to this system can be obtained. The 

sub-basins which approximately encommassItee area west of 

Sthe potentiometric divide and-north of the Specter Range 

thrust are Eastern Jackass Flats and Rock Valley (Figure 

15). Total: estimated recharge to these sub-basins is 350 
acre-ft./year (Rush,, 1970), makinrg this system'the smallest 

recognized flow system in the Central Amargosa Desert.  

Southern Amargosa Desert 

A final major discharge zone occurs in the Southern 

Amargosa. Desert east of Death Valley Junction (Winograd, 

1971). Exclusive of the alluvial fans, the entire valley 

bottom in the area extending from Eagle Mountain up the 

Anargosa River and Carson Slough to points north of the
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county rpad which connects Ash Meadows: Lodge with Death 

Valley Junction is capable-of some degree-of'disch•arge 

through evapotranspiration. In addition, a small quantity 

of surface flow and possibly some'underflow leave the 
Pmargosa topographic basin past Eagle 'Mountain.  

Carson Slough and ,its .tributaries- flow:-perennially 

as far south as the southeastern edge of the Tertiary 

playa lake sediments shown on-Platc~l. Beyond the Tertiary 

barrier, the surface water filters into the alluvium and 
flows as ground water southward into the discharge& zone 

north of Eagle Mountain. The ,-dis charge zohe-is- also-main

tained by flow from the Fortymile Canyon -system and the 

Pahute Mesa system. This discharge zone, then, represe'nts 

"the final sink of the flow systems within the Amargosa 

Desert.  

Hydrologic Budget 

The. following discussion represents the author's 
assessment of a'hv-drologic' bu-dget for the Amargosa Desert, 
based upon the work of previous investigators. ,The assumo

tion is made that' all'sources'and sinks in the Amargosa o
Desert and vicinity have been identified, and that certain 

estimates previously noted'aire more accurate than others., 

Wla-lker and Eakin (1963) calculated that evapotranspira

tion within the ;unarg'osa Desert topographic basin could, 
discharge 23,500 acre-ft;/yrear to the atmosphere. In
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additiqn, they, estimated that out flow from - basin past 
Eagle Mountain is on the order of 500'a~re-./year.  
Probable underflow to Death Valley is• approximately equal 
to the discharge. in the Furance Creek area, or F.000 acre
ft./year (Hunt et al., 1966, Table 25). Thus, -scharge 
from the Amargosa Desert is on the order of 29,000 acre-ft.  
year.  

Recharge to the Amargosa Desert is fficult 
define. Estimates. of reck :-ge to the F sa and 
mile Canyon systems given 'y Rush (197' - :obably 
fairly accura'te, as dimensions of tr.e ca•chme-t areaof

9
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in the spring area at Ash Meadows may account for the re

mjaining 2,000 acre-ft./year.  

rerched Sýstoms 

As previously noted, perched flow systems'occur in the 

Amargosa Desert and vicinity: under certain :geologic con--.  

dition-s. specifically, When the thick Pliocene and Pleis

toccne gravels' of the FuneralFafngl2Omerate or its approxi

mate equivalents overlie the late Tertiary piaya lake sedi

mcnts, local recharge can cause a zone 'of saturation to 

form in-the gravels 'above the finer-4rained" Iedim'elt5.s •In 

both cases where these systems were exam'ined-in detail, dis

charge 'occurred along a 'diffuse zone -at te base of the 

") gravels. Total discharge," in-cluding evapotrafspiration- and 

spring flowq, probablvy does- not 'exceed 40' gpa in -either case.  

Navel Spring, located in Furnace Creek"Canyon, Idis

charges from the Funeral Fanglomerate at 'an -elevation: of 

2080 feat.- A syncline which ilunr es toward -he "spring 

forms 'the catchment basin in "the F;uneralFgangmrate (16

Allister, 1970). -'The areal 'extent of the catchment basin' 

is probably not greater than t-Wo square miiles, and the mean 

annual precipi'tation at 'this 1'o'ation" is approximately -five 

inches ngure a3)) -Acknowledging 

that the above estimates are probably 'maximum for -each 

Parameter, total discharge-appears to be' approx'imately' 12% 

Of the mean annual precipitation.
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) Grapevrine- Spring occurs in a similar-goological situa

tion at the north end of the Resting Springs Range. The' 

catchment area of this spring is less well defined and 

dischargeCeven-more diffuse than at Navel Spring. As the 

orographic influence of the Resting Springs Range is less 

than that of the Funeral1.:ountaiis, mean annual precipi

tation probably does notoexceed four inches (Winograd et al., 

1971, Figure 3). During the winter of 1971, while sampling 

the spring, the author noted that discharge was substantially 

Sabove that observed the previous summer. This .increase was 

probably related to-a rainstorm of the previous day and is 

. indicative of .the large effect recharge events have upon 

! -' discharge in these small systemns.  

* The significance of these observations is that recharge 

can occur at lower elevations in arid c!Liates. Although 

precipitation is- small, the low intensity, winter precipita

tion in this region allows for only slight runoff until 

Ssoil moisture requirem ents are fulfilled . H3igh in tensity 

r summer thunderstcrms frequently cause runoff, but add lit

tle to the ground-water system. Thus, recharge is not only 

function, of orographic influence, but related also to 

rainfall intensity in this region. It is possible then, 
1% 

given the proper geological conditions, even the lower 
carbonate ranges may. add some recharge to the regional 

ground-watar systems.  

5

I 
I
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CONCLUSIONS 

! Significant conclusions ,with regard to' the geology 

and hydrostratigraphy of the Southern Amargosa Desert are: I 

1.- The influenae of':ground-water discharge on 
late Pleistocene-'sedimenitti6n in the Ash 

M Meadows area 'is evinced by the abundance of i 
-A 

• marls, fresh-iiater -limest-ons, and travertine 

i tule molds in the denositi6nal record.  

2. A barrier to grounhd-water flow', consisting of 

Tertiary playa lake'sedimehits, rand possibly of 

Precabýrian and Paleozoic clastic sediments, 

parallels the California-Nevada State line.  
3. Thrusting, in the form of 'avfity slidi'ng, may I 

I be an important cause of-secondary permeab~ility 
Sin the carbonate aquifer~east-ofPAshh Meadows.  

W| ith regard to the hydrochemistry the following con

clusions are significant: 

1. Calcium to maanasiumrn percentages "indicate that 

the Ash Ileadolis flow system is 'recharged in the 
higher carbonate ranges to the northeast. The 

chemical character of calcium-magnesium bicar

' 9 bonate waters in the recharge area is altered 

I..
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:by downward cross-flolq from the Tertiary 
aquitard into the carbonate aquifer before 

discharging at Ash Meadows.  
2. Sodium bicarbonate character of ground water 

in the Central Amargosa Desert and Western 
Jackass Fla'ts is probably the'result of 
weathering of welded rhyolite tuffs in the 
Fortymile Canyon area-by meteoric waters 

recharging the ground7 water system.  
3. Hydrochemical isopleth maps were fouhd to be 

a usbful tool in the delineation of flow sys
* tems in the central Amargosa Des6rt.  

4. Ion exchange processes in alluvial-aquifers 

can effectively alter the chemical character 
of the ground water along a flow path, masking 

flow direction.  

With regard to-hydrogeology, the followin'g conclusions 
are considered significant: 

1. Ash M•.eadows is the primary sink of a large 
regional flow system which receives its re
charge in the higher carbonate ranges to 

the northeast.

9
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w1ithin the Amargosa Desert topographic basin, 

/ :a large flow system has been identified pri

marily from hydrochemical evidence. The re

charge zone of this flow system is the Forty
mile Canyon-drainag6 area, its zone of lateral 

flow is the~central'and northern Amargosa Desert, 

nd "its discharge zone is the west side of Car

son Slough north of the California-Nevada State 

line.  

sources and sinks of ground water in' the west 

central Amargosa Deserti remain poorly defined.  

This water 'is believed to originate in the 

pahute iMesa flow system' and discharge -in the' 
) southern Amargosa Des~trt and Death Valley.' 

.Small perched flow svstems exist at low eleva

Stions in the southern Aia rgosa Desert and 
Furnace Creek areas. These systems indicate 

that recharge can occur at lower 'elevations 

w.cre rainfall is limited if the appropriate 

geological conditios exist.

- -- 
-- '.-.-.-- - - - ' -
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APPENDIX I 

PRECA!BPRIAN AND PALEOZOIC STRATIGRAPHY 
I.EDIATELY÷ EAST -OF ASH_ "-!ADOWqS 

PRECA:.BRIAN-AND•D CAM4BRIA*N 

-Wood Canyon Formation 

The upper part.of this foramation is exposed at the center of an anticline locazed in sec. 13, T.18S., R.51E. Liaht green and cliht gray silty shales, quartziti-c riltstones, 
and quartzites are the most com=..on lithologic units encountered. Thin, cross-bedded, :grayish red purple quairtzites, Ifte nwith Scolithus tubes,- are co..on to ^most of bthe section. "Six paie-yellowish brow:n, sandy dolomite beds,- two to five- feet thick, .occur'near topn of section.  These beds weather to a -distinctive orange.-"color and form 
a stratigraphIc marker almiost -unique to -this -formation.  
"L The upe2-con-act of the formation was. taken 'at the upper

p nmost silty shale bed bene0athv the- Zabriskie- Quartzite.  
Burchfield (1964) reports a formatienal thickness of 2,278 

"eewhile at its -e section -near-Johnnie, 2,100 feet is romyrtgd :(N6lan, 1929).: These .sections ihclude theoverlylhg Zabriskie Q'.artzite, as an upper .e•'zer. H=nt 
and laboey (1966) measured.a 2,585.foot section - exclusive of the Zabriskie Quartzite, in -Death Valley; -As eastward, thinning 'is indicated, the section at .Ash M~eadows 'is pro
bably betWeen the 'above ext-emes.-" 

Altihoug. Vague imnressiohs-such- as oolites and pelmatazoan fragments in -the dolD.-..ites *and Scolithus, tubes in the quarti..-e occur; no identifiable•-fossls h-re' found. filowever, Otper workers -in the area -have fcund evidence that the upper-.oar t of the!6kiiation -is -Early' C,&wigan, while the 
- loer P2t.is -cons'Idered-Pre'cambrian .Wor;~all,.172
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Zabriskie Quartzite 
The Zabriskie Quartzite is-a relatively clean, reddish, fine-to coarse-grained quartzite which often forms reesistant ledges throughout the region. Desert varnish and weathering give the unit a characteristic maroon color which is distinctive'at distande The section chils rapidly eastward (Steward, 1967). and east of-Ash Meadows is es
Stilmated by the author to be about 200 feet thick. Except 
for an abundance of vertical Scolithus tubes, the formation 
is unfossiliferous and receives a Ear!ry Cambrian age from 
its stratigraphic position (Corn-1al1, 1972).  

Carrara Formation 
The Carrara Forma-ion inuntoeatedy.-east of Ash Meadows is often, inc6m1ete due to 'low angle ault section,is found in sec. 31,-T;18S .' ,R. 2  along themtral• from Ash IMeadows to Johnnie.- .A.e formation itself tertr a transitiona environment...from`-the. ZO arZoi Qua•rett be-, 

low to he mI^ 4• - , • ro:. he - .abriskie Quart' i- e low to the -dolomitic limestoe oth e -oveiyin Boaz 

"Oe s Off... ---e vrying Bonanza King Form-,aion, (Burchfield-, 1964). The'f6rmation is dom'inately argillaceous-in the lower hal'f aand carbonate in the 
upper half.  
The basal part of the. fornation is.'-. of 

c.scom:osed~primarilv light green, and red shales which become sl'_;Civ calc-reous higher in the section. These shales are often micaceous and slickenside'd from bedding faults. Two light gray pisolitic limestone units occur in 'theuper half -of the formation.' These. -thic.bedded limesthe u re halfeo b 
calcarous Ttones are separatedby e sitstones consisging of'thin-bedded, interbedded licht gray limestone and light orange 
have a platy character. Where bedding 's faces are exp'd these sitV lirMestones'eýe-hibit -interference rile marees .At the to:5t -othe se Ction: the Platv silt-t&one grades into, the basal ..ne.ber. of the'Bonanza Xing For- m t s-nuo rellacmntot, 

r6f_--,ation by the gra-dual isnltstone b -e dgn orange calcareous 'sitstye bdarký gray dolomi tic, limes tdbe. The upper con
tact is taken.&o be at the horizon oAnsit in._ O... z-on Of transition.  
In its type locality at Bare Mountain, the Carrara Formation is 1,785 feet thick (Cordnwall and Kleinhampe, 1961) , while Burchficld (1964) reports a 1,500 foot thickness in the Specter Ranae. Althouch no field measurcments 'lere undertaken, chreful measurements of mapped outcrcp on a 1:24,000 base indicate that it is doubtful that the formation exceeds
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1,000 feet at this locality.  
Apart from a few poorly preserved cephlalons .of trilobites, the ubiquitous occurrence of "trilobite-trash,, similar to that described by Hunt and "Mabey (1966), and "Girvranella,, 
pisolites, no identifiable fossils werye encountered. The 

-foi:ý.Iation~ha's been adequately dated in_,other:-are_'as as Early 
Sand 'Middle Canxbrian (c-ni..all,'.1972;-ýBurchfield, 

1964).  

-Bonanza King Formation 
The Bonanza *Eing Formati6h -is divided into two -msmbers at -'the Nevada Test Site 

. , 1962), and's this 
- division was' found to b'e aP licable -4= ediately east of Ash M'eadows, it will serv'e as a m6de6l for the following desdription.  

In the water gap on the Johnnie Trail'3just uwestof the preViously described Carrara F6 rmation are excelleht-ex-osu 
of thelower ember.-eht,. 

eposures of the lower member. Thisc-mmber; the Papoose-Lakee?.1e4mber, S~is co ,mpo'sed Primarily -of d6 1l _ -_- . _is• Afsedh - -... -"- --- mestone-at this locality. As:h'te tk-hin-bedde-'sitv. 
ii~.o- e 

m atioxun graces into the -..i±- .a*e --e0f -the Carraora 'o
astone of the ibasal unte_ " and dark gray 'dolomitic lime

¶ stone of cusoathe, u~nc-itthe thin bedding becomes more flag
basaly o crispa giv-ing the, uni •a mottled appearance The • uniis a consistentcliff foirmer and is 465 feet thick. Thin-bedded to laifinated liaht gr .. ..  interbedded with thick, beds - of - - addak tone, *and orance weathering .thin-bedded siltylime e ov ose 

"* the next 265 feeto - The distinc•i.e features -of=•he second unit are the'orange .ueathering'silty *llmestones , which occur 
at the base and top of the unit maining 405 feet 
of the lower member consists of interbedded thick. bds of 
light and dark cgay limesto.e" in, , ehich a5e Zt thick be 
of light-gray 

f l n a5 oot " of ghtg limestone -occurs :150 fee r.-^ -the too. The middle',subunit .__mottled uith thi--o e etbdorom-- buf 
and ora~ e .... ..._ ,.n ;cuspaA1.e beds Ofý buff and orange weathering silty'limestone -The1Ocdurience of 

stromatolites in the light gray-i.. j,-o ed. limcesone an chert lenjses :5ust below the-top 'were not toe •- acd sub-ut 
npermcs-t 

The entire member is 1,105 feet thick. Burchfield (1964) measured a section 1,188 feet thick at the east•ern-extreme of the Specter Range, but thicker sections hiave-been reported from arcas north of this locality-(Burchfield;•1965; Barnes et al., 1962). 
2u hil 

9 G B
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The Banded Xountain mermmber of the Bonanza King For-maticn has been previous1v described by-Denny and Drewes (1963) in the Ash 'eadows Area, and the following is an adaptation of "their work.  

An orange weathering silty limestone'of varying thickness is the basal unit and" a stradigraphic marker' of the uzoer menber. At the.water gap on °the trail to"Johnnie, this basal unit consists, of'a cherty, buff weathering, light gray sity limestone that rapidly grades upw:ard into orance weathering calcareous siltstones and shales which compose z1ost of the sub-unit's thickness. At this locality, the unit is 75 feet thick and interbedded with two thick-beddcd do"omti-c limestones. Further north, in the area east of Devils Hole, the basal unit'is'-100-200 feet thick (Den.iv and Drewes, 1965). This unit g;rades'into the oVerlying, dark cray, dolomitic limestone- ahd cauZes it to apPear mottled.  
The next three units above the basal siltstonare very similar to-thosedescribed by Cornwall and Klei-nha 1 (1961) at Bare Nounta, 'forming three distin-ctive bands, eah about 200 feet thick. ''These bands- are each a distinctive shade;I the lower. being-dark gray, the middle'a light gray, and the upper a medium gray;'and consist of thick-bedded d" 6 t limestone.- - Between these bands and the' overlyinq Dunderberg Shale, an indeterminate amount of interbedd'd thick beds of ) light and dark:gray dolomitic limestone is' present.  

A complete- unfaulted section of the Banded Mountain Member is not available in this "area. In -the Specter Rance, Burchfield (1964)' measured a section 1,843 feet thick, w:hile the section at the Nevada Test Site is 2,440 feet thick (Barnes et al., 1962).  

No fossils-,were found'-in the Bonanza King formation byt.his investigator. Denneand Drewes ( .r.. ort a !oiddle Cambrian assembla r.' -fm the basal-clasti'c unit of the Banded Mountain member immediately east of Ash .eado.s, while Hunt and 1,!abev (1966) found evidence for a Middle Cambrian age in the Papoose Lake M!ember. However, Barhe's et al. (1962) noted Late CambLrian fossils near the too of the Banded MVountain Member, thus reporting an age of Middle and Late Cambrian.  

Dunderber& Shale 

A single outcrop of this formation occurs in sec. 17, T.17S., R.50E. in tho form of an erosional saddle. The lower half of the formation consists of brown weathering calcareous shale and siltptone which grade upward into thin-bedded light gray 

-. 
• 

-- -o- - *. 
°.
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limestone. In the upper half of the formation, the thin
bedded .limestone predominates and is interbedded with thin
bedded dark gray limestone which, in turn, predominates 
higher in the section. This dark gray lim.estone grades 
upward into the more crystalline !i.mLestone of the Nopah 
Formation. Thus, the upper-contact is gradational and 
rather indistinct while the lower contact is sharp but con
formable.  

Denney and Drewes (1965) •estimated the formation to be 150 
feet thick at this location, and collected a larce assemblage 
of fossils frcm the basal shaley limestones. These proved 
to be equivalent to the Late.Cambrian Dunderberg Shale in 
other areas.  

Nopah Formation 

The Nopah Formation outcrops just north of the' Dunderberg 
Shale and forms a distinctive black hill just east of Longs
treet Spring. 'Only a few hundred feet of the basal-part of 
the Nopah, Formation are expos~d here. Approximately the first thirty feet are thick-bedded, dark gvayocrystalline 
limestone -interbedded with a few beds of finer grained 
limestone. The remainder of the outcrop consists of ,massive, 

'dark gray to black crystalline dolomize:. The cream colored 
dolomite b e-ds described by Burchfield (1964)' as occurring 
near the b5ase of the formation in the Specter Range are not 
present here.  

Burchfield (1964) reports.,a section' !,063-feet thick in the 
Specter Range, but thicker sections have been measured else
where in the Amarcosa-Desert (Burchfield, 1965;:Cornwall and 
Kleinhampl, 1961). The~formation is--rnfcs"siliferous at this 
locality and has been found td 'be similarly so in other areas.  
It is generally accepted 'as being Late Cambrian, but the 
upper .part may be Early Ordivician (Burchfield, 1965).
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APPENDIX II 

GEO-IORPHOLOGICAL NOTES ABOUT SPECIAL FEATURES AT ASH M-EADOWS 

As an adecuate discussion of geomor.hic features, com
mon to Ash Meadows is to be found in the report by Denney and Drewes (1965), cnly three specific features will be discussed in this report.  

Devils Hole 
One of thie more perplexing geomorohic features at-Ash Meadows is De, 'ils Hole. This large, nearly vertical, waterfilled cavern has been described as a strucfurally controlled solution feature in the Ecnanza King. Forzmation (Denney and Drewes, 19653; Worts,l19"63). An excellent descriptionoo this feature is given by Worts (1963, p. 12) and is excerpted here: 

This brief reccnnaissamnce indicates .hat Devils Hole is in large part structurallvcontroledThe northeastward alinement of the-.ool and opening is controlled by a nearly vertical fault, which'strikes about N40E' (right wall).  The strike of the carbonate strata, which are intensely- fractured, is nearly at:right angles to the fault and is about N.43w.-: the 'strata dip about 40 W'. T-w.o faults having minor displacement are exposed in the walls of Devils Hole: One exposed on the northeast end of the opening has a strike and dip of about N.40w., 70E. ; the other exposed along the northwest side has strike and dip of N.20E., 75S (left %-.all).  
At the time Worts (1963) mapped the cavern, the pool 

surface, which is about 50 feet below land surface, was approximately 40 feet lona and 10 feet wide. At various 
times in the past 20 years, divers descending into the hole have described more and larger rooms at depth (McLane, 1971).  

.90
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* 
The solution h%:pothesis 

for 
interesting 

sn ligto for~mation of the hole is 

in5.terst aT in light Of hydrochOemica! 
data available (Tale 5).ghtl These data%. th•at the present Water is very slightly su~ersaturated t ih respect to calcite, wIth an 

apparent decrease in suoersaturation 
with depth. in ad

dition, One can observe friabe, white calc:u-cabonat precipitates ringing the hole at various elevations abon.e 
the pr"sent rater surface at Devils Hole (Fivare 16). abs 
supersaturation of PC0, with respect to the atmoshere is also a noted characteristic of these waters, it is 
by the author that these "bath tub" rings are the result of the loss of carbon dioxide to the atm-.osphere at the air
water interface and the subsequent precipitation 

of calcium carbonate.  

In addition to the above, evidence of supersaturat;cn 
with respect to calcite is found e 

the f ~Or of cobbles coated wit a4 2 thcnla 
e f c 

* st ll~ e c lcie (P. J., L~ehringer -&nd C. V.41iay n IEs, l7 2, 
in-hou~e report to the Desert- Research Instit-) Ti 
procip "tat -us have boen-;relativel. 

recent as te.-li 
.rounded cobbles probably were derived fo -m as the r.ial Outside the hole-.  

4u-lc th ho e z u r df om "Can material 
Evidence of solution of the Paleozoic limestohe is also 

to he found in Devils Hole. Winograd (1973) notes the 
presence of solution notches to an elevation as hitch es 20 
feet abovonthe present wa;er level. IzMnediately below each 

• calcium carbonate ring, the Paleozoic lie 
been undercut bv solution Thus, it woul- azpear that, solutin. Thsim-stone w:all ,as while precipization occurred at the air-water interface 
solution was occurring at onlY a few inches below the 
interface.  

Bearing in mind that the Bo.anza .ing F o 
a pure limestone, as abue •-na a the crystalline latti ce 
sites are cu1 d 1q. by si.U rather than calcium (Denney 
and r-4.;-, 1965)., we• can, if w...•we assue that t Donnt r 
eff •-et ve y reacts as a - -. = • s m h t the format. 
effec to co-iesoas a l .mestone bring the above observare ospe into cor r"espondence . In wa te r u e s t r t d w t a re s te t onm s 1 ~ i c~ i t i s d i f f i c u l t t o b a i t h 
Thusr 4-pH measurements n~cessarv-, to lut e u Obtailn the 
_s, the= v.alues of supersaturation 

with r e t to calcit.  
indicated in Table 5 are- a P~niw t reshect .o ccitei 
assumed that saturation wi;tnressect too c lcit e fit is 

at the surface Of the poo .. -"- 0 •calcite exists onIv
atrte srrfact, 

and that the, relative ýaturatiohs 
a r e c o r r e c t t h e n t h o_ ~ l 

Wouldror ably se values for samelse taken at depth 
wondicate 

undersaturatin. 
This distribution 

of saturations with respect to calcite would appear reasonable 

9
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in light of the field observatio."Ls as it could ezl b 
the calcium, carbonate rin•s and the xo It P-,• zoic alimes tone. , The cr•,ta nd 'Ie solution o, th berexpained st .- noting ta it isprobably a -- th best han~ tcr6 sinl 

hichv 

ocee, tructre aring tt sirn11e reci pitates at the surPOsscsst rung a slighte time in it' foration a.d ncr- ri. eda slgh tly smaller solubility product than the spacr -rv precis pit n bys 
Along the southeastern edge of Devils " ole a i 

•P ,,•I i ~ t ~ i o e r la in b y an d• m ar vwl s -o e : i e 
gravls. ehinne and ... n... artially cements can graels Meriner Han !ynes (1972, in-house reor toL 
calcite Ds fo esdart den 'itute) consider th4-4 he cYsta•l .ie 
calcit ound t deuputh in Devils Hole and thiis deposit are' 
probably of the samze Origin. As the sparry calciteo atthe 
surface is found at the li! Of Devils Hole at rt at thi e 

spill Point, it is . . . ..l . _ i's mostl Ho e -kel 
probable that the hole was nce an ac;e 

spring, and that this deposit is the result of Pleistocene 
- • ole w s on eis nt ac tiene flow from the hole. As the deposit is at the aDproximate maximum elevation of marls and limestones throughout the 

area, flow from the hole probably occurred only when the 
ground w.ater in the carbonate acuifer was at its peak Pleistocene potential.  

Ezosional Surface Near Longstreet Spring 
Large remnants of an erosional surface eXiSt north of 

Fairbanks SDring and south of Longsur c Serng. ehis Sur
face is protected by a -veneer of slaoe ccre 
a' p.rentlv udnnow¢ed from t-h-e Pl.s 99gY calcareous nod,• 
" apharentley, wi•nnoed fm t -e s clay and marl units 
which they overlie. The surface itself as ro-ab••, the re
sultiof caviand eros.Ion. Later deflation removed loose fine
grained clay and marl, leaving behind a desert pavement consistingA- Of m-arly limiestone fragments. This surCa'ce Lmay 
be equivalent to the erosional suerface below the t raverine capped mes-a in SWl/4 SUl/4 sec. 23, T.17S., R.50E.  

Spring 14ounds 
Spring mounds occur not infreczuently at %%sh rb:eados and 

are rath er n um-erous i n t _*, e : e tl t A h F • ^ , 
are rath nu-sin the area south Of Big Spring. These 
mounds consist of calciu. carbonate cemented -oh- n "rodtucts 
which have accumulated on -their ois flanks.  

S Tgenerall have a haystack shape, %lth..... ,soe. a1e moungs to~~~~~ 
~~ bef...al• -:•aet the ui som-- are elongat-.  

These mounds aparently refleat the hi••er vertical Potential 
to be "found %it icreasin d-pth in disc.harge areas. Iia-nes 

* (1967) notLes thazt thlese rmounds are Pr-obably a-sociated wt 
springs of small discharge, which allows for the accumulation 

.9 . . asso..a.ed.....
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of eolian, materials. The mounds can grow vertically unnil their elevation is equal to the potential tapped by the spring. Thus, the elevation of t-hese Sounds reflect potentials at-some unknown depth,

)
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soil, Sad pea," -'osS, 
100% uhitc-gra7 cl-*., 100% ta e c - ma. - alrd b enton;&j CClay e~bd d 

100% "hit beco"I"I clay. and mar S~ota 'Thie.tan Clay, sOm.e Marlar as&ove, 201 'whitc
2 mr 

zoo tan b a cla 10% w hite m r 100ana 
wa-,Y bentnto..j 

980% Wýhite Marl, 20- cla ( os ib 90% .W t gray dense sandy itte e crevice) sýring detosi 
caicalcareots l00; tan bentonitý;c 

clay 95% tan benton it 0  clay, ~ m r z0o% Clay " cly5%mr 100% whit.e-4ai 
bentoniticls 100% t hi e.tan bentonitic 

c a s w t n r a e o 
twhite ma-rl l 
,0% an clays 

100% gray clay (not waxy) 100% clays (tan-bro.,.n, 
'100, clays wi&hmr 95t broj-,- bentonhi Malclayio nar 100% whitle- on IclyStmr -.0 gray cla.,s' trace marl Cal 

nenmedil~ sandstone slight 8 %gcalcarous (gravel) -r0 y .,hit sandy limestonegrvlada), 
dense Siliceou gave _grave 

andardark 
Some blackýslieu d~ . s" 91iq~ coarsor 3/,, Po ry or e Llrestne ra'vel 

Poolysote Zoo's 'r! t marl so~ r ve wih cay and clay clay .

10 

5

30 
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5 
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5 
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5 

5 

5
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15 
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15
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250 
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15

.30 
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DRILLER'S LOG 

17/50 16da, 1!ye County Land Co.  

MTERIAPL 

_ 

Fine sand, some limestone 'Clay,-sandy limestone 
40 40 

Limestone, clay, some gravel 
- 10 10 

Clay, some lmestone 10 0 

Clay, limestone 25 Blue clay, limestone. 80 215 

White limestone 25 
Decomposed white lie 7 2c5 Limestone, sand, clay 2025 

White limestone, 20 305 Limestone, sand, clay 
310 Sandy clay 

2 315 
White limestone sand 20 135 
Gray sand, clay,- liestone' is 350 
White limestone and clay 

" 5 
White limestone, hard sand is 3 White limestone, clay 

. -10 380 Brown fine sand, some clay 
25 415 

White limestone, 
sand, clay-and gravel 

.20 Brown sticl:y clay, sand 435 Sand, icme clay 45 Brown sticky clay 
5 5308 

Brown clay, packed sand, trace gravel 
- 53 58 Sand, clay 

53 
,1 1 6 0 2 

SpecificjCapacity 
.84 gpm/ft. 

I 
" 
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SAZ!"lE LOG (C. L. .RED, 1967, U-Published data) 
17/50 17dd, Spring Meado', Inr.  

X;TZRIEAL 
T?] 

Unlogged 
100% white clay and marl 
d.o. with finc to coarse e-d sand 100% white marl, clay with -e-cd sand 100% tan-gray clay (bentcni.i:) 
Tan-gray bentonitic clay w s-801 tan- gra .... O , . - :-.. s.re arl . 3 
80%� ta-"�g�ay on•otc clay, white marl 90% tan-gray-green bentonj-.. c',.  
100% gra- bctco4~ -•. • d... !_= 10% whit..e marl loot gray - h e b enton;tic clay "'t i e 

medium sand 
60% clay, 30% white-gray marl, lC% argilaceous sand 
1 0 0%-clay, -some marl 
70% clay, 30% marl 
80% clay, 20% marl with some sand 60% clay, 30% white marl, 10% s 100% tan bentonitic sandy clay 90% clay, 10% white marl 

100% Silty clay gray to tan 80% silty clay gray to tan, 2C :white limestone gravel to 3/8" 85% tan-green bentonitic clay, IC% argila
ceOuS sand, 5% white marl 

70% tan-green bcntonitic cay, 3j% argilla
ceous sand, some porosizv 

100% tan sandy clay, scme z:h :=arl 709i white argillaceous marl, .- % :an sandy clay 
100% tan argillaceous sand 80% green arcillaceous fine sa.., 20% white marl 100-. argillaceous fine-mcdt sand 100% argillaccous fine-medi.um.- -a with trace marl 

80% tan argillaceous sand, 20i t"-.t !i7ey sand (gravel) 
100% whitc-gray limey sand gravel and limestone 1 gravel, angular to round 3.'s" 100% tan sand.y, clay with some :azl l 75% tan sandy clay, 25% marl 14 80% tan. sandy clay, 20% marl

rrc�c�ss,:-� 0�P':� -

25 
5 

20 
20 
20 
10 
10 
10 
10

10

25 
30 
S0 

70 
90 

100 
110 
120 
130

140 

160 
170 
180 
190 

200 
210 
223 

230 

240

10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
is

I 

I 

'A 

I 
J.  

I 

i i 

9

10 

10 
10 
10 
20 
10 
LO

LO 

.0

250 
260 
270 
290 
300 
310 

320

330 

340 

350 
3GO 
370

0 
0 
0

I

5



*Sample Log (E. L. Reed) - Continued 

17/50 17dd 

-ATIA 
THIC1•:5S, FT. "-PT'-, 

70% tan-white argillaceous sandy limestone gravel up to 1/2" 
10 390 15% tan-t:hite arcillaceous sandy limestone gravel, 85% tan bentonitic clay 10 400 100% tan silty sandy ben-oýit4cclay'0 100% tan silty sandy bentonitic clay %with some white marl 

40 450 d.o. with some embedded limestone gravel 20 470 Tan argillaceous sand, medium gravel, some limestone 
10 480 100% tan fine-medium-coarse loose quartzitic sand (rewashed) 
10 490 100% as above with considerable clay 10 - 500 100% tan fine-medium argillaceous sand 10 510 100% vari-colored argillaceous sand 10 520 100% sand, limestone gravel up to 3/4" 10 530 100% argillaceous sand with some gravel 10 540 100% fine-medium sand 
10 550 

100% sand with clay inclusions 
8 558 

Specific Capacity, 0.21 gpm/ft.

185

o•



DRILLrR'S LOG 

17/50 23bbd, Spring Meadows Inc.

MATERIAL
THICK-NESS,FT. DEPTHFT.

Limestone, white 
Limestone, black

Specific Capacity, 6.4 gpm/ft.  

.9

48 
92

48 
92



z 

)
17/50 29ad, Nye County Land Co.

MATEIT 'AL 

Topsoil 
Hard lime 
Fractured lime and watcr; 
Brown clay sand and lime 
Lime 
Lime, sand and water 
Hard lime 
Fractured lime* 
Gray clay 
Fractured lime 
Gray sand and clay 
Water sand 
Sand, clay and gravel 
"Sand and gravel* 
Cemented gravel 
Sand, gravel and cuartz* 
Cemented gravel 
Water sand* 

--Red clay and lava 
Hard clay

"*Indicated as water-bearing.  

Specific Capacity, 9.5 gpm/ft.

9

DRILLflR'S LOG

167

a_)

3 
19 
10 

11 
27 

5 
65 
60 
10 
17 
18 

5 
30 
40 
18 

4 
73 
75 
35 

5

3 
22 
32 
43 
70 
75 

140 
200 
210 
227 
245 
"250 
280 
320 
338 
342 
415 
490 
525 
535

b



SAMPLE LOG (E. L. Reed, 1967, Unpublished data) 

17/50 3Gdc, Spring Meadows inc.  

MATERIAL 
THIC.2ýSSFT.  

White .nt.n-itc clay, calcareous with fragr, :s limestone, gravel 10 10 White chalky -arl 10 20 Tan bentonitic clay with marl fragments 10 30 White-tan bentcnitic clay with embedded marl, black gravel 
60 90 White, red, gray angular gravels, quartz, limestone, very hard 

5 95 White endurated calcareous limestone, Ssmooth and holes or cham.bers 
5 100 Black-brown, dense dolomite, fine crystals and lime gravels 
5 L05 Gravels, black, white, red, semi-angular, 

limestone, quartz, dense up to 3/8" to pebble 2"' 
110 Clean grav&ls as above 

5 115 d.o. with trace tan bantonitic clay 5 12f * Clean coarse gravels, black limestone semiangular 1/4 to 1" 60 180 Gravel with scme clay 
5 185 Gravel coarse up to 3/4" 15 200 Gravels, coarse, black, gray, red, white semi-rounded, some angular 1/2" 48 248 

Specific Capacity, 23 g.im/ft.  

I 

I 

).4



D1RILLER"S LO0 

18/50 5aa, Nlye County Land Co.

7 THIC1"ESS, rT.  

Lime and clay 
Hiard lime 40 
Brown clay 5 

25 
Clay, streaks of lime, little-pea gravel- 3525 

Clay, little lime -25 
Hard brrown clay 25 
Gray clay 30 • • 30 
Gray clay with lime, sandy streaks 40 
Hard lime and gravel 
clay and gravcl 4", layers of lie15 

Clyanirve lvr o 1e, 25 Hard lime and streaks of sandy clay, - 25 Sandy clay, silty gray clay; and little-gravel 60 Silty blue clay, mixed -0 
Tough brow:n clay, mixed - 60 
Blue and brown clay, mixed - 60 
Blue clay, hard, streaks of shale 161 
Tough blue clay and silt - 12

Spccific Capacity, b.89 gpm/ft.

I --

)

40 
45 
70 

105 
130 
150 
180 
220 
235 
260 
285 
3-45 
405 
465 
484
645 
657

a 
$ 

s
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SAMPLE LOG (r..L. Recd, 1967 U1Published data) 
18/50 lldd, Spring 1lcadows Inc.

MATERIAL 

Unlogged 
Buff-white chalky marl, traces quartz, red sand, small solution porosity 85% d.o., I5% gray bentonitic clay inclusion 75% d.o., 25% tan bentcnitic clay 100% white chalky limey marl, scmeSolutjon 

porosity, trace gypscm crstals 100% buff white chalky marl, trace Iay 
75% marl, 25t white, gray bentonitic clay 100% white limey clay (Charact'er: swell with I , water), trace gypsum crystals 100% limey clav a 

100% white-buff limey clay 80% white marl with porosity, 20- clay inclusion2 
80% white marl, 20% tan clay Light brown bentonitic clay, trace marl Gray bentonitic clay, comoact, trace limestone, sand and gypsvm crystals 90% white dense to chalky limey marl, 10% tan bentonitic clay 80% tan bentonitiz sandy clay, 20% white limey marl 

60% clay,' 401 limey marl 
80% clay, 20% white limey marl 90% tan clay, 10% marl crlystals 75% clay, 15% gypsum and quartz grains, 10% marl 

90% gray-orange bentonitic clay, 10% gypsumquartz, trace marl100% green-gray silty bentonitic clay, trace limestone flakes l00t white bentonitic clay with impurities 100% white-tan bentoniticclay with* flakes liecstcne, sand and cg'sum d.o. white-gray 
100% gray bentonitic clay 801 white gray bentonitic clay, 201- wite 

olution porosity 100% gray clay with fracjents lijmctone, sand 
gypsum, etc.

TIICl':"SS FT 

25 

5 
5 
5 

5 
5 
5 

5 
5 
5 

5 
5 
5 

10 

5 
5 

* 10 
5 

5 

5 
5 

15 
10 

5 
5 

5 

10

I

)

25 

30 

35 
40 

45 
50 
55 

160 
65 
70 

75 
80 
85 

95 

100 

105 
110 
120 
125 

130 

135 

140 
155 

165 
170 
175 

180 

190

i 

€ 

|
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Sample Log (E. L. Reed) - Continued 

) 18/50 lldd 

MATERIAL 
TIIICIJ*ESS ,FT. PT,? 

90% clay, 10% white marl 5 205 
Skip 
90% w;hite-gray bentonitic sandy clay, 

10% lime~tone marl 20 -225 100% sandy clay 
. 10 235 100% gray sandy bentonitic clay 5 240 -100. white sandy limey marl 5 245 

30% d.o., 50% clay, 20% white 'dense
siliceous li.estone 5 250 100% tan-gray bentonitic clay-with' frag-• 
ments and fine gravels of siliceous 
limestone and quartz sand 20 270 d.o. clay with fine-mediu-m-coarse sands, 
fine gravcl.cuartz, limestone 0- 1280 

10% white very Zine-dense limestcne, 80%' 
8 bentonitic clay, 10% sand grains .10"0 290 
80% bentonitic clay, 201 fine-medium red 

sand, trace limestone 10 300 100% limeztcne and sand and fine-m-edium gravels with tan bentoiitic cley, 3 ce-nented 
1 1 

'100% clay with li:-estone, sand, quartz I gravels 
30 340 'd.o. sand meditr.-coarse rounded-ancular 30 370 

Gravels: quartz, dolomite, limestone, 
varied colored up to 3/8" 10 380 d.o. up. to 1-1/2", trace clay 20 4d0 d.o. angular 

430 430 d.o. including clay 30 460 d.o. up to 2" 10 470 d.o. angular-rounded up to 1/2" 10 480 d.o. angular-rounded up to 1" 10 490 Gravels: mostly black., red, brown quartz 
Up to 1" 10 500 d.o. mediu--very coarse 3/4" 20 520 d.o. up to 2" 30 550 d.o. inclusions finer gravel, tan, green' 
bentonitic clay 10 560 Clay with gravcls inclusion biotite mica 
and feldspars 10 570 Gravel with clay 10 580 Gravel, fine-medium-very coarse 1-1/2" 10 590

!j9
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Sample Log (E. L. Reed) - Continued -) 
18/50 lldd 

MATERIAL 

100% clay with fine-mediu-coarse up to 1/4" 
d.o. clays slightly bentoniiic with gravel 10 600 

fine-coarse 
40 640 d.o. clay with fine-coarse gravel 060 

Clay cemented gravels 10650 
100% tan-brown slightly bentonitic clay 10 660 

with mcdium-coarce gravels 40 700 Clays, colors change pea green, bentonitic less gravels 
10 710 Clays green 
10 720 Clays tan-gray 
10 730 Clays nut brown, bentonitic, calcareous 

with fine mica flakes 
Clay with gravels 

10 750 Clays, brown calcareous 
10 760 Clay, some white limestone with fine sand 10 770 Sandy clay 
20 790 Hard cemented clay with gravel up to !" 45 835 Cemented gravel up to 2" 
15 850 Cemented sand-clay with pea gravel 20 870 Cemented sand and clay 
60 930 Hard blue clay 
38 968 

Specific Capacity, 0.44 gpm/ft.

)



DRILLER'S LOG 

18/5Z 7bb, Spring Meadows Inc.

.MTERIAL

6 
149 
-_40 

15" 25 
55 

1135 55s 
40

Gravel - br-own 
Clay- he 
Limestone _ brotwn 
Limestone - w.:hito 
Clay -'gray 
LL2nzes tone _ gray 
Clay and gravel'- gray Gravel - gray 
Ca~ay _- green

Specific capacity, 20 gpr/t

J9

6 
155 
195 
210 
235 
290 
405 
460 
500

T.HIC}!,ESS, Fn.
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"* "DRILLER'S LOG 

18/51 7daa, Spring Meadows Inc.  

MATERIfAL THIC.•zSS, T j -- , 

Gravel - red 
Clay - gray 2 4 SBentonite - gray 21 25 
Clay - brown 17 112 "Lime- white 130 242 * Clay - gray 10 255 
Clay - brown 105 360 SClay - yellow 130 490 
Clay - rcd 75 565 
Clay - brown 30 575 SClay - yellow 30 605 
Limestone - brown 30 635 
Sandstone- red 25 690 25 
Clay - gray 715 S65 780 

9 Specific Capacity, 38 gpm/ft.  

'C 

i 

% 

a.

I



t 

1 

I 
J 

f 
I 

_)

*Indicated as water-bearing 

-Discharge, 1200 g;=n

I )

I 5

DRILLER'S LOG 

18/51 7dac, Spring I'cadows Inc.  

-ATEPIAL

Sandy soil 
Gravel 
White clay* 
Caliche* 
White clay 
Hard caliche 
White clay 
Brown clay 
Caliche 
Clay 
Clay E caliche 
White clay 
Brown clay 
Caliche 
Loose caliche (Tools fell 'fr ee)*.  
Limestone 
"L..se caliche (Tools loll free)* 

Brown hard caliche 
Limestone 
Green colored clay 
Ce'mented gravel

8 8 
17 25 

-29 54 
9 63 

15 78 
7• 85 

11 96 
6• 102 

13 115 
47 122 43 165 

17 182, 
8 190 

13 203 
•6 209 
7 216 
8 224 

14 238 
7 245 

,20 265 
35 300
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SAMPLE LOG (Z. L. Reed, 1967 UnPublished data) 
18/5i 7bdb, Spring Meadows Inc.  

MLATERIAL 
T 

W hite clay slightl. bentonitic, white 
very fine c -3.stalline chalky limeSstone5 

20% tan bentonitic clay, 80% white chalky dense marl v:ith gysum very 
fine crystals inclusions 51 100% pure white chalky to dense marl 5 10 100% above with dense inclusions very fine flak:es gypsum, and sand 5 20 30% tan'benzonitic clay, 70% white marl 5 25 100% white chalky marl 

5 23 
10% white clay, 90% marl30 20% white clay, 80% marl with fragments gray-siliceous angular rock and gyp95% white chalky marl, 5% clay and 

5 40 orange, brown quartz fragm.ents, 
porosity 

5 45 
100% cream-tan rewo--ked li-.estone, la-4 minated fine-medi;., grains to gritty 

porosity 

5 50 
100% white, chalky marl 5 50 ,100% do. considerabl tan dense streaks 

siliceous limestone 15% white bentonitic clay, 85% white 15 70 
50% tan bentonitic clay, 50% marl 10 80 
10% clay, 90% white very dense to chalky 

85 *marl 

59 
* 100% white chalky to dense marl with 

90 . streaks of vu= 20% tan clay, 801 marl 
15 105 20% white clay, G0% rarl 

5 110 • 50% white clay, 50% marl 5 1 20 10% white clay, S-` whi.c challkv- -n. z51 . marl, trace gyp . a.-. chert 40% pink bentonitic clay, Co% marl. 15 135 70% pinl: silty tan bentoni*tic clay, 30% marl 
50% pink silty tan bcntonitic clay, 

50% marl 
35% d.o.4 65% d.o, 5 150 

5 155

a-s.c.-. - -



I 
) I I 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

91 
I 
I 
I 
I 

I 

I 

*1

IIATERIAL 

100% gravel, black, gray, orange siliceous 

up to 3/8", some limestone, fair porosity 
Gravel, multicolored angular to semi-round siliccous rocks uz to 1/4" "fair porosity 
d.o. up to 1/2", slight to .airPorosit.y Clay with gravel, orange and black ainular rock, no prosoity 
d.o., slight to fair porosity Clay with gravel, orange and black angular rock; no porositv 
Fine-meditm gravel with clay, sand, gypsu.., limestone 
Gravel fine to nedium in tan clay; sand, gypsum and black lime Clean gravel, white-orangettan :irregular shape with sand and limestone, fair porosity 
Clean gravel, white-orange-tan irregular shape with sand, clay, limestone -Clay-gray bentonitic, some gravel Clay-gray bentonitic, some gravelfine to sand 

Clay-gray bentonitic, some medium-coarse gravel 
Clay-gray bentoni-tic, medium coarse gravel Clay -ith coarse gravel up to .1/2" Clay somewhat cleaner than previous with medium gravels t ouw 
Clay with fine gravels and coarse sand Clay with sand and fine gravels Gravel and some clay f 
Gravel angular, multiacolored cuartz, limestone up to 1/4" Gravel rounded to flaky (ang) fairly clean 1/4-3/8" 
Gravel with clay 
50% gravel, 50% tan'bentonitic silt 30% gravel, 7 0 %'tann-grabsnd, sint clay ay sandy bentonitic 
20% d.o., 80% d.o.

Sample Log (E. L. 'Reed) - Continued 

18/51 7bdý

10 

,5 
60 

10 
20 

55 

5 

5 

5 

30 
20 

60 

5

10 5 

.5

_5 5 -5 -" 

-20 
20 

35 

35 

5 
5

325 

330 
390 

400 
420 

475 

480 

485 

490 

520 
540 

600 

605 
615 
620 

625 
630 
635 
655 

675

680 715 
720 

725
730

•l T!C•.y::E S, • .r . ..



L 
I 
[ I 
I

Sample Log (M, L. Reed) -Cont;-nued 

18/51 7bdb

Y.AT-R. AL 

255%pink silty tan bentonitic clay, j5% marl 
20% d.o., 80% d.o.  
100% white tan chalky dense Silty mar trace gy-s•. and chert 
10% clay, - .Wad chart wnte -marl 
60% clay, 40% marl 
80% light brown bentonitic clay, 20% mar'j30% light brown bentonitic clay, 70% marl 40% d.o., 60% d.o.  
70% light brown bentonitic clay, 30% marl 60% d.o.,, 4 0 % d.o.  

30% light brcwn bentonitic clay, 7 0%'marl, chalky to dense white li-.estcne-n..- .30% light brown ben-tonitic clay, 70t 25% white-clay, 75% white-tan chalky tz silt:- iense marl 20; white clay, 80% white-tan chalky to silty dense marl 20% d.o., 800 d.o.  
95% clay, 5% white-tan-chalky to siltydense marl 
95% clay, 5% white-tan-chalky to Siltydense marl 
90% d.o., 10% d.o.  
50% d.o., 50% d.o.  
80% clay, 20% white-tan-chalky to silt-_

80% d.o., 20% d.o.  
20% clay, 80% white-pink dense to silty mari 40% clay, % white-p ink dense to silty marl 
40% d.o., 60% d.o.  
30% d.o., 70% d.o.  
70% tan bentonitic clav, 30% white-pink dense 

to Silty marl 
90% tan bentcnitic clay, 10% white-pin;. dense 

to Silty marl 
70% clay, 2C* ."arl, 10% silt 
60% clay, 2C r zrl, 20% gravel black Up to 3/8 trace porcZity 20% clay, 80% gravel fine-coarse rounded.agSui_ lar, pink-black

5 
5 

15 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 

5 
5" 

5 

5 
5

5 
5 
5

160 
165 

180 

185 190 
195 
20o 
2:; 
210 
215 

220 
225 

230 

235 
240 

245 

250 
255 
260 

265 
270 
275 
280 
285 
290 

295

300 
305

5 5 

55 
5 
55 
5 

5

5 
5 

5

5

310 

315

'I-.

- -I----..

It



Sample Log (S. L. Recd) - Continued

18/51 7bc!:,

MATERIAL 

10% gravel, 901 tan-gray sandy bentonitic 
clay 

100% tan bentonitic clay 
100% clay w:ith czbeddcd fine gravel-sand 
100% clay with c-bed-bced fine gravel

sand, gritty 
d.o. with reddish streaks clay 
100% tan to piinkish bentonitic clays with 

embecdded sand 
Clay with influx. gravel 
10% clay, 900. gravel, rcunded to angular, 

"quartz, limestone up to 1/4" 
Clay with gravel'and sand 
Gravel with fresh bla6c:- 5 rangc limestone 

(bedrock)

5 
5 

15 

5 
10 

30 
5 

3 

6

735 
740 
755 

7G0 
770 

800 
805 

810 
813" 

819

Specific Capacity, 1.1 gpm/ft.

I'

1. 
--- '------------------ 

- -

_)

.THIIC YK/tESS, r, .•
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I 
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I 
II 
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I 
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APPENDIX IV 

TAT~ter Analyses f'rom the Sout:*-.ern .arnarosa Deser t and Vicinity

I 
t

2CO

I I



CHIEMICAL ANALYSIS H rAINTS PER HILLIN:: 

c v 

0. 13 0 0 
0 

c a ..  

C. u a.9 S.O AD 
3 3 

Topopah+ .,• Spr., 79-61 Tf 3/25/58 53 50 .3 .44 .00 7.2 1.0 .1 14 , 6.4 48 - 0 is 3.0 .3' 2.0 .90 o99, 114 6.9 3 
Test, well.+ 3 75-73 , P 5/10/72 100 24 .03 .00 51 21 83 7.6 .12 328*" 0 8 3 1• . O 0 2 .  
Ste ,I ,•J12 1 ,73 1-58, T" 4/25/5•8 26 9.6 1 1.9 4 6 5.2 121 0• 2 4 7.0 1.8 .0 .00 ,217 266 8.2 3 
Well 312 73-58 Tf 3131/62 77 60 .13 .106 .00 14 2.5 39 6.0 .00 119 0 9 '° 9 1 8.8 1.2 7. 7 .12 , 218-, 232 8.0 3 sell 112 73-58 T0 4/;/69' 80 56 4 2. 40 5 X4 1 2 nO, - 1 11, 2 0 . . .- 6 2 M 211 

Testt. W/ell F 73-66o,+ P 6/17/62 148 3t. -- 68, 6 30 .9 - 63 9.6" .11 273 0 161 1.1 2.4 .0 .00 644, 751 7.3 3', 
V~el I A_ 73-70 , Td'4/25/62 M 4, 9 .23 .13 .00 - 1.8 .9 163 5.6 .00 345 16 27 It 2.0 5.6 .0 86.98.3 
well 15/49 14t, * A'+, 4/24158, 82, 52 .1 .09 .00 25 2.4 41 5.2 145 0 33 8.0 1.4 35 .00 296, 336 8.0 3 

/Finlay Wdell 16/58, 7ba A 2/17/66 48.8 4.8 151 8.2 207 196 70.9 1.9 .72 689 930, 7.9 6 
Finlay Wdell 16/1,8+ 7ba, A 1017171 49.6 6.3 138 8.6 210 193 67 1.9 674 9Il 7.9 6 

Defir W4ell 16/48 8be A 6/24/71 58.5 6.3 181 12.9 296 203 79.8 2.9 .4,5 840 1160 7.9 6 
W/ell 16/48 15a A .5/24/56 76 .22 1.2 3.2 65 3.2 0 166 0 30 8.0 3.0 4.1 .09 295 381 7.7 1 
Bell Well 16/48 15b& A 6/24/71 60.1 7.8'" 147 9.0 264 199 65.6 1.2 .60 754t 1000 8.0 6 

-- W ell 16/48 17abb A B10/1862 75 75 60 7.3 .6 157 12 .20 302 0 119 69 1.2 1.2 .00 790 1074 7.4 3 
""• fe~l 16/43S 23bdb A 8/18/62 75 74* .57 1.1 .03 9.4 1.0 1.8 66 6.8 .06 1.56 27 8.8 2.0 3.1 .CO 284 34,6 7.3 3 Well 16/48 23dS A 2/17/66 22 2.2 69 6.6 134 67.2 26.6 2.0 .22 330 430 8.2 6 

11 LAB 161/. 79 3 A 2/12/56 74 50 .2 .47 3.9 7.29.0 1.2 0 10? 64 64 15.0 . 7 o.0 .90 79 114 9 1 
e 1 7-3. 5 ti 41 7169' 1 7 .6 3 .6 18 .3 5 .1 11 7 2 2 .1 9.7 .1 3 211 5 A l F 7 6 I 6 7 14 1 6 30 c1 .9 26 9. : 2 1 2. 4 .0 .0 o. .- a 51 7 6 3 t 

Well 15., /49 ., * A*, 4/43 8. 5 ,1 .09 .00 2 2. 41 5.,45 0 33 80 1..5 0,96 36 .  

T n y e l 1 / 8 7 a A 1 / / 14 . 6.13 8. 2" 0 193 67; 1.9 674 - ,, 1 7 .9 6



IJCIIEIIICA__L 
ANlALYsls IN PARTS PER rlaLIOlf 

,, .1. 1 ,6,q . ^ . 7 . . ° 1.7 . . .0 6,0 

5e l ahAll 1 1, c A 4 2 / 112 

7 2 .+ .3U 1,44.•7 .  

00 

686 

UO 

17 
"a 

106 

*02 "0 

0. . .,2 
. 1910 0 62 3 1 7 3 .

.66 

4.6 l 8 0 7.  

tocU 00 

:'e:l 161(9 35h A 21. •*1+ 
i 2.1 C+.1 1A 11. i: 
?i+ C + 2 2 

S. ell 16/48 7cb A 818/62 

570 722 

..

1 6 

Hills 
.ell 

16/49 
.0•d 

A 2/23/71 

80. 
3.60 6 .

240 2a 7.0 .0 6 

* o Well 16/49 9ca A 
5/a2/li 10. 14.8 3. . 1 5.1 16.0 2.6 .5 6;4 7.9 6 

"0el 1/9 3~ /19/62 76 56 .30 .00 .00 2. 3.4 1.0 106 126 .061428 0 543 10 - :1.3* .00 62S 333 7.2 3 

SWell 16/49 a 6.8 
1.9 12 10.6 293 18 3..  

oWell 16/49 7ca A 2/23171 
.2. .64 

C u c WIa l 6 4 9 9 a / 1 / 157.3 120 61.9 2.0 14 1 40 3 3 .1 .3 1 , 573.  ejWell 16/ So 35b4& A 8/1 0/62 31 .9 8 0 .5 5i . 2 55.2 0.6 . 14 95. 0 13 L6 .0 .39 .01 46 b3 7.? 17 3 Co6 el 164S -6 A0 2/1/6 51. 12. 1 32 10.62. 12 . . 410.24 7018 840 7.7 6 

We 68.1 
1.1 130 11.7 238 0 169 33.7 4.0 .3 650 860 8.5 6 WUSGS ell 16/91 23ba p 2/-/63 87 22 45.1 18.0 62.1 7.82 .07 284 63.9 2u.9 2.09( .1 .27 504 5 

,..11 A~oy 1 16/.3 4b P 9110/62 92 21 .03 .03 47 21 .40 31 11.2 0 256 0 .9 1.2 .16 438 344 7 1 6 

TesE Well 10 16/54 10 a P 6/28/64 81 13 .12 ,00 .00 41 17 7.6 1.0 200 0 14 3.3 .2 1.6 .CO ,08 288 330 1.2 2 

Cnooak Spr. 16/56 lGbb AP 10/23/64 1 9 13 .O4 .00 .1O 50 21 ,.5 1.1 258 0 16 3.7 .4 1.1 .0 .14 335 6 01 7.6 2 

-. 411 -17/6 l2oaa a 17/13/,7 71 63 00.6 :J.3 10 14.8 310 0 231 U& 3.26 23 99; 1250 ;.3 1 
12113!12 11 24 2 1. j '4.C 9.2 I.l 0 6) 1 1.1 I.U7 6.7 Ji.4 3,) J.s I ') 

1h2 . )'-J 711 II1 '. I1.• A .'| /'5-; :Z. 10 I II .
*



t3 
.0 CIIQICAL A'lALYSIs IN PARTS PER HILLoIrl 

01• g - u 

.. .  
-~a. 

U 

Ass 
Cllgan , |71 -9 15.A 223 7 * 

.,t *4l 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

The Radiological Monitoring Plan (RMP) iovides a detailed description 
of the radiological monitoring activities to be performed during site 
characterization of the Yucca Mountain site in southern Nevada. Radiological 
monitoring activities for all Nevada Nuclear Waste Storage Investigations 
(NNWSI) Project phases through site closure will be detailed in subsequent 
revisions of the document (six revisions are currently planned).  

The RPIO is the controlling document for the implementation of the 
Technical and Management Support Services (T&MSS) Contractor's radiological 
monitoring activities in support of the NNWSI Project. The document replaces 
the Preliminary Site Characterization Radiological Monitoring Plan (PSCRMP), 
which addressed a few aspects of those radiological monitoring activities 
requiring early implementation. The IMP describes the collection of required 
radiological data identified in the Radiological Compliance Guide (RCG), Site 
Characterization Plan (SCP), (DOE, 1986b), Environmental Program Plan (EPP), 
and other Project documents. Procedures are issued as part of a controlled 
procedure manual, which is maintained in an updated, audited form by each 
user. The RMP complies with the requirements of the Waste Management Project 
Office (WMPO) Quality Assurance Program Plan (QAPP) and supporting documents, 
including NNWSI Project and T&MSS administrative procedures.  

THE RADIOLOGICAL MONITORING PROGRAM 

The RMP (Rev. 0) represents a blueprint for the radiological monitoring 
program during the site characterization phase. The proposed monitoring 
program (as detailed in Section 4 of the IMP) will collect environmental 
radiological information to establish existing radiological conditions and 
satisfy eight basic objectives: 

Characterization of the worksite environment. This element will involve 
determining the existing radioactivity concentrations in the background 
environment at the site and the potential radon emission from the site.  
These activities are underway as described in the PSCRMP.  

Characterization of the radiological impact of Nevada Test Site (NTS) 
activities on the repository site. This element will involve determination 
of ambient airborne radionuclide concentrations in the Yucca Mountain area, 
evaluation of radioactivity concentrations in the groundwater, performance of 
soil and driftwall sampling in surface and underground work .areas, biota 
sampling, and surface and sedimentation analyses of the Fortymile Canyon/Wash 
ephemeral stream.  

Facility design and preparation of the Safety Analysis Report. This 
element will require ambient radiation data, radon exposure data, and soil 
and driftwall sampling data. Results from evaluation of these data will be 
used in the design of the facility's ventilation system, airborne radio
activity monitoring systems, and safety analysis activities.
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Monitoring of site characterization impacts. This element will include 
soil sampling, water sampling, and radon monitq* % ...

Verification of the feasibility of monitoring the environment for 
appropriate radionuclides. This element will involve quantification of 
existing conditions at the site using various environmental samples and an 
indicator species. An indicator species is an animal which can be used to 
indicate the presence or absence of unsuspected sources of radioactivity 
(release pathways).  

Planning of facility decontamination and decommissioning. This element 
will involve soil, biota, and water sampling. Archiving of these samples in 
the Sample Management Facility will be required.  

Verification of compliance with DOE Orders and NTS requirements during 
site characterization. The program will monitor water samples for tritium.  
Soil columns will not be used to remove radioactive material from liquids.  
Groundwater characteristics will be verified as safe before release of any 
such water to the surface-water system.  

Preparation of the Environmental Impact Statement (EIS). Specific data 
and collection activities for the EIS will be identified during the EIS 
scoping process. Data collected for site characterization activities will 
also be used to supplement the data collected specifically for the EIS 
radiological baseline.  

The radiological monitoring program will evaluate various ways in which 
an individual can be exposed to radioactivity (exposure pathways to man): 
direct exposure to radiation, inhalation of resuspended (or airborne) radio
active particulates, worker and equipment contamination, and indirect path
ways (such as ingestion of contaminated foodstuffs or fauna). The program 
will gather environmental radiological data to satisfy these evaluation needs 
as well as many others. Approximately six years are needed to establish an 
environmental data base (barring unplanned releases at the NTS). Character
ization of the radon baseline requires much less time: two years of data 
collection are desirable, but only one year of data may be collected because 
of Project schedule constraints.  

The radiological monitoring program's sampling activities are directed 
toward monitoring release pathways and the exposure pathways to man in two 
areas: a circular area'measuring 168-kilometers across and centered on Yucca 
Mountain (the program sampling area), and the City of Las Vegas. This 
arrangement meets all regulations and requirements for model-pathways. There 
are five basic types of sampling described in the RMP: airborne monitoring, 
water sampling, soil and drift surface sampling, biota sampling, and ambient 
radiation monitoring.  

Airborne monitoring. Airborne monitoring is the foundation of the 
radiological monitoring program activities and involves the monitoring of 
radioactive particulates, radioiodine, tritium, and inert gases. These four 
categories account for most of the radioactive materials released from any 
site. C-14 (CO ) will also be-monitored. Air sampling will be conducted to 
evaluate potential doses to offsite inhabitants from inhaled radionuclides, 
direct radiation, or ingestion of contaminants. Both far-field (beyond a
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15-kilometer radius of the site) and near-field (within a 15-kilometer radius 
of the site) air samplers will be used. Radon/ri.-daughter product sam
pling activities will be restricted to the nearield area. Only seven new 
far-field stations are being added to the current NTS network; data from 
existing U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) stations will be used, 
and NNWSI Project stations will be installed at some existing Reynolds 
Electrical and Engineering Co. (REECo) air sampler locations. Data from the 
REECo air monitoring program will also be available.  

Particulate sample analyses will be performed by the EPA Nuclear 
Radiation Assessment Division (NRAD) Laboratory. For tritium and inert-gas 
(non-radon) sampling, equipment both currently in use and being evaluated by 
the NRAD will be used by the radiological monitoring program. The tritium 
and inert-gas samples will also be analyzed by the NRAD Laboratory. Radon 
monitoring will involve the used of time-integrating samplers supplemented by 
continuous radon monitors. The radon monitoring network is-intended to 
establish a baseline and measure the future changes in the radon levels near 
the exploratory shaft. Underground air in the main drifts and near the 
working face will be sampled for radon and its daughter products. The 
monitoring of CO2 will be based on the C-14 content in flora.  

Water sampling. In general, the principal exposure pathways from 
waterborne radionuclides to individuals are ingestion of drinking water and 
consumption of aquatic species or irrigated crops. Potential water pathways 
at Yucca Mountain include ephemeral streams, catch basins, groundwater, 
airborne deposition to the Amargosa River or streams, and reservoirs or ponds 
supplied from groundwater sources.  

Surface-water samples will be collected routinely at a representative 
unaffected control location to provide background data for comparison with 
data from affected locations. Ephemeral stream samples will be collected at 
four stations located in Fortymile Wash just east of Yucca Mountain. Water 
sampling will rely to a large extent on existing EPA water samplers and 
locations. A representative sampling of water from catch basins within the 
near-field will be made, and sediment samples will be taken at all surface
water and ephemeral stream locations.  

Grab samples of drinking water will be collected from nearby communi
ties. Lake Mead water will be included in this activity and is currently 
being sampled by the NRAD. EPA water sampling data available for several 
sampling locations will-be also be used.  

Monitoring of groundwater will be conducted near the proposed repository 
facility and in areas downgradient from other facilities or activities. To 
facilitate the assessment of potential sources of radionuclides, at least two 
wells will be selected for evaluation. Where available, existing NNWSI Pro
ject and NTS wells and planned NNWSI Project wells will be used. Water 
samples will be obtained (if possible) from U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) or 
other test wells in the near-field area as they become available. Most of 
the near-field samples will be archived.  

Surface-water samples will be taken from beneath the water surface to 
avoid floating debris, while ephemeral streams will be sampled by installing 
a large-volume passive container in the stream bed. Sediment samples from
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surface-water sampling locations will be usually be collected using hand-held 
equipment or a core sampler. . *o

Water typically will be sampled annually. Sediment samples also will be 
taken annually, following the first significant waterflow in the spring.  
Ephemeral stream sampling will be conducted each time a significant waterflow 
occurs in the stream being evaluated.  

Soil and drift surface sampling. Soil sampling will be used to assess 
deposition of radionuclides from site activities, evaluate the long-term 
accumulation trends of radionuclides, and estimate environmental radionuclide 
inventories. Soil samples will be collected at air sampling locations, and a 
set of representative samples will be taken throughout the indicator species 
sampling area. The latter will allow characterization of the conditions to 
which the indicator species is exposed. Representative soil samples will be 
taken from all environmental sampling locations and areas where major 
activities are planned. These samples will be archived for possible use in 
future evaluations or activities. An annual sampling frequency is planned to 
assess long-term trends.  

Driftwall samples are directed towards characterizing natural radon 
emissions. During underground mining and operation, driftwall sampling will 
be used to characterize the uranium and thorium sources which produce the 
radon/radon daughter products emanating from the mine.  

Biota sampling. Biota sampling involves sampling of milk, crops, game, 
and animal produce from livestock. These samples provide the most direct 
means for assessing the radiation dose to man from ingestion of contaminants 
(the food pathways to man). Many details of the biota sampling activities 
cannot be presented until a detailed survey is conducted of the agricultural 
and cultural activities within the program sampling area. This information 
will be collected over the next two years. For now, the biota samples col
lected in the program will include the indicator species and items repre
senting both direct and indirect pathways to man.  

Direct pathways to man are represented by food items. Sampling may 
include milk, crops intended for human consumption, beef, poultry, and eggs.  
Milk sampling of all dairy cattle herds in the sampling area is already 
performed by the NRAD for the NTS. Data from the NRAD program should be 
sufficient for the radiological monitoring program. To monitor iodine-129, 
cattle thyroids will be collected each fall when grazing activities end.  
Crop samples will include those produced for human consumption as well as for 
livestock feed. Meat, poultry, and egg samples may be obtained from 
commercial producers and local family farms. Domestic animal produce will be 
sampled annually at the time of the slaughter or harvest. Poultry and eggs 
may be sampled quarterly. Field surveys of game bird species will be 
conducted quarterly.  

Indirect pathways to man include cattle and deer forage. Native cattle 
forage samples will be taken from eight locations established on lands where 
cattle are grazed within the program sampling area. Three forage species 
will be chosen for monitoring. Three samples from each species will be 
collected at each location. A total of 72 samples will be collected over a 
two-year period. Cattle forage sampling will not be initiated before 1989.
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The food habits of mule deer will be studied by analyzing scat samples 
collected from Yucca Mountain. Results will det n which deer forage 
species should be collected for analysis. Tlii -forage'species will be 
chosen for monitoring. Three samples from each species will be collected at 
twenty designated sampling locations. All twenty locations will be sampled 
at least twice during the site characterization phase.  

Indicator species assist in detecting inadvertent releases of radio
activity and in monitoring any long-term radionuclide accumulation in the 
local environment. Small mammals (mice and rats) will be used by the 
radiological monitoring program as indicators of radionuclide concentrations 
in the biosphere. Merriam's kangaroo rat and the long-tailed pocket mouse 
are the designated indicator species for the program because they are 
typically the two most abundant and ubiquitous small mammal species on Yucca 
Mountain. Eight small mammal monitoring locations will be established in the 
vicinity of Yucca Mountain. At each location, trap lines will be arranged.  
The trap lines will be operated four times a year. Samples for radioanalysis 
will be collected two of the four times. The other two times, animals will 
only be marked. Lagomorphs (rabbits) were not included as an integral part 
of the radiological monitoring program because of their relative rarity on 
Yucca Mountain; however, systematic transect surveys will be conducted 
semiannually to collect data which will enable the program to determine when 
population densities are sufficient to permit sampling. To evaluate the 
feasibility of incorporating predators (coyotes, bobcats, etc.) into the 
program, scent-station surveys assessing the presence, relative abundance, 
and general distribution of predators will be performed four times a year.  

Ambient radiation monitoring. Ambient radiation monitoring involves the 
monitoring of external radiation exposures. The radiological monitoring 
program will use integrating dosimeters, specifically thermoluminescent 
dosimeters (TLDs), to monitor any incremental changes in external radiation 
doses to key population groups in the program sampling area. The dosimeters 
will be placed at all environmental sampling stations. In addition to these 
locations, other TLD locations have been added to provide an accurate 
representation of current site conditions. Where TLDs are used, at least 
three will be provided for each location to permit averaging of the data and 
detection of faulty dosimeters. Quarterly exchange periods are planned.  
Various exposure rate instruments will also be used for continuous monitoring 
of the exposure rate as a function of time. An Aerial Measurements System 
(AMS) aerial survey is also being arranged for the Yucca Mountain area. An 
AMS survey provides detailed data analysis of gamma radiation levels in and 
around nuclear facilities. The AMS is operated for the DOE by EG&G, Inc. In 
situ gamma spectral analyses at most sampling locations will.also be included 
as part of the ambient radiation monitoring of the radiological monitoring 
program. Current data from the NTS public monitoring program will also be 
available for the ambient radiation monitoring activity.  

Other aspects of the radiological monitoring program's monitoring and 
data-gathering activities--the rules and regulations involved in their 
development; the assessment methodologies used to understand and categorize 
their data; the quality assurance procedures followed to ensure their 
accuracy and validity--are detailed in other sections of the RMP.
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The primary participants in the radiological monitoring program will be 
the DOE Nevada Operations Office (DOE/NV) Waste.ime-n4 t Project Office_....
(WOPO), the EPA NRAD, and the TkMSS Contractor (Science Applications Inter
national Corporation). Other involved groups will include the DOE/NV Health 
Physics and Environmental Division, EGkG/Energy Measurements (Santa Barbara 
Operations), the EPA Office of Radiation Programs, REECo, DOE/NV, and the 
State of Nevada. All activities in the program will have the approval of the 
W•JPO and the concurrence of the DOE/NV.  

ORGANIZATION OF THE RADIOLOGICAL MONITORING PLAN 

The RMP has eight major parts (Figure 1-2) and eleven appendices.  
Section 1 provides introductory remarks and establishes the framework of the 
document. Section 2 provides a general discussion of the regulatory and 
control framework for the document. Section 3 provides a detailed discussion 
of the technical requirements and guidance mandating completion of the radio
logical monitoring activities discussed in the document. The manner in which 
the document implements data collection in support of issue resolution for 
the issues hierarchy as discussed in the SCP and the EPP is also addressed in 
Section 3. Section 4 provides details of the radiological monitoring activi
ties and the activities relate to the requirements in Section 3. Section 5 
sets forth the radiological analytical techniques used in collection of data 
for resolution of the issues in the issues hierarchy. Section 5 also 
addresses how these techniques fit within the regulatory framework described 
in Sections 2 and 3. Section 6 identifies non-monitoring data required to 
support resolution of the issues and discusses how these data will be col
lected. Section 7 addresses quality assurance, and Sections 8 and 9 address 
administrative concerns and their resolution within the program. Appendix A 
provides a description of NNWSI Project activities. Appendices B through G 
provide supplementary technical data, with Appendix E containing a tabular 
summary of the environmental monitoring program. Appendix H describes other 
plans which provide data to this program. Appendix I contains a listing of 
acronyms and abbreviations. Appendix J contains a glossary for the text, and 
Appendix K lists any changes made in the field monitoring activities.
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